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PREFACE

^  .

The theory that Shakespeare passed through a ’’dark* or 
unhappy period, traditional since the middle of the nine
teenth century, establishes its thesis by offering the trag
edies and the “bitter comedies* which made up Shakespeare1s 

* total artistic productivity during the years from about 1600 
to about 1608 as evidence of a * tragic mood* of the poet at 
that time. The "bitter comedies,* Troilus and Cresslda. 
Measure tor measure, and All* 3 A ell that Ends .veil, are held, 
by the “Dark Period11 theorists, to be comedies in name only, 
plays essentially tragic that achieve the designation of 
*comedies* only through the conventional happy ending.

The plays of the *dark period,* and the * bitter come
dies’1 in particular, are commonly contrasted by the Dark 
Period taeorists with the “romances,* —  The Winter* s Tale. 
Cymbellne. and Tae Tempest. These plays form what the Dark 
Period theorists generally call *the romance period,11 and 
the spirit of forgiveness and optimism and faith in human 
nature that readers find in them is usually cited as further 
evidence of the “dark period*— for the critics contend that 
these 6 true comedies* indicate the kind of play Shakespeare 
wrote when he was in a happy mood, and stand in sharp oppo
sition to the spirit of cynicism, pessimism, and dejection 
which the Dark Period theorists find dominant in the “bitter
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comedies.”
Measure for Measure> as it is fitted into the ”dark 

period* theory, is typical of these “bitter comedies." It 
is in the ccHweational critical tradition to label Measure 
for Measure a "dark,” cynical, and pessimistic play, and to 

find its bitterness at once attestant to and symptomatic of 
the "dark period." '

It is this asserted relationship between Measure for 
Measure and the "dark period” theory which is examined in 
this paper through a study of the play, its meaning, its 
mood. -■V \ .. . •- \ :

The paper first examines the "dark period*’ theory and 
its evolution at some length, to indicate fully the develop
ment of the concept and the place that Measure for Measure 
has been given within it. This examination, which demon
strates the need for a thorough consideration of the play, 
makes up the first chapter.

A survey of the criticisms of Measure for Measure is 
then undertaken. This indicates the various directions 
which previous approaches to the play have taken and offers 
perspective for the orientation of this study to those 
approaches. The second chapter is devoted to this survey.

The third chapter, constituting the major portion of 
this paper, consists of a detailed examination of Measure 
for Measure with respect to the play1s meaning, mood, and
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spirit. This examination attempts to include every signifi
cant aspect cf the play within its scope, to determine the 
full and unweighted meaning of the play, and to discover ae 
closely as possible what Shakespeare intended the play to 
say and do.

With this purpose in view, the study of the play in 
this chapter goes through the drama from beginning to end, 
weighing each turn of action and character, and considering 
its relative significance to the total pattern of the play 
as it is developed; all ideas crucial to an interpretation 
of the play are traced from selected points during the study 
throughout the entire play; and the interplay of these ideas 
is determined, thus indicating the over-all ideology and its 
subtleties.

In addition to presenting original conclusions regarding 
the meaning of the play, I have noted when my conclusions are 
supported by the opinions of former criticisms and when the 
conclusions are directly opposed by others.

A fourth and final chapter summarises the findings of 
the study of the play, and points out the implications of 
these findings with respect to the "dark period11 theory.

The text copyrighted in 1906 by William Allan Heilson, 
commonly known as "The Cambridge Text,* has been used through
out the paper, for Measure for Measure and other Shakespearean 
plays referred to.
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CHAPTER I

rm  •DARK PERIOD* THEORY MID THE •BITTER COMEDIES*

Edeusd Ualone*e first •Attempt to Ascertain the Order 
in Which the Plays of Shakespeare were written,” appearing 
in 1778,^ created the basis for the examination of Shake
speare* a plays for their autobiographical significances.* 2 
Once the conjecture as to the chronological sequence of the 
play® had been made, the say was opened for the consequent 
conjecture of the mutual relationship between the plays and 
the life of the poet. And it was not long before a consid
erable portion of Shakespearean oritioal efforts was being 
devoted to "the task of tracing Shakespeare*s growth to ma
turity, his summits of achievement and in general the pat
tern of his creative career.*3

1* E. K. Chamber®, in his William Shakespeare, 
p. 243 n., points out that Malone*sfirst chronology appear
ed in the second edition of the Works by Johnson and Steevens,

p. 6
2. 0. J. Slaton, Tha M y ^ o a l  £P_rrojB si

3. J. Isaacs, " Hhakeopearean Criticism] From Coleridge 
edited * ^iiT Comt?|nion to^Sbakesneare Studies>
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Thus it is seen that seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
Shakespearean criticise! rme, aside from anecdote,4 confined 
to analysis and appraisal of the plays, and of Shakespeare as 
a dramatist rather then as a personality* These criticisms, 
from Francis Meres in 1698 through Dr. Johnson, spoke of 
Shakespeare1s fine language, his enrichment of the English 
tongue, his poetic ability, hie rare nit, his keen observa
tion, bis great understanding, his "natural11 genius, his ex
cellent philosophy, and— indeed— of hie lack of learning, his 
poor taste, his faulty art.5 They treated Shakespeare simply 
as an unknown creator of plays, as a hand that had endued it
self with certain qualities and characteristics through its 

ereatioas. ' . . . . .■ ; • -
But with the nineteenth century, Shakespearean criticism, 

given its opening by the establishment of a credible chronol
ogy and its Impetus by Romanticism, finds new worlds for its 
effort®. Whereas

the Shakespeare idolatry of the eighteenth 
century was a pleading for the recognition of hie creative 
genius, the idolatry of the nineteenth century was an employ
ment of his genius a® an excuse for the investigation of the 
important red herring of the moment, whether character study, 
creative unity, periodieing, verse processes, chronology, 
ethios, dramatic technique, or, at opposite poles of homage.

4. Sisson, ££• P« 6.
.-81.AU!5U8tUB RalU* ~ — — —  ,Shakespeare Criticism.
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critical bibliography and the poet*o personality; (#ndIome of 
the chief critical occupations of the nineteenth century, and 
in part of the twentieth, was the building up of a picture of 
Shakespeare*s personality.®

I. Biogr&phiiml Criticism

the picture is composed of three basic elementsi the 
few facta, ranging from certainty to rumor, that we know 
about Shakespeare the man - some scanty information regard
ing his family, friends, and associates, a few events in his 
life, and a comment or two on his character by contemporaries; 
the environmental temper and the historical occurrences of his 
age; and the evidence.of the plays and poems, his creations. 
That these elements when combined by the various critical 
chemists do not always make the same integral compound can be 
discovered by a study of Shakespearean criticism after 1800.

Such has been the looseness of this body of biographical 
criticism that it has been said that the history of Shake
speare criticism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
reflects the history of thought movements and national thought 
patterns.6 7 So, with the beginning of the rise of Haslsm in 
modern Germany, Shakespeare becomes a Hordio hero la German 
criticism, the champion of the narrow self-disintegrating

6. Isaacs, op. clt., pp. 301-303.
7. Ibid, p. 300.
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type of patriotism fostered by the Hazis themselves. While 
at the same time, in an England suffering from post-war 
11 twentieth-century blues/ Shakespeare appears as a thorough 
pessimist, without faith or hope.®

toe following illustration should serve to indicate the 
procedure which biographical critics may follow, at the same 
time introducing a trend of critical thought which is perti
nent to the particular matter of this studyi

It was noticed by the two critics serving the example*
Tea Brink 8 9 and B. K. Chambers*10 that Shakespeare‘s Timon of 

Aj&fas and preceding plays, and Shakespeare* s Winter's Tale 
and following plays, lying virtually side by side in the chron
ological table, were of sharply contrasting moods, low bio
graphical criticism generally assumes that the plays reflect, 
at least in some measure, the author's own moods and tempers.
Ah explanation was hence forthcoming.

Ten Brink*s follows this path!
In the course of the year 1608 a reaction takes place in 

toe poet’s mind. . . . we question his biography to see wheth
er it can throw any light on the matter. The answer we find 
is of great significance. In December of the preceding year, 
Shakespeare’s youngest brother . . . died. . . . [This event

8. Sisson, op. oit.. pp. 3-4.
8. Bernhard Ten Brink, Five lectures on Shakespeare.
10. Chambers, pp. cit.
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in the preceding June a joyous event had taken place in She 
poet*s family* his oldest daughter, Susanne, . . . had been 
married to a physician . . . [and] the first and only fruit 
of this union, Elizabeth Hall, Shakespeare*s granddaughter, 
was born in February, 1608. We can imagine how the event 
helped to mark an era in the poet's inner life, . . .

Even the death of Shakeepeare,s mother, which occurred 
in September of the same year, painfully as it must have 
affected the poet, must under the circumstances have been 
easier to bear: it may have rendered him tender and brooding, 
but not harsh,11

Thus events of the poet*s life are combined by the 
critic with the latter#s impressions of the plays and with 
their probable chronology to construct an account of detailed 
psychological processes in Shakespeare the man.

Ten Brink continues his reconstruction by using hie bio
graphical deductions along with impressions of the play to 
reach a further ©©©elusion, that Shakespeare* s mood at the 
time he composed the later plays was one of flcheerful resig
nation with a quiet faith.1,13

Chambers die covers a different cause. In interpreting 
the change of mood he finds in the plays in terms of Shake- 
speare#a personal development, he suggests that since Rmen
tal disturbances come in waves,** it may be likely that * dur
ing the attempt at Timon of Athens a wave broke, that an 
Illness followed, and that when it passed,1* Shakespeare * 13

11. fen Brink, gg* oit.. pp. 93-95.
13. fen Brink, oit.. p. 98.
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found himself serene and calm* where he had been troubled and 
depressed*13 14 15

A significant, and also pertinent* revelation regarding 
the subjective nature of biographical criticism is implied in 
W. H. .Durham*s interesting study of the criticism of Measure 

£g£ ISSBIZLS.*3"4 Durham traced the effects of particular intel
lectual and moral climates on the opinions of the critics 
dealing with Measure for Measure. He found that while “the 

play is fixed* the printed record of a conception perfectly 
realised only by Shakespeare* s mind V. . its effect upon the 
minds of ethers alters as generations pass” according to the 
predominating ideas of the generations themselves.16

The excesses to which biographical criticism is some
times carried have brought a strong reaction from some quar
ters. Kittredge condemns the attempt #to read the riddle of 
personality— to discover the man in his works" as "the most 
desperately wrong* method and ideal in the study of Shake
speare. He feels the endeavour a waste of effort* "presump
tuous beyond all limits of permissible audacity.1,16 Yet* be

Critics,"

13. Chambers, on. Pit*, p. 2?4
14.__ * i as a Measure for 

y of California

15. Ibid.. p. 131.
M. George Lyman Kittredge, Shakspere* p. 46
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the impossible is ever alluring* The attempt has been 
made, and the results are before the world* The outcome is 
Its own refutation. It is either a compendium of humanity, 
a composite photograph, quite destitute of salient feature*, 
or else it is a creature shifting and intangible, a kaleido
scopic monster, 1 everything by turns and nothing long.1 
Assuredly this is not Shakespare. Shy, it is not even an 
individual.17 18

J. Adams heartily concurs with this view. He feels 
that while Shakespeare undoubtedly put something of himself 
into hie plays, "he drew from his great store of wisdom and 
sympathy, not from his temporary moods and petty troublea.818

And R. $. Chambers pleads for study of the plays as ar
tistic works, objecting to “baseless conjectures" about the 
life of the poet, conjectures which are automatically doomed 
to failure because that life can never be known.19

Yet Durham, despite his revealing study 20 of the rela

tive subjectivity of Measure for Measure criticism and its 
implications regarding biographical criticism, does not 
judge further efforts along the same lines futile. Construc
tively, he urges that the attempts be continued. And one 
fact is probably undeniablej If it is at all possible for

17. m & . ,  P- 48.
18. Joeaph Qutaoy Adams, A L£fs of William Shakespeare. 

P* 054.
19. Fu w. Chambers, The Jacobean Shakespeare and Meas-

ure for Measure, p. 59. - --- ------------

20. See above, p* 6.
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aodera eritios to discover the personality of Sh&keepeare* 
there Is very little likelihood that It #111 be discovered, 
at this late date, in any place other than in the poet's 
works. In any case, the chance has proved 11 ever alluring," 
and the resultant body of criticism is impressive both in 
its quantity and in the quality of Its contributors.

There is no need at this point to offer further illus
trations or a detailed history of the bulky and amorphous 
mass to which the term "biographical criticism* sight be 
applied. Bor is there room, for the purposes of this study, 
for further consideration of the debate, as such, regarding 
the merit# of biographical criticism. The general issues 
have been stated to afford perspective for the later discus
sion of a particular phase of the method, "period criticism," 
a phase which, aside from the question of its validity, has 
been no lee® real in its effectual impact than the total 
body of which It forms a small portion. Illustrations of 
criticism dealing with "period*" will more extensively illus
trate biographical criticism and its methods.

II. "Period* Criticism
Hot many years had passed after Malone's first

-, - ^  * ' • * ...... . . .  . ^

"Attempt"21 when Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 1810 became a

21. See above, p. l.
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pioneer in biegmphleal oritioiBm, devising a syetw of Peri
ods or Epochs for the life of Shakespeare. Coleridge* a sys
tems— he suggested several over the years of his critical 
efforts— were based on a grouping of the plays according t* 
their respective moods and chronology, which groups were 
placed so as to form corresponding Periods or Epochs of 
Shakespeare*e life (e.g.. Youthful, Manly, Mature).22

Divisions of the plays for the purpose of study had 
been made by eighteenth century writers, but they had been 
made on dramatic rather than on personal or psychological 
bases. Nicholas Rowe, for instance, in his critical biogra
phy prefacing the six-volume edition of 1709, made the simple 
and obvious distinction between the “comedies11 and the “ trag
edies,1123 and this division was common in eighteenth century 
Shakespearean criticism. (Johnson spoke of Comedy, Tragedy, 
and History.)

But the new “period8 systems of biographical criticism, 
in the pattern initiated by Coleridge, followed the current 
chronological decisions of the day and built upon them divi
sions in the poet's life which led to more detailed deduc
tions regarding hie character and personal development.

edlted by

as. Ralli, op. pit., p. 12.
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Here le one late nineteenth oenturjr statement of the 
process: . , - ; . , ..

Of the outward life of Shakespeare we know very little; 
but we know so much the more of hi a inner life. Though the 
sources of what is generally termed the biography, of a poet 
flow but in a very scanty stream, we find in his works ample 
pages of his spiritual life unrolled before us. We see in 
them not only how the poet cultivated and perfected himself 
in his art* not only how his view of man and the world grew 
more and more profound; we see in them what problems occupied 
him at different periods, what ideas filled his mind, by what 
moods he was swayed; and we are enabled to infer, to a certain 
degree, the experiences which preceded and gave direction to 
his successive creations.24

(hie of the most ambitiously precise systems of period 
division, and probably the most widely copied and utilised, 
is that of Edward Bowden, who divides the plays of Shakespeare 
into four distinctly labeled ^periods," each period represent
ing one phase of the" poet1s dramatic development; Bowden fur
ther provides four corresponding and equally distinct divi
sions in Shakespeare*s life, each, division representing a 
phase of the poet's personal development and paralleling the 
dramatic period, from which it was deduced. The mood of a 
group of plays being determined, the mood of the poet who 
wrote them is inferred.25

The first period extends from 1590 through ISIS-®.
■■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ / : ,  ■ ■ '  ■ ■ : ■ J : ■ -

Aesthetically, it is called MThe years of dramatic apprentioe- * 35

24. Ten Brink, o p . oit.. pp. 49-50.
35. Edward Bowden, Shakspere. pp. 47-60.
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ship & W  e^emment.* Related to the poet1 s life, it is the 
•In to® Workshop* period.

The second, from 1595-6 through 1600-1, is Hfhe period 
of the inglieh historical plays and the mirthful and joyous 
comedies,* and, correspondingly, "In the world,"

The third, from 1601 to 1608, is "The period of grave 
or bitter comedies and of the great tragedieB." For Shake
speare personally, it is "Out of the depths." (By "Out of 
the depths," Bowden meant that Shakespeare spoke from the
depths.) ." ■ .: ' ! .. "v' \ '

Finally, from 1608 through 1611-1613 occurs “The period 
of the romantic plays," when Shakespeare was "On the heights."

Bowden has exerted considerable influence on oritios of 
later years through his division.26 Hie Shaksoere. A Oriti- 
m l  m &L Si his Hind and Art was first issued in 1875, but 
neither his method nor his details have by any means been 
forgotten. In a college Shakespeare textbook edited by 
Thoms Maro Parrott appearing in 1938, more than sixty years 
later, we find the following statement;

It is usual to divide Shakespeare^ work into four peri
ods: the first of apprenticeship ending about 1594, the
second of mastery of comedy and history, 1584-1600. the third 
that of the tragedies and of the "bitter comedies,* 1599-1808, 
and the last, that of the "romances* or tragi-oomediea, 1608- 1613,37 * 27

86. Siasoau op. olt,. p. 9." - '
27. Thomas Maro Parrott, ed., Shakespeare, p. 49.
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Parrott warns against too strict and detailed a bio
graphical interpretation of these divisions, but ooaoedes 
that a general conception of Shakespeare1s ideological devel
opment may be dram from them.

The broadest period division devised by Shakespeare 
biographical critics eonslete of but two periods, the Eliza
bethan and the Jacobean. The argument maintains that since 
Shakespeare wrote his happiest comedies under Elizabeth and 
his greatest tragedies under James, he was therefore happy 
under Elisabeth and unhappy under James.88 This is merely a 

simplification of Bowden’s division. It exemplifies the 
basic logic employed by biographical critics, a logic which 
is by no means universally accepted. Chambers offers the 
following in opposition to it;

A further assumption extends, to England as a whole, 
these assumed moods of Shakespeare. Boss assumptions are 
precarious. Miss Sybil Thorndike onoe told an assembly of 
medical psychologists that, during the two years when she 
was acting exceptionally gruesome plays, she enjoyed excep
tionally peaceful sleep. *1 got it off my chest** she said. 
John Dryden also knew much about drama, and he regarded 
Comedy and Tragedy, not as the expression of national temper, 
hut as a reaction against it. Comedy, he said, is pleasing 
to the sullen" English, who come to the theatre to be di
verted; Tragedy to the "gay* Frenon, who oome to make them
selves mere serious.3® 29

30. R. W. Chambers, jgp. elf.. p. 3$ see IT. M. lllis- 
iermor. The Jacobean Drama, pp. 347-371 for an excellent 
example of this argument. . ...

29. Loo, cit.; Chambers* reference for Dryden1a state
ment is the "Essay of Dramatic Poesy* in Ker» e Essays of 
John Dryden. 1, 72. "Neander (Dryden) is speaking."
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Yet a causal relationship between the zelgn -ef •. J&aee 
and the tragedies and "bitter comedies" of Shakespeare re
mains an important factor in assigning to the poet a "Dark* 
or "Jacobean" Period and in explaining the assignation. It 
is only one of the explanations for the interpretation of 
the period roughly from 1600 to 1608 as an epoch of melancholy 
and distress for the poet. For a vast number of critic# have 
found the plays within this loose era pessimistic in relation 
to the plays of other period® of Shakespeare* s production.

And the explanations and bases for thie purely aesthetic dis
covery vary from evidence such as Ten Brink's interpretation 
of biographical facts 30 to the internal evidence of the plays 
themselves.

III. The "Dark Period*
It has been seen that Bowden, one of the earlier and 

most influential of biographical critics, named the period 
from 1601 through 1608 "The period of grave or bitter come
dies and of the great tragedies" or “Out of the depths." This 
is, with slight variations, the period favored by the major
ity of the critics who find a similar "dark period* evidenced 
by the play# of that era and who deduce from this a corre
sponding "dark period* in Shakespeare *s life. And Bowden's 30

30. See above, pp. 4-5.
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further opinion that the plays after 1608 are relatively 
free from pessimism and that Shakespeare consequently must 
have been relieved of whatever weight oppressed him, is also 
maintained by the host of later critics perceiving the 8dark 

period.* _,.;,;:  ̂^ ;;:;; '\ ^ ":;.. -'.,_'v " : i ^
Kallam had preceded Dowden in suggesting that ^
There seems to have been a period of Shakespeare's life 

when his heart was ill at ease, and ill content with the 
world or M s  own oonsoienoej the memory of hours misspent* 
the pang of affection misplaced or unrequited, the experience 
of man's worser nature . . . *31

fie* too, had seen a transition with the later plays from 
this dark mood to a happier one. But it was Dowden who devel
oped the idea and brought it to fruition in the system which 
has served as & model for •period* criticism.32

In general, it oan be said that Dowden and his followers 
state that at about 1600 or 1601 Shakespeare's plays take a 
sudden turn toward the cynical, somber, and peeslmietio, that 
this characteristic continues through the plays until 1608 or 
1609, and that it is replaced by optimism, faith and cheer
fulness in the plays after that date; that during the period 
of the somber plays Shakespeare personally was in a pessimis
tic mood, and that in the later years, he threw off the pes
simism and regained his earlier faith and optimise.

The •diagnosis* that certain of Shakespeare's plays * 33

31. Sisson, on. cit.. pp. 7-8.
33. Ibid.. p. 9.
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4urlag the 1600-1608 period were Bdarku is commonly converted 
into *a peyekological aoheme of SMkeepeeirets spiritual ca
reer,M says Hi B. O&arlton, in a summary of the procedure:

It is co*on ground that up to about 1600 his genius had 
turned most easily to comedy, and had achieved its supreme 
oomio triumphs before or about 1600 in such plays as Twelfth 
Ni^ht, As You Like It. and Muoh Ado. But soon after 1600, 
and for the next half-dozen years, his output is almost entire-

and Shis triumphant achievement in tragedy by supposing an 
interval during which Shakespeare the man was harassed by

and driven to a mood of cyai-dcuDts, depreesed^by sufferings,
oal despondency.33

Here are several typical statements of the opinion that 

Shakespeare passed through a dark period:
Ten Brink writes that the year 1601 ushered in “a new 

period in Shakespeare1s development,0 a period which differed 
glaringly from the one preceding it: “It is as if one stepped
from a radiant, sunlit landscape into a blaok mountain region 
with its topmost summits shrouded in mist.33 034

Bowden mays that, in his "Out of the depths* period, 
Shakespeare was speaking from the depths of humanity, where 
he was probing, seeing "the darkest and saddest parts of 
human life,0 pondering “the great mystery of evil.* For

33. H, 3. Charlton, Shakespearian Comedy^ no. 210-211% 
Charlton is obviously not in sympathy with the method, but 
through his attack, we obtain an Interesting and accurst# 
view of it. ' . : . -

34. Ten Brink, on. oit.. p. 83.
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Shakespeare16 genius had "left the bright surface of the
world.”35

In those same years, Shakespeare "saw, he even touched.
It seems, . . .  the darkest depths of grief and crime* of 
weakness, dishonor, of tyrannic passions, and deadly mistake,11 

declares Stopford Brooke.3®
ElliB-Fenaox finds Shakespeare1a whole world disintegra

ting into chaos at this period of hie life and creation, his 
values being destroyed within him, his faith shattering.27

There are various biographical explanations for the phe
nomenon. In logical sequence, they are opened with general 
conjectures of this nature:

fhie is the period, says Brandes,
when mirth, and even the joy of life, are extinguished in his 
soul. Heavy clouds have massed themselves on his mental horl- 
son— 'their nature we can only divine. . . . gnawing sorrows 
and disappointments have beset him. We see his melancholy 
growing and extending.38 • ‘

brooks asserts that the plays of the period must have 
been written at a time when Shakespeare1s "natural gaiety" 
was overcome "either by personal trouble, or by the pressure 
of some deep conviction of the sorrow and sins of the world."36 37 38 39

36. Bowden, op. olt.. p. 59.

36. Stopfoxd Brooke, Ten Plays of Shakespeare, p. 3.

37. Elllfl-Feraor, 3 M  Jacobean Braga, pp. 247-371.
38. Georg. Brand... W U U a a  Skakeaceare. p. 239.

39. Brooke, op. olt.. p. 3*
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Another erltlc conclude a that 11 some passage of bitter 
experience must hare turned the sweet milk of hie genius for 
a time Into gall, and put him upon a course of harsh and un
gentle thought. *40

And* regarding this period “when some sad influence 
weighed upon the poet*s spirit* and made him appear constant
ly as “•the stern censurer of mankind1**41 verplanok remarksi

I see no reason to doubt that this did not arise merely 
from a change of taste, or an experiment in dramatic art, but 
was, in some manner, eoeneotsd with events or oiromastanoe 
personal to the author, and affecting his temper, disposition, 
and moral associations of thought. It may have been some deep 
wound of the.affections, some repeated evidence of man1a in
gratitude and heartlesanese, possibly some mere personal calam
ity, bringing home to the brilliant man of genius the living 
sense of the world1s worthlessness and,opening to his sight 
the mysterious evil of his own nature.48

from this general explanation, assumptions become explic
it.

Ellis-feraor, for instance, sees the over-all pessimism 
of the Jacobean era as the cause for Shakespeare1̂  woefulness$ 
After the aseeat of James to the throne, Shakespeare feels

as perhaps . . ♦ no other single dramatist, the full 
flood of the early Jacobean dread of death and horror . . . .  
Sever was the characteristic doubt of that age more searching, 
more nearly comprehensive of everything within its reach than 
in the first sequences that lead, down to Measure for Measure.

mm. 40. Henry H. Hudson, "Introduction" 
The Aldus Shakespeare, p. xvli.

to Measure for Meas-

41. Halls# is quoted here by Verplanok.
43. 0. C. Verplanok, quoted by William J. Rolfe in the

^Introduction to Measure lor Keasure.* in his 1883 edition of
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Never did the sense of ohaos, of diejunotion and flying 
apart of the very bonds of the earth, of mutiny in the 
spheres themselves, find so nearly apocalyptic expression as 
in the sequence in which Macbeth and Lear lead up to Timon.43

Braudes also sees a factor of Shakespeare's epochal 
environment, the growth of Puritanism and the Puritan attacks 
on art and drama, as leading to hie pessimism.44

One of the earliest and most consistently adopted causes 
in the form of a specific event affecting Shakespeare^ mental 
calm adversely was the downfall of the Duke of Essex. Even 
Capell, in hie 1768 Preface, links Essex's fall with a corre
sponding reaction on Shakespeare's part.45 Brandos makes 
muoh of it, too.48

Dover Wilson finds the combinate effect of the fate of 
Essex and the Jacobean mood creating the Shakespearean gloom:

The glory had departed; a shadow lay across the land, 
the shadow of the tomb; and the air seemed thick with the 
breath of corruption . . . .  The glde]of melancholy deep
ened v . . . Shakespeare was subject to a dominant mood of 
gloom and dejection.47 .

Events surrounding the personal life of Shakespeare are 
presented by some critics as evidence of the dark period sup
plemental to tne internal evidence of the plays and the envi- 43 44 45 46 47

43. Illia-iermor, <$>. olt.. p. 359.
44. Brands#, £&, cit.g pp. 340 it.
45. R. w. Chambers, op. olt.. p. 4.

46. Brands#, on. SIS*# PP« 240 ff,
47. J. Dover Wilson, The Essential Shakespeare/ pp. 113-
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ronmental influeaees. We have eeeii Ten Brink’s decision that 
the death of Shakespeare’s youngest Brother influenced # e  
mood of Timon of Athene.48 Bouden follows a similar line: 

Before Shakeepeare emerged from the dismal period, Bowden 
declares, ho "had known sorrow! bis eon was dead; hie father 
died . . . probably soon (thereafter! | his friend of the 
Sonnet® had done him wrong”; and as a result of the effects 
of these personal tragedies, Shakespeare began to study the 
darker side of life and to dwell on the world’s corruptness.*9

But whatever the particular explanation given, and how
ever they may here disagree, these critics are bound by their 
agreement that Shakespeare did pass through a ’’dark period,* 
that the plays of this period are gloomy, and that Shake
speare’ s mood was therefore also gloomy at the time.

Again the question of the validity of thee# criticisms 
is beyond the scope of this chapter, which is simply present
ing an outline of the evolution of the *Dark Period” theory.
It might be noted in passing, however, that neither the gen
eral logical assumptions nor the conclusions held in common 
by these biographical critics axe unanimously self-evident 
to all critics. Sisson, for example, states, *1 am very far * 49

- 48. See above, p. 4.
49. Bowden, on. pit.» p. 59.
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far ©a ©onoedlng the proposition that tragic writing in a great 
creative writer is evidence of a tragic mood* or of private 
unhappiness of any kind.f<50 And Bonaay Dobree isolated the 
1601-1608 period, not as Shakespeare*s period of awatal ill
ness or doubt, but as bis great, oomtented yearst

Wring his master period, he was concerned with his own 
vision, investigating as a strong man does, the utmost horrors 
of life, following an instinct of supreme health which for 
some inexplicable reason has sometimes, as in the case of Meas
ure for Measure been stigmatised a® •aorbid. • o2- 

/
Dobree, although he agrees that the plays of the period 

deal with horrors, would not conclude froa this that Shake
speare himself m s  in a black mood.50 51 * 53 * * * * 58

But Siseen and Dobreb represent the minority view, and 
the "dark parted* theory remains traditional.

IV. The "Dark Comedies*
Within the framework of the period he called "Out of the 

depths,* Dowden placed the following olavst All*8 Well That

50. Sisson, op. oit.. p. 31.
51. Bonaay Dobrle, "Shakespeare and the .Drama.of His

Time,* in A Companion to Shakespeare studied p. 359.
53. Other protests might be cited. R. W. Chambers, for

instance, points out that Shakespeare*a son died in 1596, in
the three or four years following which he wrote M s  "happiest 
works." (o p . oit.. pp. 5-6.) He also declares that the
Elizabethan period was no happy one (passim), and that there
is considerable gloom and dejection in t h e earlier tragedies, 
Henry VI, Richard III. King John, (p. 14) Sisson argues
that the age oi James was not as dark as it is sometimes 
painted. Tpg. oit., pp. 11 ff.)



I M s  Well, Trollus and Gressida, Measurg for Heasure, Julius 
Caesar, Hamlet, Othello, K_te Lear. gacDeth, Antony and Cleo- 

uatra, Omrlolams, and T,|mgn of A S S M -  period,
dramatioally, of flgrave or bitter comedies and of the great 
tragedies.*®3 t In a later olaeairication, Dowden refers to 
the three plays, the * grave or bitter eomedies, hjUlVe Well, 
Measure for Measure, and Trollus and Cressida, as the * seri
ous, dark, and ironical" comedies.®^ And it has become a 
tradition to label these plays the "dark comedies" and to 
offer them as one of the strongest pieces of evidence in 
designating a "dark period," for Shakespeare both as drama
tist and personality. . ' _ '

The common argument is that All* s Well. Measure for 
Measure, and Irollus are comedies in name only, and that 
therefore it is most evident that Shakespeare vae in so black a 
mood that he could not write a comedy, try as he might. If 
his contemporaries "asked him for a comedy when he was writing 
his great tragedies, they got Measure for M,easum and Trpllu&," 

writes Walter Raleigh.66 The dark comedies are the lowest 
point in Shakespeare*s descent to disgust and oynioiem, 
Ellis-Fermor assentsi they have none of the "glory" that the 53 54 55

53. Bowden, o£. cit., pp. 47-60.
54. Dowden, "Preface to the Third Edition," Shaksoerei 

a Critical study of his Mind and Art, p. zvi.
55. Sir Walter Alexander Raleigh, Shakespeare. p. 131.
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true tragedies have* for they are a negation of effort; they 
are neither comedy nor tragedy.5$

Charlton, in his diaousBion of Shakespearian Comedy. 
analyses the Dark Comedy aspect of Dark Period criticism as 
follows!

the epithet 1 dark1 has been almost universally accepted 
as a right description of these playc. That epithet is 
generally taken to mean, not only that in these plays the 
seamier, indeed, the nastiest, side or lire obtrudes mere 
persistently than elsewhere, but that their underlying mood 
is one of bitter cynicism. . . .

Here, obviously, so runs the argument, is the period in 
which Shakespeare wrote the dark comedies, plays superficial^ 
ly or nominally oomio, but in fact more than tragic in under
tone, plays in which the very semblance of comedy is indeed 
the bitterest of their cynical implication*. All's Kell that 
M s  IfiU: what a title, they cay, how devastating, loSTsym- 
bolio of the nihilism which is as ashes in the mouth!

The tradition is strong. Parrott states in his college 
text that H the third period includes a trio of plays usually 
know as the Bitter Comedies.#58

Dover nileon aaya,
. . . when he wrote the bitter comedies he quite obvious

ly believed in nothing; he was as cynical as lago, and as dis
illusioned as Macbeth, though he still retained, unlike the 
first, his sensitiveness, and, unlike the second, his hatred 
of cruelty, hypocrisy and ingratitude.^

The dark comedies also have been grouped together as 
special *problems" for the critic. "It is a commonplace of 56 57 58

56. Sills- Fermor, op. oit.. p. 360.
57. Charlton, op. cit., pp, 210-211.
58. p&rrott, og. oit.. p. 58.
58. Wilson, o p . pit., p. 122.
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Shakespearian eritioien,* Charlton notes, ♦‘that the so-call
ed ’dark comedies1 . . . are a group of plays which confound 
the critic, baffling hie aesthetic interpretation and frus
trating his philosophical appraisement of their meaning.“GO 

The very existence of W. W, Lawrences1e extensive exam
ination of Shakespeare* s Problem Comedies argues the exist
ence of a strong conception regarding these plays.

Definitions of the *problemsH and their causes vary 
widely. Textual difficulties have been given much consider
ation. 61 it has also been held variously that Shakespeare* e 
depression overwhelmed him so greatly that he was unable to 
lift himself to his normal artistic powersj63 ana that in 
writing these plays Shakespeare * s "intuitive perceptions* 
were being controlled too often by °hio conscious purpose 
and that his “intellect” was “forcing the issue” and •frus
trating the effort of Imagination.“6S

Masefield ©alls the difficult plays “plays of thought, 
not of vision.'1 He finds a serious problem in attempting to 60 * * 63

60. Charlton, op. olt.* p. 208.
-51. (tee example of textual treatment of the dark come

dies from a “problem” aspect is
“ by <J. M. Robertson (in

63. John Masefield, Shakespeare and Spiritual Life, 
pp, 23 and 33.

63. Charlton, o p . oit.. pp. 309-310.
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decipher the thoughts of Shakespeare at their time of composi
tion, but decides that the m i n  preoccupation of the poet
seems to have been “a brooding upon, government.# “Hie gift of 
lyrical excess* had departed during the writing of these plays 
“he seems to have been looking hard at life, with some die- 
6ttst.«64

The “problems* and the “darkness* of the dark ooaedies _ 
have been intimately related to each other to the point where 
the pessimistic outlook that is found in them is taken as par
tial evidence of corrupt text.65

V. fhe "Romance Period* ;V: L. '_ . .  .
Following the Dark Period, contrasW with it, and devel

oped from it, the "period* oritioe generally place what is
often labeled the “Romance Period.* In Bowden* e system, the 
Fourth Period or the "Period of the Romantio Plays" dovers the 
years from 1608 through 1611-13, and in its biographical phase 
is called "On the heights.* It includes the following playsi
P& f W S S, PjabfillPfl, Jgppe^t. glntey1, T&1&, and toe
"Fiagaents" of Two HobXe IClnaaen and Henry Till.66 Dowdon 
again set the style:

The tragic gloom and suffering was not . . . to last 
forever. The dark cloud lightens and rolls away, and the

64.
65.
66.

Masefield, olt.. pp. 22-23.
Robertson, op. pit., passip.
Bowden, Shak: . pp. 47-60.
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sky appears purer and tenderer than ever , . . . The spirit 
of these last plays is that of serenity which results from 
fortitude, end the recognition of human frailty.*?

There are countless echoes. Brooke perceives the years 
bring comfort to Shakespeare until, at last, he emerged from 
the darkness into rtclear light.n The last plays are like 
*a gentle, bright, and peaceful sunset,11 for Shakespeare1 s 
# ineradicable pleasure in humanity, the sweetness and delight 
of it/ survived the trials of the depths.67 68 69 70 71

Braudes discovers that the feelings of the #horror of

mankind11 that dominated the mirthless period
gradually crystallize into a large and lofty eontempt for 
humanity, until, after a space of eight years, another revol
ution occurs in his prevailing mood. The extinguished sun 
glows forth afresh, the black heaven has become blue again, 
and the kindly Interest in everything human has returned. He 
attains peace at last . . . .*9 once more he finds life worthy of his love.?6

Wilson describes the change that occurs about 1608 or 
1609 rin the "art and temper" of Shakespeare as the passage 
from pessimism to optimism, from tragedy to romance, a change 
"as profound though less sudden than" the change to the dark 
period in 1601.71

67. Ibid.. p. 60.
68. Brooke, oj>. oit.. p. 4.
69. Brsadee. on. oit.. p. 239.
70. Ibid.. p. 571.
71. Wilson, o p . oit.. o. 128.
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Shakespeare1e last three plays. Qymbeliae. Winter's Tale. 
and The Tempest, are, to Ellis-Fermor, "the culminating ex
pression of his faith in reality"j for here the poet creates 
a universe with positive values out of the doubt of the Jaco
bean era, revealing * the stars that ‘shine still.,,‘72

there are fewer "external" biographical explanations 
for this transition in Shakespeare1e mood than there are for 
the transition at the turn of the century. That is, most of 
the explanations for the later change conclude that Shake
speare underwent a purely internal revolution, such as a 
maturing process. The major exception is put forward by 
certain critics who, like E. K. Chambers,73 74 see evidence of 
an illness and a recovery in these years: "It is a canon of
the sorrowers' faith that Shakespeare's last plays are evi
dence of convalescence and cure, of a regained serenity and 
optimism," says Sisson.74

The large degree of agreement among biographical critics 
regarding the optimism of the later plays and of Shake
speare* s personal outlook at that time corresponds te their 
agreement concerning the Dark Period. They may or may not 
hold that Shakespeare experienced physical illness and reoov-

73. Ellis-Feraor, SSL* sit.. pp. 269 and 271.
73. See above, p. 5.
74. Sisson, Gfi. olt.. p. 19.
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ery, but the outlines of his development remain the same for 
them. As Dover Wilson puts it, 8illness is not neoeseary* 
to aeoount for 8the conversion.*79

Again it should be noted that there are exceptiomei
if we are to seek texts expressive of the revolting side 

of humanity, I will engage to find them in plenty, and indeed 
Professor Dover. Wilson has engaged himself to find them in 

— •- and even in the^Teapest.
thoughts, and passages 
froilus or in Timon .

ig pictures of ugly fasts 
of b^tternees to rival anything in

If we must look for weariness and lack of mastery of 
circumstance, we might well seek them rather in the ■Romances1 
than in Lear and Othello.??

An alternative objection on internal evidence to the 
Dark Period-Romance Period theory, namely, that there is evi
dence of optimism in crucial plays of the Dark Period compara
ble to the optimism usually found in the Romances, encompasses
the endeavour of this study. Lawrence, Charlton, R. W. Cham
bers, Sisson,78 and others argue briefly that the so-called 
"bitter comedies8 are really not nearly as bitter as they
have been deemed, that there is evidence in them of a mood of
forgiveness and a faith in human nature, rather than cynicism, 
and that they can be compared in attitude and temper with the 76 77 78

76. Wilson, op. oit.. n. 133.
76. Sisson, op. oit.. n. 19.
77. Ibid., n. 20.
78. All in works cited.
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VI. Measure for Measure. The Tempest, and Forgiveness 
As has been seen, the Dark Period theorists stress the 

Dark Comedies, in making their point, as evidence that Shake
speare »s mood was such during the 1600-1608 years that even 
his so-called comedies were Mhitter* and "dark* and * oynteal.* 
A mood of negation in these plays is contrasted with a mood 
of affirmation in the romances. Cynicism and a lack of faith 
in human nature are found in Measure for Measure. Troilus. and 
All's Well, to contrast with a belief in mankind and in the 
power of forgiveness found in Winter's Tale. Cymbeline. and 
the Tempest. Measure for Measure might be called the epitome 
of the characteristics of the Dark Comedies as delineated by 
critics, even as the darkest point in Shakespeare's descent 
into the "depthev" On the other hand, the Tempest is often 
cited as the supreme statement of Shakespeare's optimism, a 
play of forgiveness and faith.

Ellie-Fermor finds .the absolute doubt of the period 
reaching its climax at Measure for Measure.79 while she 
describee the three romances as the highest point in Shake
speare* s "faith in reality."80

Where Brooke sees cynicism and bitterness in the dark * 60

79. lllis-Fermor. on. cit.. p. 259.
60. Ibid.. p. 269.



eoaedles, he dleeovexe that the romances "have their still 
philoeephy, their wise even solemn experience, their melodi
ous forgiveness.***

Of All's Well and "the equally aorid Measure for Measure." 
Dover Wilson says that their air is "disillusionment and cyni
cism . . .  cheerless and often unwholesome,,l while their wit 
is mirthless, the evil characters contemptible, the good ones 
hollow;82 but the romances are plays "the final act of which 
is given up to happy rsoonoiliation and forgiveness.*88

Bowden calls Measure for Measure the entrance way for 
Shakespeare's descent into the depths. While with it "Shake
speare was evidently bidding farewell to mirth,"8* and enter
ing the period of the "serious* dark, and ironical" comedies, 
the later romances all express "a deep sense of the need of 
repentance and the duty of forgiveness."85

To Ten Brink, the bleakness of the dark comedies makes a 
play like Measure for Measure resemble tragedy in many ways;86 
but the spirit in the romances "is that wisdom which finds a 
joy in living, and accepts all things with cheerful resigna
tion, with a quiet faith . . . . Joy, reconciliation, is the

Brooke, op. oit.. p. 3.
Wilson, op. pit., p. 116.
Ibid.. p. 128.
DoTRden, Shakespeare, Mind and Art, p. 73.
Bowden, Shaksnere. p. 60.

.

Ten Brink, pp. clt.. p. 88.

@1.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
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final accord in them all.**?
In tracing the growth of Shakespeare18 melancholy,

Braudes states that it first gained the upper hand in Hamlet* 
was strengthened in All's Well, and continued to grow "through 
Measure for Measure* in which his wrath rises to a tempestuous 
pitch . . . .1 , . : ■ 1 . '

What struck him so forcibly in these years was the piti
fulness of earthly life, exposed--as it is to disasters, not 
allowed by destiny, but brought about by a conjunction of 
stupidity and malevolence.8*

During the dark period, Shakespeare seemed to feel "a horror 
of mankind as a breed of noxious wild animals,* and a *loath
ing for the stupidity, falsity, and baseness of his fellow- 
creatures.* Later, his “kindly interest in everything human* 
returns.89

Dover Wilson says that “Measure for Measure is a comedy 
only in the technical sense*; it is “from the tragic mint* 
and shows us *a very different Shakespeare from the calm, im
personal philosopher. *90

He adds that Measure for Measure has In It
The hatred of sentimentalism and romance, the savage 

determination to tear aside all veils, to expose reality in 
its crudity and Mdecueness, the self-laceration, weariness. * 88 89 90

8T. Ibid.. p. 98.
88. Brandes, op. oit.. p. 840.
89. Brandes, o p . oit.. p. 239.
90. Wilson, o p . oit.. pp, 116-117.a
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discord, evnloiem and disgust of our modern ‘♦literature of 
negation.*8*

But, finally, Shakespeare's love conquers in the later 
plays and enables him to keep hie balance *between truth and 
beauty, between Inexorable judgment and divine compassion.*88 

Ellie-Fereor discovers the "ancwer" to Measure for Meas
ure In the fespes^. Measure for Measure has presented thi 
"unreeolvable evil of the universe*j and, after Cvmbellne and 
Hater1s Tale have approached the problem by a doctrine of 
"pity, forgiveness, and comprehension,* the Tempest carries 

Shakespeare’s conception *into the region in which he no
longer doubts as we do.* And the Tempest’s final resolution 
is that *the unresolvable evil is beyond oure but also be
yond concern.* Here Shakespeare has achieved ’’that under
standing that sees order, a just design, where had been 
chaos.*88

VII. The Position of This Study 
We have seen, briefly, she development of a theory that 

Shakespeare passed through a period of melancholy and misan
thropy, which led to and was succeeded by a period of opti
mism and faith. We have seen that interpretations of the 
plays of these two periods generated the theory regarding 
their respective characteristics and the corresponding moods 91 92 93

91. Ibid., p. 117.
92. Ibid.. pp. 123-134.
93. Ellis-Feraor, cit., pp. 369-370.
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of Shakespeare; and that the plays themselves oonstlttite the 
bulk of the evidence put forth by the proponents of the 
theory.

Further, we have seen that the comedies of the period of 
melancholy are considered, generally, a significant portion of 
this evidence, and that they are contrasted, as comedies in 
form only and not in spirit, with the so-called real comedy of 
the plays of the later period; that these comedies, referred 
to am "dark,* "bitter,w and "cynical," reflect the mood of 
depression in the poet, and indicate a lack of faith in human 
nature, an absence of positive values, and a spirit of nega
tion in him; and that these characteristics in the plays^ and
their corresponding mood in the poet, contrast with the spirit 
of peacefulness, faith, and forgiveness in the later plays and 
in their regenerated author— according to the Dark faeorists.

Finally, v?e have seen that Measure for Measure can be con
sidered typical of the so-called "bitter comedies* because it 
allegedly illustrates the member characteristics of these 
plays; that these characteristics are directly contrasted with 
tne characteristics of the later plays, of which the Tempest 
is a particularly bright example, as it is considered the 
culmination of Shakespeare* a renewal of faith and optimism; 
and that a favored statement of this contrast would place the 
forgiveness and good will of the Tempest against the cynicism 
and total negation of Measure for Measure.
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Let us look now at one additional illustration of this 
theory in application:

Raymond Macdonald Alden, In his Shakespeare, states;
The element of reconciliation, so beautifully character

istic of The -Tempest we have seen growing steadily into the 
fibre of Shakespeare's tragi-ooaedy. In one sense it is a 
natural feature of the technique of such plots. When wrong 
has been done, if everything is to end happily, a good way 
out is to pardon the wrong. In Measure for Measure and All1a 
Well we saw that the easy pardoning ox offences produced a 
disagreeable impression of illogicality,-^-of a hurried 
shift ending of the story.94

But, he continues, there is nothing makeshift about the 
spirit of reconciliation in the Winter's Tale, and as for 
The Tempest, he adds, *Prosper© again may be said to sum up 
in himself the attainment, through years of spiritual experi
ence, of peace and pardon.”^

From these observations of the plays of the two periods, 
Alden concludes that Shakespeare passed through a dark period 
when he was ^profoundly affected by the problem of evil ami 
its relation to human fortunes,* when the tone of the plays, 
consequently, was somber, and their resolutions artificial. 
And Alden finds that Shakespeare later passed to a mood *ln
which evil was still frankly admitted, but might be both
overcome and forgiven.”94 95 96

- / ..

94. Raymond Macdonald Alden, Shakespeare, p. 330.
95. Aider., 0£. Pit.. p. 321.
98. Ibid., pp. 321-322.
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How it will be the effort of this paper to demoaetrate, 
by a study of Measure for Measure, that the spirit of for
giveness ,is an integral part of that play, not a makeshift 
eonelueion merely. It will attempt to Indicate, through 
this study, that the theme of forgiveness and mercy was 
used by Shakespeare in Measure for Measure to an extent be
yond what would be expected in the conventional comedy con
clusion, and beyond what was employed in the source from 
which Shakespeare derived the play. It will attempt to 
indicate that the forgiveness or mercy or reconciliation 
which is the spirit of the play gives Measure for Measure 
a consequent positive quality of optimism, philanthropy, 
and benevolence, which the Dark Period theorists deny it, 
a quality that is incompatible with a dominant cynicism or 
pessimism, and which is comparable with tee spirit of for
giveness and benevolence usually found in the Tempest by 
the Dark Theorists.

That Measure fox Measure Is a play of reconciliation 
has been maintained by H. ??. Chambers in & brief study of 
the play; Chambers believes that Measure for Measure and 
the Tempest are MShakespeare* s greatest plays of forgive

ness.1,97 Knight has treated Measure for Measure as a play 97

97. R. 1. Chambers, 0£. clt.
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of Christian mercy and lova.98 Miss Bradbrook has written 
of it as a triumph of mercy and justice.99 Charlton finds 
it a play of humane goodness and justice.100 Lawrence dis
cusses Measure fox Measure as a document of Christianity 

and merciful justice.^Ol Siss.Qn mentions the optimism in 
the play.102 Miss,, Spurgeon disccvers much of Shakespeare* s 

doctrine of glad kindness in it.103 And others have found 

similar ideas preponderant in Measure for Measure.
What remains to be done is the presentation of the full 

evidence of the play in reference to these ideas. Shat is 
the scope of this paper. * 99 100 101 102 103

and theSB. George Wilson Knight, * Measure for Measure 
Gospels,11 The Wheel of Fire, pp. 80-106.

99. M. G. Bradbrook, "Authority, Truth, and Justice in 
|||sure for Measure,H Review of English Studies, XVII, 385-

100. Charlton, op. cit.
101. W. W. Lawrence, Shakesneare*a problem Comedies.
102. Sisson, on. oit.
103. Caroline Spurgeon, Shakespeare*s Imagery, p. 207.



CHAPTER II

A SURVEY OF CRITICISMS OF MEASURE FOR MEASURE

Before we begin the study of Measure for Measure, which 
makes up the sain body of this paper, we shall examine typi
cal criticisms of the play, which should afford perspective 
and direction for the detailed investigation.

So widely divergent have been opinions of Measure for 
Measure that the criticisms of the play can be said to vary 
through the full extent of contradicting extremities, very 
often tending to approach the extremities! between the ex
treme view that the play is pessimist!© and black in mood, 
on the one hand, and the contrary extreme that it is opti
mistic and nwhite* in mood, as it were, on the other (al
though this is a minority viewpoint); between, on the one 
hand, the contention that Measure for Measure is amoral or 
cynical— that is, without faith in or contemptuous of 
morality, and, on the other, the contention that the play 
is highly moral in characterj between the interpretation 
that Measure for Measure is, on the one hand, a gross viola
tion of justice, and, on the other, a clear affirmation of 
justice.
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X* A ‘•Bark* Play or a "Light* Play 
Coleridge1s oft-cited opinion of the play is only one 

of a large number of oritloiama that find nothing but dark
ness in the mood of Measure for Measure. For Coleridge, Meas
ure for Measure is "the only painful part" of Shakespeare’s 
worksj he finds the oomio parts "disgusting" and the tragic 
parts " h o r r i b l e . T h e  play as a whole is "a hateful work.*2 

Bowden virtually echoes Coleridge, judging the play "one 
of the darkest and most painful" of Shakespeare’s comedies.2 

Brandss says of Measure for Measure that it is
dark, tragic, heavy as the poet’s mood . . . .  One feels 
throughout, even in the oomio episodes, that Shakespeare* a 
burning wrath at the moral hypocrisy of self-righteousness 
underlies the whole structure like a volcano, which at every 
moment shoots up its flames through the superficial form of 
comedy and the interludes of obligatory merriment. . . 
pessimism animates the whole. . . .  It is remarkable how 
deeply pessimistic is the spirit of the play. . . . lots 
with what art and oars everything is here assembled that cam 
confound and abash the normal instinct that makes for life. 
Here for the first time Shakespeare anticipates Schopenhauer.®

Quiller-Couch agrees, asking how, in any ordinary sense.
Measure for Measure can be called a comedy, "running as it * 2 3 4 5

edited by

2. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Table Talk. June 24, 1827,
in jghg Table Talk and Qmnlana of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, p. 48.

3. Edward Bowden, Shaksnere. p. 126.
4. George Brandes, William Shakespeare, p. 402.
5. Ibid., pp. 407-408.
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deee alongside the pit of hell. . . .** And Robertson assents 
that the sombre quality of the main action of the play takes it 
out of the realm of comedy.7 Measure for Measure is Ba comedy 
by courtesy,* in Parrott’s opinion, written on request at a 
time when Shakespeare was concerned with “the problem of evil,* 
when *his imagination was obsessed with the doubts of Hamlet 
and the agonies of Othello.*8 And Alden calls the play * som
ber* from beginning to end.9

Hot quite so strong is the opinion of Symons, who feels 
that with Measure for Measure. Shakespeare has not yet reached 

hi# "darkest mood*; yet the play is “tragedy and comedy togeth
er, inextricably interfused. . . such a tangled web, indeed, as 
our life is“; it cannot be denied that it is a “’painful’* play, 
for there is *something base and sordid in the villany of its 
motors; a vlllany which has nothing of the heroism of sin.“10

Hudson finds both bitter and sweet in the play: It con
tains “many sweet lessons of virtue and w i s d o m , b u t  Keas-

6. Sir Arthur Quill#r-Oouoh, "Shakespeare’s Oomediee,* 
in his Studies in Literature, p. 103.

?. J. M. Robertson, “The Problem of Measure for Measure." 
in his The Shakespeare Canon. II. 168.

ft.
ft.

Thomas Mare Parrott, ed., Shakespeare, o. 691. 
Raymwd Macdonald Alden, Shakespeare, p. 299.

10. Arthur Syaena, “Measure for Measure." in Studies in
ihe Elizabethan Drama, pp. 44-45. ■■ . . ---------

11. Henry H. Hudson, “Introduotion* to Measure for Meas
ure. The Aldus Shakespeare, p. xvi.
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tire for Measure is Shakespeare1 e only comedy In wbleb 8the wit 
seems to foam and sparkle up from a fountain of bitterness.#12

Johnson maintains that the w light or oomiok8 portions of 
the play are l$very natural and pleasing,0 but the “grave11 por
tions “have more labour than elegance.8^

A few critics find nothing but optimism and cheer in the 
mood of Measure for Measure:

*• « . how tender and mild is the pervading tone of the 
picture,8 says Sohlegel.14 Charlton holds that the play has 
in it nothing of the oynical but reveals a healthy, optimis
tic attitude toward life.3*5

Lawrence submits that the “white8 in the play is more 
impressive than its “black,8 and that the play is charged 
with a “sympathy for the frailties of mankind,8 Shakespeare’• 
imagination was inspired by the theme, he adds, and it “flash
ed forth in white flame, in a brilliance all the greater be
cause of the deep shadows of the background.*16

In direct reaction against those critics who describe 
the mood of Measure for Measure as “white,8 “black,8 or both.

12. Ibid.. p. xix.
13. Johnson on Shakespeare, edited by Walter Raleigh,

p. 81.
^ 14. August Sohlegel, Lectures on Dramatic Art and Lit- 

Co a*5* H * B. Charlton, 8The Dark Comedies,8 Shakespearian

16. w. w. Lawrence, phakesp&arejs frohlem Comedies, p. 78.
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Raleigh complains.
In criticisms of Measure for Hensuret we are commonly 

presented with a picture or Vienna as a oiaok pit of seeth
ing wickedneeai and against this background there rises the 
daszling, white, and saintly figure of Isabella, Thle pic
ture makes a good enough Christmas card, but it is not 
Shakespeare.17

The wretches who inhabit the purlieus of the city are 
live men, pleasant to Shakespeare . . . .  Tnie world of 
Vienna, as Shakespeare paints it, is not a black world; it 
is a weak world, full of little vanities and stupidities, 
regardful of custom, fond of pleasure,.idle, and abundantly 
human, lo one need go far to find It.18

Sisson protests against the employment of Measure for 
Measure as *a text” for those who "sorrow for and with Shake
speare." He takes exception to the conclusions of these 
critics that the play is “distressing* and to the "process 
of queer logic* by which "they attribute to Shakespeare 
their own distress. * Far from a "rotten* "cynical revolt," 
he feels that the play is eminently sound, poetically "su
perb, " and one of Shakespeare* s best stage plays.19

Pater tempers with the statement that there is a * subtle 
interchange of light and shade" in Measure for Measure.80 17 18 19

17. Sir Walter Alexander Raleigh, Stakespeare. pp. 166-
166.

18. Ibid., no. 166-167.
19. 0. J. Sisson, The Mythical Sorrows of Shakespeare. 

PP* 15-17.

clatlfn;. "jitMmfOTMBaBure.. in hi. A ^ e -
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Tkua the range of opinion regarding the general mood 
of Measure for Measure can be seen. K similarly wide range 
is found in the interpretations of the play’s morality or 
amoral!ty.

II. A Moral, Amoral, or Immoral Flay 
It is interesting and pertinent to note that several 

oritios have concluded that Measure for Measure holds, more 
than any other play of Shakespeare’s, the key to his true 
moral beliefs. Others maintain that, at least, the play eon* 
tains much that can be taken as Shakespeare’# own moral code; 
while still ethers contend simply that morality is an impor
tant factor in the play’s patterns:

Pater states that portions of Measure for Measure reach 
the level of Shakespeare’s best poetry, and that, moreover, 
the morality of the play is so obaraeterietleally Shake
spearean that the play might well stand as "the central ex
pression" of the poet’s moral opinions.21

From her study of its imagery. Miss Spurgeon oonoludee 
that Measure for Measure is remarkable for two qualities: 
its "thoughtful poetry" and its * strange brilliance.8 fnese 
qualities express the "mental atmosphere" of the play, an 
atmosphere of "majesty and squalor, strange contradictions

81. Ibid, pp- l?0-lf3.
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ia hm&an aatuxe^1 These observations lead Miss Spurgeon to 
She deolslen that Measure for Measure is. of all Shakespeare's 
plays, “the one which bears in it most clearly and unmistak
ably the impress of Shakespeare1 s Bind and outlook.1,22

Raleigh declares that Measure for Measure. of all of 
Shakespeareis plays, “comes nearest to the direct treatment
of a moral problem.

"The atmosphere, purpose, and meaning of the play are 
throughout ethical,M says Knight.

Moulton finds in Measure for Measure *the purest example 
in poetry of a moral experiment.H25

Miss Bradbrook notes that the play is “more theoretical* 
than most of Shakespeare’s other works. Here, she says, 
Shakespeare is unusually willing to “theorise" and “analyze.* 
The play’s problems are “ethical* and “concern conduct rather 
than belief.* In fact. Kiss Bradbrook discovers many of the 
elements of the medieval morality play in Measure for Measure. 
She concludes that Measure for Measure is a “problem play* 
not because of any shallowness or incoherence or technical 
roughness, “but because it is stiffened by its doctrinaire * 25 *

23.
23.

Caroline Spurgeon, Shakespeare* s Imagery, p. 
Raleigh, op. cit.. p. 169.

‘teas,urg for geasuy. 
re. p. 81, ...

and the

25. Richard Green Moulton, Shakespeare as a Draaatlo
Thinker, p. 14®. ------ -
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aad iHpereoaal ooasideratlons of ethical values . . . the 
basis Is impersonal morality.n26

Baker sees the theme of Measure for Measure as “didac
tic.* "Let us admit," he says, pretesting against the view 
that discovers lose of Shakespeare^ true thought and emo
tion in Measure for Measure than in the other plays, that 
Shakespeare "perhaps knew what he was about, not merely 
when he wrote Hamlet or Othello, but when he wrote Measure 
for Measure" as well.2?

But when we oome to the question of what the moral of 
the play actually is, there are again differences of opin
ion: ' -

Brandes describee Measure for Measure as an attack on 
"Puritanism* which was attacking Shakespeare personally in 
his capacities of “actor and theatrical manager. . . . It 
was his indignation at this hypocritical virtue that led him 
to write Measure for Measure." Shakespeare's only reason for 
surrounding the attack with oomedy, explains Brandes, was to 
•shield himself."* 28

Carter, conversely, perceives in Measure for Measure

36. M. C. Bradbrook, "Authority, Truth and Justice in
Measure for Measure." Review of English Studies. XVII, 385-398,

37. S. T, Baker, “A Shakespearean Measure of Morality,"
m&ern mngua&e Notes, XXXVIII, p. 22.

28. Brandes, oit., pp. 401-407.



definite Indications of the Puritanism of Shakespeare himself. 
Directly opposing the theory of Brandss. Carter etatee that 
Measure for Measure is “a trenchant sermon on the awful power 
of sin upon a man who up to the time of hie greatest dignity 
had not realized the true meaning of Temptation.* Angelo, 
thus. Is mot a Meteoted hypocrite, as Brandes sees him. He 
Is a good man, caught by the wiles of Temptation, and later 
penitent for hie mine.1,29

Fripp says of Shakespeare1s intentions in the play,
*Hiding nothing, he would show us the difference between 
convention and morality, fanaticism and statesmanship, hypoc
risy and righteousness.*30

And on the same subject, Charlton comments that the in
tention of the poet seems obvious: •There is virtue in man
to make life well worth the living0— that is the moral of 
Measure for Measure.33-

Knight treats the play as a document of the ethical 
doctrines of the Gospels.33 To Pater, it seems that Shake
speare in Measure for Measure “conveys to us a strong sense * 30 31

44

^39^ Thomas Carter, Shakespeare and the Holy Sorloturg.

30. Edgar I. Fripp. Shakespeare, Man and Artist. II,
613.

31. Charlton, eg. cit.* p. 268.

32*
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of the tyranny of nature and. oircumetance over human aotloa.*33 
While to Moulton, *the design underlying the experiment of the 
plot rests upon the antithesis of the law and the individual .
. . ."34

There are those, on the other hand, who are outraged by 
certain moral, or immoral, aspects of the play:

The marriage of Angelo to Mariana is “degrading to the 
character of woman,fl says Coleridge• 35

Measure for Measure is “only redeemed to health,“ objects 
Quiller-Oouoh, “by a poaturer and a dirty trick contrived
under a sense of chastity utterly false and warped to us . .
; .*36

Sills-Permor speaks of “the all-comprehending doubt, the 
dead disgust of Measure for Measure.* She sees the spirit of 
negation and the absence of the faith of the Jacobean era re
flected in full in the play, and in Shakespeare1s mood at the 
time he wrote It:

To him man is now no more than “an angry ape,“ one who 
1 Plates suoh fantastic tricks before high heaven As makes 
the Angels weep1; . . . in hie most contemptible abasement, 
man speaks the language of generic humanity, so that, in his 
words on death, all men may hear the echo of their own terrors, 
see in him no other than the mirror of their own nothing* . . . 33 34 35 36

33. Pater, op. clt*. p. 179.
34. Moulton, on. Pit.. p. 148.

35. Coleridge*a Shakespearean Criticism, p. 113.
36. Quiller-Couch, on. olt*. p. 103.
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It is a world where ^nothing is but t?hs.t is not,” where such 
order as there is is evil, where all passion and all enter
prise is only wthe expense of spirit in a waste of shame11 . .
. the lowest depths of JWobean negation are touched. Cyni
cism has taken on a kind of diabolic vigilance; with the ex
ception. of the kindly, timid Provost, there is no character 
who is not suspect, and those whose claims to goodness or 
decency seem most vigorous are precisely those on whom mean
ness, self-regard, and hypocrisy root deepest.27

In reaction against such a method of criticism as Ellis- 
Femor*s, Hardin Craig, in his study of “The Elizabethan Mind 
in Literature,y 38 warns against too strict an application of 
the mood of an age to Shakespeare:

His art is the expression of his comprehension of life 
as well as his experience as a living man, and to seize by 
abstraction on certain formal features of his philosophy, and 
to make these abstractions the explanations of his plays is 
to render the plays smaller than they are and less true.39

One further criticism related to the morality of Measure 
fo£ Measure takes to task its resolution as over-hasty and 
makeshift.40 it is held that the moral problems are therefore 

neglected and abused by the dramatist:
Symons finds the whole play full of loose ends and gen

eral carelessness, written “with less than his customary 
care,” abounding in “frayed ends and edges of action and 
characterization,8 and particularly hurried in its conclusion. 37 38 39 40

37. 0. M. Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, pp. 259-363.
38. The sub-title of The Enchanted Glass.
39. Hardin Craig. The Enchanted masa. p. 335.

40. Bee the discussion of the makeshift endings of the 
“Dark Comedies,8 Chapter I, p. 33.



Be feels that Shakespeare1s desires as a dramatist led him 
to rash the resolution to a swift close purely for theatri- 
oal effect.41

Alwin Thaler diecussea the rapid conclusion at length 
in a study of “The Unhappy Happy Ending” of Shakespeare*# 
"Dark 0®aediee.,,4a Thaler presents the following ideas, to 
which he gives some credence but with which he does net 
wholly agree, as basic to the understanding of the subject:

The best excuse for using the happy ending is that it 
satisfies a natural human preference for it over the sad end
ing. 8 43Human nature craves a happy ending at any cost** he 
says, "and Shakespeare*s predecessors and contemporaries had 
given him ample precedent for satisfying the oraving.”43 
Thaler himself believes that Shakespeare did hurry his con
clusions somewhat for dramatic purposes, but that in general 
his endings are hie own, based at least in part on character 
and situation.

Quiller-Goucb notes that Shakespeare was careless with 
regard to oonslusions through most of his years of composi

tion.44 Lawrence explains that Shakespeare is abrupt because

4?

41. ■££. olt.. p. 4f.
43. Alwin Thaler, "Shakespeare and the Unhappy Happy 

Ending,” in his Shakespeare*e Silences, pp. 64-96.

43. Ibid.. 68-69.
44. Qulller-Qonsh, eg. cit.» p. 41.
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he recognized the audience's impatience «wnen the end of the 
piece has obviously arrived . , . . We all know the restless* 
ness in the modern theater in the last five minutes of the 
average play.*45

Dr, Johnson objects strenuously to the lack of moral pur
pose in Shakespeare's plays. He complains that in many of 
the plays, the latter part is apparently neglected. When
Shakespeare found himself *near the end of his work and in 

■ —  . - ■ ■.■■■ ■ . .. ... ... . .... .
view of his reward, he shortened the labour to snatch the pro
fit,* thus slighting the more important matter of morality.*®

Again* between the extreme viewpoints, taking a stand 
between the belief that Measure for Measure is amoral, immor
al, or eynleal, and the belief that it is highly moral is a 
group of oritioisms that either denies the question of a par
ticular morality as a valid one regarding this play and Shake
speare's plays in general, or opposes the attempt to discover 
Shakespeare* s morality in it, or in them, on other grounds.

With respect to Measure for Measure and Shakespeare's 
attitude toward it, Raleigh asks, "What did he think of it 
all? He condemns no one, high or low,* and concludes that 
Shakespeare's treatment was simply *human.**7 He adds: 45 46 47

45. W. W. Lawrence, "The Meaning of All's Well that 
Ends fell,* PMU, XXXTCI, p. 468.

46. Johnson, on. oit., pp. 20-21.
47. Raleigh, ojj. oit., p. 169.
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In this play, there is no single character through 
whose eyes we oaa see the questions at issue as Shakespeare 
saw them. Hie own thought is interwoven in every part of it; 
hie oare is to maintain the balance, and to show us every 
side. He stands between the gallants of the playhouse and 
the puritans of the oity . . . . This wonderful sympathy, 
whioh, more than any other of his qualities, is the secret of 
Shakespeare* e greatness, answers at once to any human appeal.*®

Basiltt once said that Shakespeare was in a way "the 
least moral of writers; for morality (commonly so called) is 
made up of antipathies; and his talent consisted in sympathy 
with human nature in all its shapes, degrees, depressions, 
and elevations."*9

Raleigh calls this statement of Hazlitt1a "the best word 
ever spoken on Shakespeare*s morals," and adds, "This is in
deed the everlasting difficulty of Shakespeare criticism, 
that the critics are so much more moral than Shakespeare him
self, and so much less experienced."60

Oraig concurs. He points out that there are two sides 
to every question, but that only the sharpest minds will see 
both sides eonsistentlys

How, drama itself . . . is debate, and the Issues it 
loves to treat are debatable issues. Shakespeare, the acute## 
mind of Renaissance thinkers, has a boasted breadth of mind. * 49 SO.

*8. j&M,, BP' 17&-173.
49. William Basiltv. Characters of Shakesnear* s Plays, 

pp. 8*6-34?. ......... ■ • - .. v'
SO. Raleigh, <#>. olt.. p. 165.
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an ability to tea both sides of a question, and a sympathy 
with all sorts and oonditione of men. His picture of Shyldok 
the Jew is a perpetual surprise to those who know Shake
speare1 a times. Ho one can tell whether Bolingbreke or Rich
ard II is in the right. Is it not fair, then, to regard 
Shakespeare as an exemplification of controversial broadmind
edness in an age of advooaoyfSl

Dover Wilson says that it is simply because Shakespeare 
hides and condemns nothing, because he is “so utterly unlike 
a schoolmaster or a preacher* that the young people of all 
eras are at home with him.83 y@r Shakespeare is able to be
come one with whatever he deems “ugly* or “detestable,* 
“knocking all the time at our heart for pity and awe.“53

III. A Play of Justice or Injustice 
Intricately bound up with the critical debate over the 

morality of Measure for Measure is another issue— sometimes 
identified with the total moral issue, often included as an 
important part of it— over the attitude toward justice which 
the play offers, and which Shakespeare intended the play to 
imply.

Some oritlos denounce Shakespeare in definite terms for 
his abuse of justice in the play:

Swinburne feels that
justice is not merely evaded or 

ignored or even defied; she is both in the older and newer * 63

51. Craig, on. Git., p. IS?.
53. Wilson, op. oit.. p. 65.
63. Ibid., p. 83.
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sense of the word directly and deliberately baffledj buf
feted, outraged. Insulted, struck in the face* We are left 
hungry and thirsty . . . we are tricked out of our dole, de
feated of our duej lured and led on to look for some equita
ble and satisfying upshot, defrauded and derided and seat 
empty away.64

Coleridge think# that the pardon of Angelo thwarts "the 
strong indignant claim of justice,* for "cruelty," “lust," 
and "damnable baseness" cannot be granted forgiveness, since 
it is Inconceivable that they oan be "morally repeated of.*66 

Hudson declares that justice is ignored, contrary to our 
hopes and anticipations.56

Wilhelm Oreiaenaoh*s objection to the easy pardoning of 
criminals in Shakespeare* s plays is accepted by Thaler as the
most important argument that has been offered in erltldia# of 
Shakespeare1s hasty endings. Creizenaoh is astonished to see 
"how easily in these closing scenes the wrmg-dcere are par
doned, * despite the fact that they have committed terrible 
wrongs. "Conclusions about the moral convictions and feel
ings of the dramatists cannot be drawn from all this," 
Oreiaenaoh decides* "it is obviously a part of the style of 
the romantlo-fantastio drama."if . 54 55 * *

54. Algernon Charles Swinburne, A Study of Shakespeare. 
p. 203.

55. Coleridge, Shakespearean Criticism, p. 113.

6®. Hudson, P« xxvil.

Wilhelm Michael Anton Oreisenaeh, Qeschichte dee 
“  “ IV, 300 ff., quoted by ThalexT^. l5ir,~pp.
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Thaler himself points out that in Measure for Measure 
"all this eomTlotion and penitence and forgiveness" is crowd
ed into "a few minutes of supplementary action*11 not giving 
the demands of justice their share, by any means,68

By contrast, Charlton complains that "There la an almost 
intolerable insistence on meting out reward to the virtuous 
and punishment to the guilty" in the play.59 And Pater sees 
Measure for Measure as a noble statement by Shakespeare of 
poetic justice.58 59 60

The field of study of this paper is approached as we 
turn to that point of view which sees justice (as legal,and 
man-made) neither vindicated nor rejected nor ignored in 
Measure for Measure, but rather transformed or superseded or 
moderated by the factor of mercy, forgiveness, or reconcilia
tion.

IV. A Play of Mercy
"Jew of Shakespeare^ plays provoke so many questions or 

better repay careful and unprejudiced consideration than Meas
ure for Measure." says Parrott. The main theme of the play 
for him is “the relative value of a virgin*s chastity and a

58. Thaler, on. olt.. p. 47.
59. Charlton, gg. olt.. p. 318.
60. Pater, 0£, cit.
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man1o life*; this * repulsive* problem Is left unsolved by 
Shakespeare, In this play of "unsympathetic* characters drawn 
against a sordid background. Yet the play Is appealing to , 
this critic because it poses "a deeper and,graver” problem 
than the ostensible one— ”the conflicting claims of justice 
and of mercy* s

And Shakespeare tips the scales for mercy. It is a bad 
world we live in, he seems to may: but it is peopled by human 
beings who are weak rather than wicked. What man dare play 
the part of Angelo and judge his brother? Let him remember 
the words of Christ: "with what measure ye mate, it shall be
measured to you again.® This is the implied moral of the 
playg|ummed up in its fit and warning title. Measure for Meas-

Mias Bradbrook also sees the play as a struggle between 
justice and mercy. In her allegorical interpretation of the 
play, she says that it might, indeed, bo named “The Conten
tion between Justice and Mercy,® and she finds in the play*• 
resolution an implicit relationship between human justice, 
or law, and Heavenly Justice, * the only true justice, ® which 
is moulded through Mercy.62

Moulton explains the play as “a triple clash; Law ver
sus the Individual; Purity versus Passion, and Outer versus 
Inner Reality." He feels that these moral problems are re
solved when ®the reconciling force emerges as Mercy in its * 63

til. Parrott, op. cit., p. 593.
63. Bradbrook, SB* olt.. pp. 385 ff.
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®any-sld©dneB3.viewing tih© drama from all aspects, ttoul« 
ton receives the impression of tta majestic presentation of 
Mercy, not as diluted and weakened Justice, but as something 
transcending Justice.* The solution of the play satisfies 
law and the individual at once, gives "scope for the warmth 
of passion11 while at the same time doing * reverence to the 
light of purity."64

V.. Conclusion

So it has been seen that the body of writing which 
makes up the criticism of the play. Measure for Measure. 
includes opinions that often directly contradict each other; 
The play is interpreted as dark, cynical, "unjust* in its 
solution; as cheerful, moral or moralistic, "just* and "mer
ciful" in its solution; or, indeed, as some other combina
tion of these qualities— dark, moral, and merciful, for 
instance.

The conception that Measure for Measure is a play in 
which the theme of mercy and forgiveness takes a prominent 
part represents the viewpoint which this paper will examine, 
through a study of the play. As has been noted, the concep
tion has already been severally stated. It is the purpose 63 64

63. Moulton, op. pit., pp. 143-157, 353.
64. Ibid.. PP* 156-157.
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and scope of this study to consider the validity of the 
conception with evidence from the play itself, thence to ex-, 
amine the possible implications of the findings of this 
study with regard to the Dark Period theory.



CHAPTER III

A STUDY OF MEASURE FOR MEASURE

The examination of the play will follow the general 
chronological development. Significant these® will be 
traced through the entire play from points during the exam
ination that have been selected on the basis of convenience 
of treatment and logic of order, the chronological examina
tion of the play thence returning in each case to the point 
of departure.

The forces mustered by the play in behalf of strict law 
enforcement and in presentation of Angelo as a puritan!* will 
be considered first. Secondly, those forces which the play 
offers in answer to the forces of law, in criticism of the 
Puritanism of Angelo, and in preparation for the final decla
ration of mercy will be studied. Finally, the positive 
statement of mercy which is the “message* of the play will be 
presented.

1. The term "puritan" is used throughout this paper in 
its derivative, general meaning of "one who practices or 
preaches a more rigorous or professedly purer moral code than 
that which prevails." (Webster1a Collegiate Dictionary! in 
this sense the word is an accurate description of Angelo.
The essential meaning of the play does not depend upon an 
interpretation of Shakespeare's purpose, if any, regarding 
the Puritans who made up a specific ecclesiastical group in 
Elizabethan and Jacobean England.
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Measure for Measure contains an unusually clear state
ment* for an artistic work, of the purposes which actuate 
its principal mechanisms. This statement, made by the Duke, 
poses the key problems, and will be utilized as the starting 
point for the study of the play. As the play opens, Vinesn- 
tio, the Duke of Vienna, is found delivering his powers as 
ruler to Angelo, a deputy, while the Duke himself prepares 
with much secrecy to depart on a special mission. The Duke's 
motives are shortly learned as he confides them to Friar 
Thomas in the seclusion of a monastery (1,111)%

The Duke has given the powers of government to Angelo 
and has pretended to leave for Poland. But, in fact, he in
tends to remain in Vienna, disguised as a Friar, to watch 
the conduct of the government by Angelo, who is unaware of 
the Duke's true intentions. The Duke explains to Friar 
Thomas that he has for nineteen years neglected to enforce 
the laws of his land, which leniency has led to general mock
ery of the laws, abuse of the proprieties of decorum, and 
boldness in evil deeds. Rather than suddenly begin enforce
ment of the laws himself after so many years of extreme clem
ency, the Duke has turned the country's rule over to Angelo, 
who is noted as a man of strict nature. Mow the Duke wishes 
to observe the effects of Angelo's rule.

He names one other reason for his action. He wishes to 
see whether or not a man like Angelo, now that he has been 

endowed with power, can continue as restrained and unemotional
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in his conduct as he has heretofore appeared.
It should be noted that the Duke, though he later uses 

craft1’ to combat ‘’vice1’ on many ooo&eione, is here speaking 
with indisputable sincerity, having no possible motive for 
deception at such a time.

A study of Measure for Measure discloses that the play 
la concerned largely with the problems stated by the Duke, in 
various aspects and Implications. The experiment in govern
ment entails an extended treatment of the contention between 
lenient, humanized, merciful application of the laws and 
strict, impersonal justice. The test of Angelo entails an 
extended examination of strict, selfish, puritanical morality 
in an individual. The close connection between the Duke's 
statement and the actual contents of the play 2 i8 not sur
prising in view of the Duke's function as a virtual deus ex 
machine who manages the events of Measure for Measure and 
their resolution down to minute details, guiding them and 
interpreting them constantly.

The experiment in government and the test of Angelo are 
inseparable, since Angelo is the agent through whom the ex-

3. This connection is not being assumed as an a priori 
premiss on which the remainder of the thesis will be built.
It is, rather, being presented as the most convenient and 
logical opening point for the study of the play. Evidence 
of the connection will be offered in the course of the study.
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perleent is conducted. Hie specious virtuousness and his 
lack of human sympathy cause his strict, impersonal, unsympa
thetic enforcement of the laws, laws which themselves are 
stamped with this stigma of inhumanity in Measure for Meas
ure's final judgment. The reaction, as developed by the play, 
against Angelo's selfish, unsympathetic puritan!so is at the 
same time the reaction against impersonal, unsympathetic laws 
and legalism. The positive declaration of Measure for Meas
ure for mercy, kindness, and sympathy with humanity grows 
out of the dual experiment.

The study of the play will be divided into three sec
tions, them

The first centers on the argument in behalf of strict 
law enforcement and on the presentation of Angelo as a puri
tan. The second examines the play's criticism of Angelo and 
of his puritanism, and its rejection of the doctrine of 
strict justice. The discussions in these two sections will 
begin from points of departure within the first two acts.

The third section studies the resolution of the play 
and its positive statement in behalf of mercy and kindness. 
This section will also include a consideration of a number 
of particular "problems* relative to the "dark period* theo
ry. Its discussions will initiate from points of departure 
within Acts III, IV, and V.

This arrangement corresponds to the general logic of 
the play, since, roughly, the first two acts present the
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problem while the concluding three acts proceed to its resolu
tion.

I. The Case for Justice through Angelo

The experiment in government.—
Let us examine the - first-stated purpose of the Duke in 

detail:
He begins by describing to the Friar the state of things 

in Vienna:

We have strict statutes and most biting laws.
The needful bits and curbs to headstrong steeds. 
Which for this nineteen years we have let slip; 
Even like an o'ergrown lion in a cave.
That goes not out to prey, low, as fond fathers. 
Having bound up the threatening twigs of birch. 
Only to stick it in their children's sight 
For terror, not to use, in time the rod 
[BeoomesJ more mock'd than fear'd; so our decrees. Dead to infliction, to themselves are dead,
And liberty plucks justice by the nose.
The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart 
Goes all decorum.3 (1,111,19-31)

3. The importance of "decorum," of the observance of 
propriety, is a theme that recurs elsewhere in Shakespeare's 
plays. A notable example is Ulysses' speech in Troilua and 
Cresslda to the assembled Greek commanders:

The specialty of rule hath been neglected;
- # - # $ # # * # * # * # *■ e • ■ • • •
The heavens tnemselves, the planets, and tnis centre 
Observe degree, priority, and place,
Insisture, course, porportion, season, form,
Office, and custom, all in line of order;

But when the planets 
In evil mixture to disorder wander.
What plagues and what portentst what mutiny!
• • * + • • • • • - • # • • * • e « * • • *

How could communities.
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That the Duke is not exaggerating hi® own laxnee® in 
enforcing the laws is borne out by several passages at other 
points through the play:

When Claudio is being led through the streets, a prison
er, he says,

but this new governor 
Awakes me all the enrolled penalties 
Which have, like unseour1* armour, hung by the wall 
So long that nineteen sodiaos have gone round 
And none of them been worn. (I,ii,169-lT3)

Luoio, in explaining Claudio's predicament to Isabella,
at the nunnery, tells her that Angelo,

to give fear to use and liberty,
Which have for long run by the hideous law.
As mice by lions U,iv,63-64) ,

has arrested her brother;* The law, then, has not been

Degrees in schools, and brotherhoods in cities. 
Peaceful commerce from diridable shores.
The primogenitive and due of birth.
Prerogative of age, crowns, sceptres, laurels.
But by degree, stand in authentic place? 
fake but degree away, untune that string.
And, hark, what discord followsI Each thing meets 
In mere oppugnanoy. The bounded waters 
Should lift their bosoms higher than the shores 
And make a sop of all this solid globe.
Strength should be lord of imbecility.
And the rude son should strike his father dead, 
force should be right; or rather, right and wrong. 
Between whose endless jar justice resides.
Should lose their names, and so should justice

too . . . .
(Troilus and Crea-glria 

1,111,75-137)
When *quite athwart goes all decorum,* therefore, the 

situation may be serious. Bote the interesting similarity 
between the figure here of the son's attack on his father
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enforced for many yeare.
The mere existence of such a ludicrous figure as Elbow 

in the position of an officer of the law is a testimony to 
the weak condition of Vienna's law enforcement body (II,i); 
"Which is the wiser, here. Justice or Iniquity?" Escalus asks, 
as Pompey and Elbow chatter (II,i,180). And Elbow tells 
Escalus that he has been serving for seven and one-half years 
as constable. As for the others in his ward, there are

Faith, sir, few of any wit in such matters. As they 
are chosen, they are glad to ohoose me for them. I do it 
for some piece of money, and go through with all. (II,i,282- 
285)

Pompey pays virtually no attention to Escalus1 warning 
to him to desist from his trade or be whipped even for dwell
ing where he does. Evidently, from past experience Pompey 
feels fairly safe from the execution of such threats; for he 
answers, to Escalus,

I thank your worship for your good oounssl, 
while to himself he adds,

but I shall follow it as flesh and fortune shall better 
determine. Ship me? no, no; let carman whip his jade; The 
valiant heart's not whipt out of his trade. (11,1,267-271)

and the beating of the nurse by the baby in the Duke's speech. 
Sot® also the reference to the loss of meaning for justice 
when decorum is upset.

Bardin Craig found decorum and adherence to proprieties 
of home, government, and "spheres* very significant in "the 
Elizabethan mind.* (See his The Enchanted Glass* pp. 11 ff.)
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Lucio feels little ompusotlon or fear in uttering 
slanderous remarks of the worst nature about the Duke.
Though, of course, Lucio Is not possessed of an overdelloate 
conscience nor of any apparent moral consciousness, yet he 
might be inclined to be more guarded in hia words about the 
ruler of the land were punishment1 more in use. It is Lucio, 
too, who interrupts the Duke constantly while the Duke la 
hearing the accusations against Angelo, despite repeated, re
quests for silence from the Duke and warnings to Lucio regard
ing his rude and annoying conduct.

It must be pointed out, however, that, from a dramatic 
standpoint, Lucio1s antics make good comedy relief; and that, 
since Luoio is to play an important role later in the scene—  
revealing the Duke beneath the Friar Lodowiek1s hood— his 
action# here might tend to accentuate his later fate. Yet, 
from a psychological standpoint, even Luoio, again, might 
have tempered his defiance if he had thought he were in real 
danger of punishment. It is only when he sees that he has
slandered the Duke to his own person that he begins to antic
ipate actual puniehmebti "This may prove worse than a hang
ing," he says (V,1,365). And Lucio*s defiance of the Duke, 
in hie peculiar offensive yet humorous manner, gains added 
weight from the many other indications in the play, as cited,
as evidence that Vienna’s Duke m e  in the habit of ruling
with an extremely light hand.
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So w@ can well believe the Duke when he reiterates to 
the Friar,

we bid this be done
When evil deed# have their permissive pass 
And not the punishment. (I,iv,37-39) ,

and when, under his disguise as Friar Lodowiok, he reports
, My business in this state
Made me a looker on here in Vienna,
Where I have seen corruption boil and bubble 
fill it o1er-nm the stew; laws for all faults.
But faults so countenanc’d, that the strong statutes 
Stand like the forfeits in a barber*s shop.
As much in mock as mark. (Y,i,318-324)

The Duke, moreover, admits that it was his "fault* to 
give such leeway:

1twas ay fault to give the people scope. (I,ili,35)
Shakespeare is presenting a strong case in behalf of 

the need for justice. The laxness of rule in Vienna is evi
dent. Mo less clear is the statement of principle made in 
behalf of strict justice:

Friar Thomas chides the Duke gently for having allowed 
matters to reach their present stage, and receives for 
answer an admission by the Duke of his error 4 and & contin
uation of his statement of purpose in handing the government

4. At first glance the Duke seems to be at fault in 
apparently shirking responsibility and in giving his unpleas
ant and unpopular duties to another. But we wonder less at 
his seeming cowardice as we watch the play unravel its denun
ciation of strict legal government. The Duke wishes to ob
serve. He does not wish to commit himself to the policy of 
strict enforcement of the laws, which, as a matter of fact, 
he ultimately rejects. There is also a dramatic necessity for the delegation of authority to Angelo, as Angelo’s trial 
is a basic part of the play.
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over to Angeloi
Frl. T. . It rested in your Grace

To unloose this tied-up juatloe when you pleas1d!
And it in you more dreadful would have seem'd 
Than in Lord Angelo.

Duke I do fear,. too dreadful,
tilth 1twas my fault to give the people scope,
1Twould be my tyranny to strike and gall them 
For what 1 bid them do; for we bid this be done,
Ihen evil deeds have their permissive pass
And not the punishment. Therefore indeed, my father,
1 have on Angelo impos'd the office;
Who may, in the ambush of my name, strike home.
And yet my nature never in the sight 
To do it slander. And to behold his sway,
I will, as * twere, a brother of your order.
Visit both prince and people . . .  . (I,iv,31-46)

The Duke, in the full statement of his purpose, thus 
admits his error of lax government and presents reasons for 
the enforcement of the laws as the remedy. By committing the 
"fault* of excessively lenient government, he says, he has 
induced a situation in Vienna wherein the laws are mocked, 
evil deeds pass unpunished, and all proper procedure is suf
fering reversal. Punishment would have prevented the evil 
deeds, he implies. His implication introduces extended dis
cussion of a simple judicial principle throughout the play:

The laws are the "needful bits and ourbs11 that must be 
applied to “headstrong steeds,* the Duke is saying; when

fond fathers
Having bound up the threatening twigs of birch.
Only . . . stick it in their children's sight 
For terror, not to use, in time the rod 
[Becomes] more mock'd than fear'd.

Without punishment, prevention of crime becomes impossi
ble, and the laws that exist without their enforcement are as
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no laws at all.
This theme of the necessity of punishment for the pre

vention of future crime, which is given so much attention in 
Measure for.Measure; is an ancient one, but it is also a 
basic principle underlying modern systems of individualized 
justice,5 and one which in Shakespeare’s day was gaining 
prominence in a world which had inherited the medieval con
ception.

IV. :$?... Lawrence writes, . - - ' ' ' " -
The mediaeval attitude still persisted in the days of 

Elizabeth, especially in the minds of the common folk, and 
in the literature reflecting their views. The modern idea 
of a progressive amelioration of the social body by far
sighted legislation, and Its application to particular cases, 
was anticipated by the best minds of the Renaissance, but had 
by no means gained acceptance in the days when Shakespeare 
wrote. A passage in a recent book by the Dutch scholar 
Kuizanga 6 has an especial bearing on justice in Measure for 
Measure. though obviously written to point no sucn applioa- 
tion.

'Instead of lenient penalties, inflicted with hesita
tion, the Middle Ages knew but the two extremesi the fulness 
of cruel punishment, and mercy. When the condemned criminal 
is pardoned, the question whether he deserves it for any 
special reason is hardly asked; for mercy has to be gratui
tous, Ilka the mercy of God.1"

This passage is significant for a study of Measure for 
Measure. The Duke has exercised, before the events of the

5. Raymond Saleilles, The Individualization of Punish
ment. PP. 20 ff.

6. Lawrence quotes J. Huizinga, The Waning of the Mid
dle Age^, p. 16.

7. W. W. Lawrence. Shakespeare's Problem Comedies, p.
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play, extreme lenity; Angelo employs strict justice; finally, 
the Duke grant© complete mercy, and, as he grants it, the 
question of whether or not the condemned criminal deserves 
his pardon for any reason is hardly asked--the Duke*s mercy 
is gratuitous, like the mercy of Ood*

Yet there is more to the matter. There in more than a 
hint in the play that a middle ground may exist between the 
two extremes.

Primitive justice and its development into what may be 
called the Mclassical^ principles of justice base their con
ceptions on two fundamental objects: retribution and re
venge against the criminal; and punishment of the criminal 
to put fear into the community and thus prevent further 
crimes.8 Huizinga notes that the judicial instincts of the 
Middle Ages craved retribution for sins almost fanatically.3 
And it is this primitive, classical, medieval conception of 
justice— retribution and prevention through puniehment— that 
Angelo represents and defends in Measure for Measure.

How modern ideas of individualized justice still retain 
the second of these 11 classical* principles and aim to prevent 
crime through punishment. But the punishment is made to fit 
the individual criminal, and it is moderated to the point 8 9

8. Saleilles, loc. clt.
9. J. Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages, pp. 14 ff.
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where it is wholly oonstmotive and ameliorative, never 
purely retributive.10 11

The Middle Ages knew nothing of all those ideas which 
have rendered our sentiment of justice timid and hesitating: 
doubts as to the criminal*e responsibility; the conviction 
that society is, to a certain extent, the accomplice of the 
individual; the desire to reform instead of inflicting pain; 
and, we may even add, the fear of judicial errors.^

It will be seen in this study that the Duke, while he 
does grant mercy in almost all oases, approaches this modern 
justice in many ways. He is extremely careful regarding the 
responsibility of the criminal; he is interested primarily 
in the welfare and betterment of each individual; he is hesi

tant in using his judicial powers. And the play itself is 
an answer to the claims of classical justice. Its answer is 
both the Christian gratuitous mercy that the Middle Ages 
knew and the human stirrings of modem, constructive jus
tice.12

The point regarding the extreme viewpoints of justice 
to which the Elizabethan mind was still limited should be 
borne in mind when Angelo's complete strictness is finally

10. Saleillee, loo, oit.
11. Huizinga, op. oit., p. 16.
13. Craig declares that the logical processes accepted 

in the Elizabethan era suspended truth, “not between hypothe
sis and verification, but between the affirmative and the 
negative.“ Two sides of an issue were assumed for the pur
pose of argument, and pure logic was the means of resolving 
the issue. Craig notes, however, that Shakespeare was "the 
acutest mind of Renaissance thinkers,“ and concludes that.
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xejeated Sox an almost equally ooaplete mercy. It should 
also be remembered tn appraising the mood of the play.

Y/e have seen, the Duke* s osn expression of the judicial 
principle which cites the need for laws and for punishment 
now to achieve future prevention. The principle. In Its 
legalistic aspect, is Angelo's strongest and most logical 
basis for strict law enforcement, and it is reiterated by 
him and by others through the play:

Its first expression by Angelo comes to us Indirectly 
as the Provost leads Claudio in custody through the streets: 

’’Fellow,*1 asks Claudio, * * * * * * * 8why dost thou show me thus to 
the world? Bear me to prison, where I am committed.*

*1 do it not in evil disposition,* the kindly Provost 
answers, "But from Lord Angelo by special charge.* (I^ii,130»

Angelo is showing Claudio to the world, an example, a mute 
word of warning and an inspiration for fear. Punishment will 
stop crime.

as such, he would be able to see both the negative and posi
tive poles of arguments. He calls Shakespeare **an exemplifi
cation of controversial broadmindedness in an age of advoca
cy.* (The Enchanted Glass, pp. 167 ff.) It was probably
this broadmindedness which enabled Stakespeare to see not only
the extremes of strict justice and complete mercy but also to
perceive, and to foresee, a more humane solution in the middle
ground, and to suggest it as he does in Measure for Measure.
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Through Claudio another indication of Angelo*s principle 
la given, as he conjecturee the reason for Angelo*s harsh 
treatment of him.

Whether It be the fault and glimpse of newness.
Or whether that the body pu&lle be 
A horse whereon the governor doth ride,
V/ho, newly in the seat that it may know 
He can command lets it straight feel She spur.

(1,11,162-166)
Claudio Is uttering a realization that needful bits and curbs 
will make themselves felt on the public steed, and will impart 
to the public the knowledge-and-fear that its governor can
command. . . - ■ - '

.

Luoio, in relating the fate of her brother to Isabella, 
explains that Angelo, ,

to give fear to use and liberty 
Which have for long run by the hideous law.
As mice by lions— hath pick'd out an act.
Under whose heavy sense your brother* a life 
Falls into forfeit? he arrests him on it?
And follows close the rigour of the statute.
To make him an example. (I, 1 V ,62-68)

Luoio thus explains Angelo's reasons for arresting Claudio:
to exert punishment for the purpose of future prevention.

Angelo himself states fully the problem of justice, am
he sees it:
To Esealus:

Y/e must not make a scarecrow of the law.
Setting it up to fear the birds of prey,
A M  let it keep one shape, till custom make it 
Their perch a M  not their terror. (11,1,1-4)
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A M  to Isabella!
The law hath not been dead, though it hath slept.
These many had not dar*d to do that evil.
If [but] the first that did the edict infringe 
Had answer*d for hia deed. How *tls awake.
Takes note of what is done, and, like a prophet. 
Looks In a glass that shows what future evils. 
Either new, or by reeissnese new»ooncelv*d.
And so in progress to be hatch1d and born.
Are now to have no suoeeeslve degrees.
But, ere they live, to end. (11,11,90-99)

Angelo is telling Isabella that the purpose of the law is to 
prevent evil In the future, and that if it had been enforced
constantly— even against the first offender, the repetition 
of the evil would not have occurred; for then (as Angelo has 
pointed out to Esoalus) the law would have been more fearsome 
to potential evil-doers than the mere scarecrow it has bseoms
through its slumbering; it will no longer slumber, he tells 
her, but will exert its power on offenders.

Isabella pleads with him, “Yet show some pity,n to which 
Angelo answers.

I show it most of all when I show justice.
For then I pity those I do not know.
Which a dismiss'd offence would after gall;
And do him right that, answering one foul wrong. 
Lives not to act another. (11,11,99-104)

Angelo is soundly arguing that there ie more pity in 
that Justice which would help the people of the land by pro
tection from future evils, than in that leniency which would 
subject them to the evils that would spring from a pardon of 
this offence; and Angelo adds that he is preventing the 
criminal, Claudio, from repeating his deed of foulness
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another time, thus executing justice for him as well as fox 
the commonwealth.

The thought that pity lies in justice is echoed by
Keoalus: ' ■... ■ ■ ■ ■ . v ■■ • • ■ ■■ ■ ■■ - . , . ■

Justice* Lord Angelo is severe.
Bscalus. It is but needful.

Mercy is not itself that oft looks so;
Pardon is still the nurse of second woe.

(II,i,336-398)
This is about as simple and concise a statement of the 

argument for justice and against pardon as there is in the 
play; it tersely sums up the other arguments for punishment 
now to prevent future evil.

The Duke, when he finds Elbow conducting Pompey to 
prison, declares.

Hay, if the devil have given thee proofs for sin. 
Thou wilt prove his. Take him to prison, officer. 
Correction and instruction must both work 
Ere this rude beast will profit. (111,11,31-34)

This is a similar request for punishment, but it is 
made on a personal and individualized basis, and in this 
respect is it different from the case for social justice that 
Angelo puts forward. It is "modern," ameliorative, and par
ticularized justice as opposed to the "classical" strict 
justice. It has the touch of the Duke, for it asks for 
punishment to aid the individual, whom the Duke sees always 
as corrigible, rather than to sacrifice the individual for 
the good of the general welfare. This same basis, which, 
though it argues for punishment for improvement more speolfi-
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eally them for pnaistoent sieply for prevention, is still an 
argument for law enforcement as opposed to pardon, is used 
by Escalus when he discovera Mr®. Overdone in her errant 
ways: *Double and treble admonition, and etill forfeit in
the same kind! This would make mercy swear and play the 
tyrant.* (111,11,306-307)

The Duke's final words on the subject, however, convey 
the full import of the legalistic principle of punishment 
for prevention. In his disguise as Friar Lodowiok, he de
scribes Vienna as a place that has

laws for all faults.
But faults so countenanc'd that the strong statutes 
Stand like the forfeits in a barber's shop 
As much in nook as mark. (V,1,321-324)

This negative assertion resembles the Duke's figure of 
the mocked birch twigs (l,ill,23-25).

Thus it is clearly declared in Measure for Measure that 
not only is Vienna in particular a state in which the laws 
are virtually ignored, but that, in general, laws which are 
created to prevent future evil through the threat of punish
ment of present evil, will mot be heeded unless that punish
ment is executed against offenders. And it is primarily 
through Angelo's words and deeds that the principle receives 
its expression and application.

A few examples of reactions to this statement of judi
cial principle in the play and its application by Angel© will
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indicate its atzengthi
Raleigh deolare® that Angelo’s

defence of the strict 
application of the law, as it is set forth in hie speeches 
to hie colleagues, Eacalus, contains some of the finest and 
truest things ever said on the topic. He has no misgivings, 
and offers a convincing proof of the need of severity,13

In a note to 11,11,99-103
(Isab. Yet show some pity.
Ana. I show it most of all when I show justice . . . . ),

Hudson writes, "One of Judge Hale’s memorials is of the same 
tendencyi ’When I find myself swayed to mercy, let me remem
ber that there is a mercy likewise due to the country.1,1

Knight admits, too, that Angelo* s arguments are "ration
ally conclusive." He adds, "A thing irrational breaks them, 
however: Hie passion for I s a b e l l a . "15 This will be seen
later, at length, in an analysis of the fall of Angelo. At 
this point, it should only be repeated that Shakespeare pre
sents the problem of justice and mercy in strength from both 
sides: Measure for Measure is strong drama.

It is of interest to notice that the poet gave voice to 
the punishment-prevention principle in other plays, that the 
idea is therefore not foreign to him nor limited to Measure 
for Measure: Soroop advises King Henry to have the slanderer 13 14

13. Sir Walter Alexander Raleigh. Shakespeare, p. 167.
14. Henry H. Hudson, ed.. Measure for Measure. The Aldus

Snakespeare, p. 46. .

and the
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punished with these wordsI
Let. M m  bo punish1 d; sovereign, lest example 
Breed, by his sufferance, more of such a kind.

(Henry V. II.ii.45-46)
In 3 Henry VI. Clifford laments, "And what makes robbers 
bold but too muoh lenity?" (3 Henry'VI. II,vi,38) "Hothing 
emboldens sin so much as mercy," a Senator declares, in 
limon of Athens (III,v,5).

Ihj Jgst of Angelo.—

Let us now return to the statement of motives made by 

the Duke to the Friar. We have already examined the first- 
stated motive, the desire to watch the effects of Angelo's 
sway on the princes and people of the land. The Duke contin
ues:

Hoe reasons for this action 
At our more leisure shall I render you:
Only this one: Lord Angelo is precise.
Stands at a guard with envy, scarce confesses 
That his blood flows, or that his. appetite 
Is more to bread than stone; hence shall we see.
If power change purpose, what our teeners be.

. (1,111,48-54)
(It is never disclosed whether or not the Duke renders 

the Friar moe reasons for the action than only this one, nor 
is any other apparent in the play.)

The Duke, then, in addition to conducting his experiment 
in justice, wishes to observe also the effects of the newly 
granted power upon the morally rigorous Angelo: he wants to
see whether Angelo is really as coldly in control of his
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emotions as he pretends to be, and whether he will be able to 
continue in these stony ways with power within his grasp and 
management. .

The Duke refers to Angelo earlier in, this scene in sim
ilar fashion, describing him to Friar Thomas as "A man of 
stricture and firm abstinence.'* (1,111,12) , ,

Again, we need not take the Duke*a word alone for the 
truth of the matter. Here is further evidence of Angelo1s 
reputed and apparent puritanical character;

Lucie calls Angelo

a man whose blood
Is very snow-broth, one who never feels 
The wanton stings and motions of the sense.
But doth rebate and blunt his natural edge 
With profits of the mind, study, and fast.

(I,iv,57-61)
Through the early stages of Isabella* a pleas for 

Claudio1s life, Angelo rejects her pleadings with oatter-of- 
faotnese, if not coldness. And when to his own amazement he 
discovers that he himself has fallen prey to lust, Angelo 
reveals his own conception of himself, what be has imagined 
himself to be:

0 cunning enemy, that to catch a saint,
With saints dost bait thy hook! (11,11,180-181)

Angelo devisee this explanation since he still cannot shake
the oonviotion of his own saintliness. He has always seen
himself as above other men in vlrtuouanese: “Ever till now,"
he says, "When men were fond, I smil*d and wond*red how."

(11,11,186-187)
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Angelo admits that he has indulged In vanity beoauoe of 
his supposed superiority when h© speaks of

ay gravity.
Wherein— let no man hear me— I take pride.

(II,iv,9~10)
Claudio is amazed to learn from his sister of Angelo1s 

wfilth,* His immediate remotion is simply, ’’The prenzie^ 
AngeloIn (111,1,94)

The extent to whioh legend has carried Angelo's extremes 
of moral purity is reported to the disguised by the unrelia
ble Lucio:

They eay this Angelo -mas not made by man and woman after 
this downright way of creation . . . .  Some report a sea-maid 
spawn'd'him; some that he was begot between two stock-fishes. 
But it is certain that when he makes water his urine is con
geal'd ice; that I know to be true; and he is a motion gen
erative; that's infallible. (111,11,111-120)
Later Lucio refers to Angelo as an "ungeniiur'd agent" 
(111,11,184). And, although Lucio is evidently a slanderer 
as far as his tales of the Duke are concerned, still his 
words, linked with the concurrent actions of the deputy 
against the doubtful vice of Claudio, are merely crude re
presentations of what the Duke has said of Angelo, and of 16

16. Many pages have been written concerning the exact 
meaning of the word "prenzie," and sue matter is still under 
debate. I have accepted Keilson*s interpretation, which is 
the majority view, that the "word apparently means prim, 
demure." (Measure for Measure. The Tudor Shakespeare, p. 143) 
Heilson adds that the word is unknown elsewhere.
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what Luolo might be expected to think of a self-appointed 
saint. : -

Escalus regards Angelo as an excellent potential gover
nor. When the Duke asks Esoalus, * What figure of us think 
you he will bear?* (I,1,17), Esoalue replies.

If any in Vienna be of worth 
To undergo such ample grace and honor.
It ie Lord Angelo. (1,1,23-25)

Esoalus repeats his opinion of Angelo in retrospect, after
Angelo has been revealed for what he is:

My lord, I am more amaz'd at his dishonour 
Than at the strangeness of it. (V,1,385-386)
I am sorry, one so learned and wise 
As you. Lord Angelo, have still appear'd.
Should slip so grossly, both in the heat of blood. 
And lack of temper'd judgment afterward.

(7,1,475-478)
Angelo, then, is a man of evidently puritanical morality, 

and one who appears at least to the experienced Esoalus17 as 
capable of the task of governing Vienna.

To this point it has been seen that law enforcement in 
Vienna is extremely lax, that Measure for Measure offers a

17. The Duke addresses words of high praise to Esoalus 
in respect to his knowledge of government:

The nature of our people.
Our city1a institutions, and the terms 
For common justice, you're as pregnant in 
As art and practice hath enriched any 
That we remember. (1,1,10-14)
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sound argument for the judicial principle of prevention 
through punishment, that Angelo, the man ohoeen to apply this 
principle in Vienna, is virtuous and strict in conduct. As 
the examination of the play proceeds, it shall be seen that, 
as anticipated, Angelo does enforce the laws strictly, invok
ing the principle of prevention for punishment along with the 
sanctity of the law and a sense of retribution as his justi
fication. The causes for his failure, in the terms of Meas
ure for Measure. and for the failure of the principle of 
strict legal justice are to be found in the emotionless and 
unsympathetic non-human quality of both Angelo1a puritaniem 
and the laws. Both Angelo1s puritaniem and the written laws 
are adjudged lifeless and unreal by the play* Both fail to 
consider humanity and human nature. An examination of this 
judgment, which sets the stage and utters the prologue for 
the principal presentation, the dramatic enactment of the 
doctrine of meroy, now follows*

II. The Case Against Strict Justice and Angelo

Unselfish, motive virtue.—
The first flaw detected in Angelo1s supposed virtue is 

given utterance in the first scene of the play. Angelo’s 
virtues are indirectly charged with being selfish, sterile, 
and brittle:

The first words that the Duke directs to Angelo consti
tute a rather lengthy and significant speech, of which the
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first and major portion is a didactic exhortation;
. ■' -\ - . ■ Angelo, - ■ ■
There is a kind of character in thy life.
That to the observer doth thy history 
Fully unfold. Thyself and thy belonging®
Are not thine own so proper, as to waste 
Thyself upon thy virtues, they on thee.
Heaven doth with us as we with torches do.
Hot light them for themselves; for if our virtues 
Did not go forth of us, 1twere all alike 
As if we had them not. Spirits are not finely

touch* d
But to fine issues, nor Nature never lends 
The smallest scruple of her excellence 
But, like a thrifty goddess, she determines 
Herself the glory of a creditor.
Both thanks and use. (I,1,37-41)18

The Duke extends himself thus to instruct Angelo that
our virtues are as nothing when they are selfish and inactive, 
when we cherish them for their own sake, when we confine them 
to ourselves; they achieve their proper and Natural function 
only when we appreciate them and exercise them in active use, 
giving their good (n excellence11), however email, to the world; 
it is only through unselfish action that we can do our duty

18. Knight compares this speech to the Sermon on the 
Mount (in olt.. p. 84). And there is a remarkable simi
larity of thought;

Ye are the light of the world. A city set on an hill 
cannot be bid.

neither do men light a candle, and put it under a bushel, 
but on a candlestick; and it giveth light to all that are in 
the house. (Matthew, 5:14)

A study of biblical sources and comparisons relative to 
Measure for Measure will be undertaken at a later point.
See pp. 181 ff.
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to, and bo know by, the world.
The fact that the Duke, in a speech to Angelo following 

which he gives Angelo full power over the realm, places such 
importance on the necessity and propriety to virtue of unself
ish action would indicate one— or both— of two possibilities 
that can give relevance to his words in this place: The Duke
feels Angelo has been lax in realizing the necessity to vir
tue of action, lax in putting his virtue into action, and 
therefore in need of advice; or, the Duke regards active vir
tue as important for a good governor. Both intentions seem 
likely;

Directly following hie words on action and virtue, the 
Duke says.

But 1 do bend my speech
To one that can my part in him advertise.

But the Duke believes, as he suggests later, that Angelo* s 
virtues are pretended and false, and this probably represents 
M s  true opinion, since the former statement is made to 
Angelo*s faoe, the later in privacy to Friar Thomas:

Lord Angelo is precise.
Stands at a guard with envy, scarce confesses 
That his blood flows, or that M e  appetite 
Is more to bread than stone. (I,ill,50-53)

The implication, of course, is that Angelo*s blood does 

flow, whether he confesses it or not, and that M s  appetite 
ie more to bread than stone. When the Duke urges Angelo to 
put M s  virtue into unselfish action, then, he is at the
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game time apparently of the opinion that Angelo1b virtue ie 
merely seeming, with the implication that Angelo’s virtue is 
selfish, and goes not from himself.

The Duke, then, feels that Angelo is in need of the •• 
advice. That he also feels active, unselfish virtue essen
tial to a governor is indicated by the importance he place* 
on this factor elsewhere and by his implied condemnation of 
Angelo as a governor.

The Duke also at least half-expects Angelo* s pretended 
virtue (his Mpreciseness") to be revealed for what it really 
is now that Angelo has acquired power, now that his virtue 
is to go forth from him, in "use" and "exercise":

. . . hence shall we see.
If power change purpose what our seemera be,

says the Duke. He is obviously anticipating. Mox is he sur
prised when he learns that Angelo has tried to seduce Isabella 
for the price of her brother’s life: "but that frailty hath
examples for his failing, I should wonder at Angelo," he tells 
Isabella. (Ill,1,190-192)

In discussing the "motives" and the "expectations" and 
"beliefs* of the Duke, we should realize that the Duke is the 
deus ex machine of the play, as well as a projected personal
ity. In his former capacity, ho virtually controls the ac
tion, directs the dramatic forces into their most effective 
channels, and creates a maximum of "dramatic irony* by hi* 
plot manipulation. In this capacity, the Duke is constantly
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looking.ahead to the denouement, and adding touohee that will 
heighten the closing scene* s effectiveness. To give one im
portant example, it shall be seen later that the Duke stress
es the virtuousness of Angelo before the revelation of his 
fall. As Miss Bradbrook points out, the Duke shows a supreme 
* self-confidence* la exerting "the absolute power which he 
maintains over the rest of the characters.1*2-9 Angelo ex

presses this function of the Duke when the latter is discov
ered beneath friar Lodowiok1s hood:

To think I oan be undlsoemlble*
When I perceive your Grace, like power divine.
Hath look'd upon my passes . . . . (V,i,3?3-S?6)

Indeed, the Duke does.assume supernatural stature in some of
his orderings.

Thus the words of the Duke here,
henoe shall we see.

If power change purpose, what our esemere be.
(1,111,53-54),

are given added confirmation of the belief of the Duke that 
power will change purpose and that we shall see what our 
seemers are when we look at them in the light of the later 
developments: For the seemer is indeed revealed as such
through an abuse of his new power, and the hint of the Duke 
here is dramatic machinery as well as human insight.

19. M. 0. Bradbrook, "Authority, Truth, and Justice in 
asure for Measure.** Review of English Studies. XVII, 396-
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Ttte relationship between the Duke's lecture on active 
virtue and his second-stated purpose in giving the government 
to Angelo, as later told to Friar Thomas, can be summed up in 
this way*

The Duke believes that Angelo's supposed virtue is mere 
seeming; he tells Angelo that action and unselfish use are 
essential and natural to virtue; he expects that, once 
Angelo gains power, his (unconscious) pretense will be ex
posed for what it really is, broken down by the test of ac
tion. Angelo's 11 righteousness^ is "an unused and delicate 
Instrument quite useless under the test of active trial,* as 

Charlton expresses it.20 What the Duke wants to find out is 
"how far a virtue of that kind is a real virtue."21 And, as 
the Duke expected, "The coin of his moral purity, which 
flashed so brilliantly, when tested does not ring true."22

This idea of active and unselfish virtue can be traced 
through the play:

Luoio comes to Isabella with the news of Claudio's 
arrest and urges her to plead for him;

Isab. Alast what poor ability's in me 
To do him good? * 22

301 H. B. Charlton, Shakespearian Comedy, pp. 93-94. 
31.. Ibid.. p. 360.
22. Knight, ££. cit.. p. 97.
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lAIOlO.
Assay the power you have.

My power? Alas, I doubt—
Our doubts are traitors 

And make us lose the good we oft might win
By fearing to attempt. (I,iv,75-79)

And In 11,11, when Isabella comes to plead for her brother 
and seems to lose heart almost at once, Luolo prods her on,
sotto voce:

Give1t not over so. To him again, entreat him,

a.
You could not with more tame a tongue desire it. 
To him, I say! (11,11,43-47)
You are too cold. (11,11,56)
Ay, touch him;‘there*s'the vein.* (11,11)70)* '

Action is the cue.

Kneel down before him, bang upon his gown. 
You are too cold. If you should need a pi

The Duke tells Isabella that "Virtue is bold, and good
ness never fearful* (lil,i,215), as he conceives his substi
tution plan and advises Isabella to act it through for the 
benefit of all concerned.

When Eecalus and Angelo are confronted with the ineffi
ciencies of Elbow and the bawdry of Pompey (11,1), Angelo 
loses patience, saying.

This will last out a night in Russia,
When nights are longest there. I'll take my leave. 
And leave you to the hearing of the cause.
Hoping you'll find good cause to whip them all.

(II,i,139-142)
This impatience of Angelo is at the base of his faults. It 
is his refusal to employ his virtue actively for the benefit 
of others. By contrast, Esoalus in this scene patiently 
hears out the case, with tolerance and good humor, and uses
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Throughout the play the Duke ie an example of unselfish 

and active virtue. In contrast to Angelo. The Duke works 
for the good of all, devising plots to save Isabella, Claudio, 
end Barnardine, and to benefit Mariana and even Angelo him
self. Esoalue describee him as “Rather rejoicing to see 
another merry, than merry at anything which profess'd to 
make him rejoice.“ (111,11,249-861) Charlton notes that
the Duke's standard is rather “service" than “self."23 * 25

On the other hand, Angelo has hot gone from himself to 
ethers, and when he comes into contact with humanity and is 
forced to aot his virtue crumbles. His puritanism proves 
sterile and brittle as it breaks and. disintegrates before 
hie paesion for Isabella. His whole moral system dissolves 
with one stroke, and he follows the intended rape of Isabella 
with his broken pledge and an order for the execution of 
Claudio. He had been “virtuous because untried.”2*
His virtue had been “in and for itself,* constructed on pure
ly intellectual grounds and disregardful of humanity.25 

When it is forced to consider humanity, in himself and in 
others, it tumbles from its precarious heights.
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23. Charlton, on. oit.. p. 356.
34. Thomas Mare Parrott, ed., Shakespeare, p. 682.
25. Charlton, jop. .sjJI., p. 252.
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Some critics2® have found further evidence of a declara
tion by Shakespeare for active, unselfish virtue in the plot1a 
withdrawal of Isabella from tne convent to be married to the 
Duke. She is thus enabled to take over an active role in the 
rule of the city, putting her virtue to unselfish use, in
stead of dedicating herself to the relatively useless life of 
the cloister. The preoccupation with active and unselfish 
virtue in Measure for Measure would give this suggestion some 
credibility.

Whether or not we agree with this last point, the pre
occupation is there, and we have seen the stress laid on the 
importance of that active, unselfish virtue whose neglect by 
Angelo is one of the bases for the play*e criticism of him 
and one of the causes of his downfall..It is also one of the 
primary bases for the play* s criticism of strict justice, as 
administered by Angelo. Impersonal enforcement of dead, 
lifeless laws is rejected because such justice lacks the 
humane touch of unselfishness and active consideration of 
others.26 27

Miss Spurgeon is so struck by the importance of this 
theme in Measure for Measure, by its repetition, “reaching us 
through so many different voices, wrapped in so many different

26. Edgar I. Fripp, Shakespeare. Man and Artist, n ,  
617-618; and Raleigh, cm. cit.. p . 171.

37. See below, the discussion of the letter and spirit 
of the law, pp. 91 ft.
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images,* that she finds justification "for once* in assuming 
it to be * Shakespeare’ s own conviction,rt and in concluding 
that here is "the philosophy by which he instinctively 
guided his life and a c t i o n s . "28

From a study of the appearances of the idea>in Shake
speare1 s other work, she decides that it formed "the centre 
of Shakespeare* s belief and the mainspring of his actions."29 

It is profitable to note some of the more striking 
occurrences of the theme in other plays$

The idea is basic to the ideological interplay in 
Troflua and Cresslda. Agamemnon sends Patrcclus tc tell the 
idle Achilles that

A stirring dwarf we do allowance give 
Before a sleeping giant. (II,iii,146-147) 28 29

28. Caroline Spurgeon, Shakespeare* s Imagery, p. 209.
29. Ibid.. p. 307. Miss Spurgeon states this "belief," 

as she discovered it in Shakespeare's plays, as follows:
. . . that by, in, and for ourselves, we are nothing; we 

exist only just in so far as we touch our fellows, and receive 
back from them the warmth or light we have ourselves sent out. 
To befriend, to support, to help, to cheer and illuminate our 
fellow men is the whole object of our being, and if we fail to 
do this, we have failed in that object, and are as empty husks, 
hollow and meaningless. Only thus can we fulfil ourselves and 
be in truth that which we are intended to be. (pp. 207-308)

Angelo is notably lacking in the qualities listed by 
Miss Spurgeon.
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Ulysses1 great speech to Achilles (111,111) brings the 
thought into sharp focus:

A strange fellow here
Writes me: 11 That man, how dearly ever parted.
How auoh in having, or without or in.
Cannot make boast to have that which he hath, 
Mor feels not what he owes, but by reflection; 
As when his virtues shining upon others 
Heat them and they retort that heat again 
To the first giver.*

no man Is the lord of anything,
(Though in and of him there is much consisting,) 
Till he communicate his parts to others;
Nor doth he of himself know them for aught 
Till he behold them formed in the applause 
Where they*re extended; who, like an arch, rever

berate
The voice again, or, like a gate of steel 
Fronting the sun, receives and renders back 
His figure and his heat . . . . (Trollus and

Cressida. Ill,ill,95 ffT)
And Cassius tells Brutus,

you cannot see yourself 
Bo well as by reflection . . . (Julius^Caesar,

It is, thus, an idea which extends beyond Measure for Measure 
in the Shakespearean pattern.30 30

30. Craig says that action was a prime virtue to the 
Elizabethan man; that while he was inclined to waver between 
alternatives in theoretical discussions, he was apt to *a@t 
first and think later11 when confronted with a practical prob
lem, in which case "Something must be believed and promptly 
and unwaveringly acted upon." (p. 189) This idea, of course, 
only glances at the larger viewpoint of active, unselfish 
virtue presented here as significant in Measure for Measure. 
but I offer it for whatever light it throws on Shakespeare1a 
possible viewpoint toward "action.*
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IteEg as a ^Bltij^^ower.—  .

In giving hie powers to Angelo, the Duke states:
Hold therefore, Angelo:

In our remove be thou at full ourself.
Mortality and meroy in Vienna
Live in thy tongue and heart. (I,i,43-46)

The Duke is giving Angelo his full control of Vienna, with
powers to inflict death and grant mercy. As he tells Angelo
a few lines later, - ■

Your scope is as mine own.
So to enforce or qualify the laws 
As to your soul seems good. (I,i,65-67)

Angelo thus receives complete authority in administering jus
tice in Vienna, and in interpreting the laws— enforcing or 
qualifying them— as he chooses.

There may be a bit of prodding in the words, "As to your 
soul seems good,H a hint to Angelo to probe deeply for his 
judicial standards. But there is much more than a hint in 
the foregoing behest: “Mortality and mercy in Vienna Live in
thy tongue and heart.“

Not simply the power of death is to be granted to Angelo, 
but also the power of “mercy*— a positive power which the 
Duke delivers to Angelo along with the power to condemn; not 
simply the tongue is to be the agent of mortality and mercy, 

but the “heart* as well.
. It will be seen at a later point32- that Angelo, in admin- 31

31. See below, passim.
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ieterlng the law in the play* a test oaee, the case of Claudio, 
which serves as the particularization for the experiment in 
governmental principle, does not consider mercy as among his 
powers, nor does he appeal to his heart or soul for guidance 
in rendering judgment. He is~the soulless agent of the writ
ten law. Mercy, to Angelo, is weakness and negation. For 
Angelo believes in the sufficiency of the principles and dic
tates of the law.

Claudio1a arrest and the spirit and letter of the law.—

It is in the next scene, 1,11, that we learn of the 
arrest of Claudio, and the causes thereof. Piecing together 
the information contributed by various mouths, we arrive at 
this picture of the facts:

Claudio and Juliet have secretly sworn a “true contract,** 
or marriage engagement,32 postponing the engagement announce
ment and the wedding in order to gain the benefits of an in
creased dowry and the favorable attitude of friends. The 
increase seems to have depended upon the favorable attitude. 32

32. The argument among critics as to whether the Mcon
tract* was of the formal type then common in Shakespeare*s 
day, which permitted full privileges of marriage, or simply 
a secret and unwitnessed lovers' pledge, is irrelevant for 
this study's purposes. It suffices to observe that the strict 
law Angelo applies has been violated by Claudio— not even 
Claudio himself denies this, and that Claudio's intentions of 
marriage are entirely honorable.
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But Juliet is now noticeably Tilth child, and Angelo, digging 
up an old law unenforced for •nineteen zodiacs,8 applies its 
rigorous Mpenalties11 to Claudio, arrests him “for getting 
Madam Julietta with child,11 has him marched through the 
streets and sentences him to be beheaded *within these three 
daye,'1 *to make him an example.8

Claudio explains his predicament to hucio and tries to
understand what Angelo1a motives can be in so punishing him:

Whether it be the fault and glimpse of newness.
Or whether that the body public be 
A horse whereon the governor doth ride.
Who, newly in the seat, that it may know 
He can command, lets it straight feel the spur; 
Whether the tyranny be in his place.
Or in his eminence that fills it up,
I stagger in . . . . (1,11,162-169)

Angelo, conjectures Olaudio, may be simply confused or over
whelmed by the glitter of his new position; or he wishes, by 
punishing an offender, to let the people know that he intends 
to enforce the laws now that he has taken over the rule;33 

his tyranny may be due to the duties Angelo has taken over, 
or to the moral exaltation of Angelo himself.

But in any case Claudio feels that this is tyranny.
since

• this new governor
Awakes me all the enrolled penalties 
Which have, like unseour1d armour, hung by the wall 
So long that nineteen zodiacs have gone round 33

33. See above, the discussion of the judicial principle 
of prevention through punishment, pp. 65 ff.
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And none of them been worn; and, for a name,
Now pu'ca the drowsy and negleoted aot 
Freshly upon me. •Tie surely for a name.

(1,11,169-176)
Of the point that 1 tie surely for a name that Angelo 

Is using the law we are in little doubt after we have exam
ined the evidence of the play. This goes beyond the mere 
fact that Angelo is arguing for the punishment of Claudio 
for the purpose of preventing further crime». For, from the 
very moment that we learn from Claudio his good intentions.

Upon a true eontract 
I got possession of Julietta1s bed.

. . .  she is fast my wife.
Save that we do the denunciation lack 
Of outward order (1,11,149-163),

along with the credible reason for postponing the marriage
ceremony.

This we came not to.
Only for propagation of a dower 
Remaining in the ooffer of her friends.
From whom we thought it meet to hide our love 
Till time had made them for ue (1,11,153-15?),

we conclude that Angelo may be applying the law a bit too
technically in this case.

As we proceed through the play, this first intimation 
grows to a conviction that Angelo ie utilising the law to its 
strict letter and Ignoring the true human purpose of justice, 
its "spirit”*

Lucio states the case very humanly and plainly, if not 
bluntly: He tells Isabella, Mhess in prison." "Woe met for
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what?" asks the "novtoe." And Luoio answers.
For that which, if myself might be hie Judge,
He should receive his punishment in thanks.
He hath got his friend with child. (I,It ,26-29)

Isabella's ultimate answer, in turn, is just as human 
and plains *0 let him marry her." (I,iv,50) It is the 
solution of the spirit of justice, the human and natural 
solution, the solution that the Duke tends toward. As 
Moulton says, Claudio and Juliet have violated the letter of 
the law, but they have been true to its spirit.34

Lucio tells Isabella that Angelo "follows close the 
rigour of the statute." (I,iv,67) And, at Angelo's insist
ence on execution of the law for prevention through the in
ducement of fear of it, Keoalus pleads,

' . Ay, but yet
let us be keen, and rather cut a little.
Than fall, and bruise to death. (11,1,4-6)

Angelo is following the letter of the law; he is, Escales 
implies, using punishment to excess, destroying that which 
should be cured. This is one answer to Angelo's claim for 
punishment to prevent crime: the punishment must be meted out
so as actually to benefit the people for whom the prevention 
is Intended, and to save the individual if possible. This is 
modern ameliorative justice for which Eeoalus asks.

Angelo says it himself, this insistence on the law's 
letter: "Be you content, fair maid," he replies to Isabella.

34. Richard Green Moulton, Shakespeare as a Dramatic 
Thinker, p. 157.
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"It is the law, not I eondemn your brother." (11,11,80-81)
Angelo Is merely an impersonal channel through which the law
flows to Its Inevitable destination:

I, now the voice of the recorded law.
Pronounce sentence on your brother's life.

(H,iv,®l-©3)
Isabella seeks pardon from Angelo. "I will not do*t," he
says. "But can you, if you would?" she insists. And Angelo
is firm, a legal machine: "Look, what I will not, that I
cannot do." (11,11,51-52) And, again, "He's sentenc'd; 'tie
too late." (11,11,55) And,

Your brother is a forfeit of the law,
And you but waste your words. (11,11,71-72)

Angelo reveals himself still further:
Isab. Yet show some pity.
Ang. I show it most of all when I show justies.

For then I pity those I do not know.
Which a dismiss'd offence would after gall;
A M  do him right that, answering one foul wrong. 
Lives not to act another. Be satisfied.
Your brother dies tomorrow. Be content.

(II,ii,99-105)
Angelo's application of the law will admit no compromise. He 
who commits one wrong must die. Thus salth the law. There 
is no consideration by Angelo of the possibility that Claudio 
may not "aot another" should he live, nor of the fact that 
Claudio's "foul wrong" was "mutually committed" with inten
tions to marry. Angelo cannot understand Isabella's plea,

I have a brother is condemned to die.
I do beseech you, let it be his fault.
And not my brother. (II,ii,34-36)
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Angelo cannot comprehend this suggestion that if Claudio*s
life is spared and he is permitted to marry Juliet his fault
will die and not he. His answer is irrelevant.

lor ©an Angelo conceive a spirit such as that expressed
by Mariana when she pleads for Angelo:

They say, best men are moulded out of faults.
And, for the most, become much more the better 
For being a little bad; so may my husband.

CV,1,444-446)
Angelo does not consider the possibility of amelioration. 
Claudio has offended; he must die.

Isabella tells him.

Well, believe this.
Mo ceremony that to great ones longs, 
lot the king's crown, nor the deputed sword.
The marshal*s truncheon, nor the judge's robe. 
Become them with one half so good a grace 
As meroy does. (11,11,58-63)

The Duke, when he learns from Juliet that her relation
ship with Claudio was a mutual one, asserts that she is more
guilty than he:

Love you the man that wrong*d you?
Tes, as I love the woman that wrong'd him. 
So then it seems your most offenceful act 
Was mutually committed?

. Mutually.
Then was your sin of heavier kind than his. 
I do confess it, and repent it, father.

In Whetstone's Promos and Cassandra. Shakespeare* s

main source for Measure for Measure. Polina (Juliet's counter
part) is to be punished as well as Andrugio (Claudio) by being
made to wear a distinguishing mark for life. In Measure for 

Measure, however, there is no mention of such punishment for



Juliet. There is merely this:
.grow m & t  shall be done, sir, with the groaning Juliet?
Ang. • Dispose of her

To some more fitter place, and that with speed.
• ' # * : # # * # » # # * # # * • # e • •# »
See you the fornicatress be removed.
Let her have needful, but not lavish, means;
There shall be order for*t. (11,11,15-17,33-35)

Juliet is imprisoned but is to live (XI,ill). Therefore, 
although the law would punish Claudio more severely than 
Juliet, the Duke investigates the human problem involved, 
and decides that Juliet is the guiltier one. This is typical 
of:the Duke. It shows his concern with humanity and his dis
regard for the law's letter. His is a completely human atti
tude toward orime and sin, while Angelo's is completely tech
nical. He sees this statute which would deprive Claudio of 
his life for a «mutually committed* offense as "an angry 
law* (III,1,208). The Duke's •code of goodness* is larger 
than any «which has hitherto ruled in Shakespeare's come

dy#*36 larger than any formal, written code can be.
The Duke's morality permits him to compromise with estab

lished conventions of morality, if the end is worthy of the 
deviation, in human terms. * Craft against vice I must apply,* 
he says (111,11,291) . He does so constantly. He leaves the 
government with Angelo on a pretext of other business, dis
guises himself, watches and listens behind the disguise— all 38
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38. Charlton, on. olt.. p. 388.
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for the purpose of eventual betterment of the people. So 
examine the government of Angelo. He tells olaudlo tlmt 
Angelo trae merely testing Isabella; he devises the substitu
tion soheme; he Informs Isabella that her brother has been 
executed; he plans the final scene by a series of "white 
lie#.* A M  behind eaoh or these steps of "Graft* there is 
a benevolent motive,

Angelo, by contrast, ignores the Duke's charge to employ 
*aeroy" as he deal® out "mortality,H to use his "heart" as 
well as his "tongue* in passing judgment. He "administer# 
the letter or the law without mercy,"38 dieoounting "all 
•eatiaente of human kindness*;3? be knows nothing of "true 

justice,* because "it lies for the moot part beyond the 
limit® of any acknowledged law,* and only human sympathy can 
dlsoover it.38

"It is for this finer justice, a justice based on a 
more delicate appreciation of the true conditions of men and 
thing®,* Pater adds, "a true respect of persons in our esti
mate of actions, that the people in Measure for Measure cry 
out as they pass before us."38 36 * 38 *

36. Parrott, 0£, oit.. p. 593.
3?. Charlton, on. oit.. p. 2»2.
38. Walter Pater, "Measure for Measure." Appreciations.

p. 183.
39.
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Measure for Measure is thus often considered a play of 
"true justice,* 40 and its strong objection to the letter of 
the law, its preference for mercy, is consonant with that 
view. In the allegories which Measure for Measure seems 
particularly to invite the Duke usually stands for justice. 
Bradbrook calls the Duke "Justice* and Angelo "the letter of 
the law," "false authority," and "False Semblant* or "Seem

ing.*41 knight has Angelo represent •Pharisaical righteous
ness," the Duke, "a psychologically sound and enlightened 
ethic.*43

Knight euggeste43 that Measure for Measure is based on 
the lesson of Matt. 5i20, "For I say unto you. That except 
your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the 
scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter the king
dom of heaven."

The lesson corresponds exactly to the judgment we have 40 41 42 43

40. While those who employ the term "justice* with ref
erence to the solution of Measure for Measure often indicate 
that by *true justice* they mean "meroy," I: feel that the 
latter word is more accurate and less likely to be confusing. 
"Justice* would seem to retain some of its common implication 
of a rendering of something due, if not actually a legal ren
dering: Shakespeare’s use of the word is also contrary to the 
idea of meroy. The Duke pays no attention to law or to a 
rendering of due in the resolution of She play.

41. Bradbrook, op. pit., pp. 386-387.
42. Knight, op. Git., p. 81.
43. Ibid.. p. 106.

3.693
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found in Measure for Measure oondeening the false righteous
ness of Angelo, the righteousness that does not exceed a shal
low adherence to formal laws.

Pater points out that poetry is not always thus able to 
express morality; but, he says, the teaching of Measure for 
Measure is that aspect of morality which poetry represents 
most naturally, since 11 this true Justice is dependent on Just 
those finer appreciations which poetry cultivates in us the 
power of making, those peculiar valuations of action and its 
effect which poetry actually requires.*44

Shakespeare has given this “true Justice* expression 
elsewhere through his plays, differentiating between the cold 
letter and the warm spirit of laws*

His treatment in The Merchant of Venice is the most 
striking example of it. Compare Portia*s words,

[mercy] becomes 
The throned monarch better than hie orown.

(IV,1,188-189),
with Isabella's speech on * ceremony* and “mercy* (IX,11,58-63).

Aloiblades, in Timon of Athens, says.
For pity is the virtue of the law.
And none but tyrants use it cruelly. (Ill,v,8-9)

“Say •pardon,1 King; let pity teach thee how,*
pleads the Duchess of York (Richard II. V,ill,116)• 44

44. Pater, jgjg. oit.. p. 184.
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Yet Measure for Measure goes one step further than 
offering Angelo as the symbol for the ’’letter of the law.” 
Angelo*s attachment to strict law is more than.a cold and 
impersonal and pitiless thing; it approaches a kind of 
righteous sadism. It has in it some of the barbarous insist
ence on retribution of the Middle A g e s . A n g e l o * s  arguments 
for justice are an intellectual ezeroise. For he is not only 
uninterested in using the law for real benefit to humanity, 
he is even eager to find victims on shorn to apply the lass* 
punishments: He argues, to Eso&lus,

What*s open made to justice.
That justice seizes. What knows the laws 
That thieves do pass on thieves? 1Tis very pregnant. 
The jewel that we find we stoop and take1t 
Because se see it; but what we do not see 
We tread upon, and never think of it. (11,1,21-27)

To Angelo the officer, the offender against the law is 
as a "jewel," to be eagerly “seised* when he can be found, 
but, as a jewel, only to be trodden upon and lost when undie- 
ooverable. The figure is significant.

When Angelo loses patience with Elbow, Fompey, and Froth,
he leaves the scene with these remarks to Esoalue:

This will last out a night in Russia,
When nights are longest there. I*11 take my leave. 
And leave you to the hearing of the cause.
Hoping you111 find good oauee to whip them all.

(11,1,139-143)

Angelo hopes that all will turn out to be whippable jewels. 45

45. Huizinga, o p . olt.. pp. 14 ff
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This fanatical attachment of Angelo1s to the enforce
ment of the laws is the same fanatical attachment to virtue 
which is involved in Angelo's passion for the pure Isabella^ 

and in the self-pride of his personal puritanism.
Angelo's lifeless; selfish virtue, when applied to 

government, heeds only the dictates of the law, eagerly exe
cuting the letter and ignoring the spirit of the law. It is 
humanity which Angelo and Angelo's justice lack, and which 
ttye Duke has in such abundance. Another link in the chain of 
evidence against Angelo will now be examined: Angelo, by
failing to use.mercy, by judging his fellow man absolutely 
and without regard for humanity, invades the exclusive prov
ince of divinity, sets himself up as a demigod, exceeds prop
er human bounds.

Angelo's abuse of author!tv and the divine example.—

We are introduced to Claudio as he is being led through
the streets by the Provost, "by special charge" of Angelo.
(l,ii,120 ff) Be laments his fate;

Thus can the demigod authority
Make us pay down for our offence by weight
The words of heaven: on whom it will, it will;
On whom it will not, so; yet still 'tis just.

(I,ii,124-137) 46

46. That Angelo was attracted to Isabella because of her 
moral purity will be demonstrated at a later point. See p. JL30.
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Claudio here paraphrases Rota. 9:15, “For he aaith to 
Moses, I'will have meroy on whom I will have mercy, and I 
will have compassion on whom I will have compassion." By 
calling Angelo a "demigod* and by accusing him of assuming 
to himself absolute and arbitrary justice that rightly be
longs to "heaven" alone, Claudio states another aspect of 
Measure for Measure1a condemnation of Angelo$ To man be
longs the human scope and none of the divine; that man who 
assumes to himself divine powers and standards is going be
yond his proper bound and assuming that which is not his.
He who judges as a Cod must be judged by the same standard, 
by the same "measure.“ lie who judges must be as high as his 
level of justice. Ho man is high enough to judge as a God, 
at the level of heaven.

Isabella reprimands Angelo on this basisi
Alas, alasI

Why, all the souls that were were forfeit onoe;
And He that might the vantage best have took 
Found out the remedy. How would you be,
If He, which is the top of judgment should 
But judge you as you are? 0, think on that;
And meroy then will breathe wlthln_your lips.
Like man new made. (II,ii,72-79)47 47

47. Compare the words of Lord Say in 2 Henry VI:
Ah, countrymen! if when you make your prayers, 
God should be so obdurate as yourselves,
How would it fare with your departed souls?
And therefore yet relent, and save my life.

(Iv,vii,121-124)
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Mo man, then, has the moral right to judge a fellow man 
absolutely and without mezoy, in view of the leniency and 
mercy of God in redeeming man. Cod tod the supreme oppor
tunity for the condemnation of men1s souls. But God set for
man an example of mercy. Isabella says.

0, it is excellent
To have a giant1 e strength; but it is tyrannous 
To use it like a giant. (11,11,107-109)

Just so does man abuse a little power, out-stepping his prop
er bounds. Man heeds not the example set by God;

Isab. Gould great men thunder
As Jove himself does, Jove would ne'er be quiet;
For every pelting, petty officer 
Would use his heaven for thunder, 
nothing but thunder! Merciful Heaven,
Thou rather with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt 
Splits the unwe&geable and gnarled oak 
Than the soft myrtle; but man, proud man.
Dress'd in a little brief authority.
Most Ignorant of what he's most assur'd.
His glassy essence, like an angry ape.
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
As makes the angels weep; who, with our spleens. 
Would all themselves laugh mortal. (II,ii,110-123)

Thus does man abuse his little power while Heaven uses its
power mercifully and discerningly.

When Bsoalus* plea to Angelo for leniency with Olaudio
fails, he gives the task up to Heaven;

Well, heaven forgive him! and forgive us all*Some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall. .Some run from brakes of vice, and answer none;And some condemned for a fault alone. (II,1,37-40)
Esoalus is pondering the unpredictability and inequality of
justice on earth, of man's judgment of man, and, Angelo having
failed, Esoalus leaves the mercy to Heaven.
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Later Esoalus tells the disguised Duke,
I have labour’d for the poor gentleman So the extremes! 
shore of my modesty; but my brother justice have X found 
so severe, that he hath forc’d me to tell him he is in
deed Justice. (Ill,11,265-268)

Angelo is, indeed. Justice, the capitalization implying the
absolute nature of his judgment.

The good Provost warns Angelo, but to no avail. He
comes to the deputy for confirmation of the execution order
for Claudio:

Ang. Did not I tell thee yea? Hadet thou not order?
Why dost thou ask again? 

grov. Lest I might be too rash.
Under your good oorreotion, X have seen 
When, after execution, judgment hath 
Repeated o’er hi® doom. (IX,11,8-13)

The Provost warns Angelo that he may regret his absolute and
untempered judgment; the Provost has seen it happen before,
and he is in & position to know. Angelo rejects his warning
sternly.

Go to; let that be mine.
Do your office, or give up your place.
And you shall well be spar’d. (II,ii,12-14),

but before the play ends Angelo does repent “ o’er his doom.*
; - ' ■ ' ' V ' , -  - i ' . • ! .
Angelo’s own opinion of himself indicates that he feels

that his nature goes beyond human limits, and partakes of the 
divine:

0 cunning enemy, that, to catch a saint,
With saints doth bait thy hook. (11,11,180-181)

Isabella tries to bring him down, after Angelo argues 
that adultery and murder are of equal evil:



Ang. < fls all as easy
Falsely to take away a life true mad#
As to pat metal in restrained mean*
To make a false one.

Isab. •Tie set down so in heaven, but not in earth. (II,
iv, 46-61) 48

Isabella in one terse line tells Angelo that there is a dif
ference between the standards of heaven and those of earth.

Knight declares that Isabella1s thoughts on meroy and 
the redemption are at the heart of the play. He finds the 
play's central theme, "And forgive us our debts as we for
give our debtors." "Thus 'justice* is a mockery; man, him
self a sinner, cannot presume to judge."49

And truly Measure for Measure shows Angelo, the agent 
of strict, impersonal government, using his selfish virtue 
without the temperance of mercy and assuming to himself 
absolute powers of judgment that belong to the divine, not 
the human realm.50 48 49

48. This quotation is taken from the scene in which 
Angelo is simply trying to seduce Isabella and no longer sin
cerely offering his reasons for punishing Claudio. Yet it
is applicable here because it nevertheless follows the line 
of argument Angelo had taken before his purpose changed, and 
because Isabella* s brief answer to him is a simplified state
ment of one cause for Angelo* s downfall— a confusion of the 
divine and the human, a self-exaltation, an effort to live 
by supra-buman standards.

49. Knight, 02. Pit., pp. 83-83.
60. The Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics states,

"The supreme motive of mercifulness . . .  is the thankful mem
ory of pity bestowed on us by God" (VIII,556). Shakespeare's 
use of this idea is, as Knight contends, in accord with the 
traditional Christian viewpoint.
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Mexoy is the remedy of Measure for Measure for euoh 
abuse of human power. But to realize the need for mercy, 
one must first realize the weakneesee of humanity. Before 
passing judgment on a fellow man, the judge must know these 
weaknesses. And to realize human frailty, one must first 
know himself, this is the next aspect of Angelo's failure 
which will be examined! Angelo, setting himself up as a 
Gtod, letting his fragile, selfish, false virtue lie untest
ed and unused, failed to know his real self;

£.Sojg thyself.—

The first scene of the second act opens as Angelo firmly 
states to Eso&lus his judicial principle not to "make a scare
crow of the law.* Esoalus urge# temperance in applying the 
law, suggesting that they *rather cut a little. Than fall 
and bruise to death.* He comments on the nobility of Claudio's 
father. And then he directs against Angelo an admonition 
that goes to the heart of Angelo's error:

Let but your honor know,
%hoa I believe to be most strait in virtue.
That, in the working of your own affections.
Had time coher'd with place or place with wishing 
Or that the resolute acting of your blood 
Could have attain'd the effect of your own purpose. 
Whether you had not sometime in your life 
Err'd In this point which now you ©ensure him.
And pull'd the law upon you. (11,1,8-16)

Eso&lus bids Angelo seek himself within himself. But Angelo
fails to see in himself the potential "sin* that lies in his

own human weakness, and he expresses, by implication, strong
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doubt that he could ever fall so;
- ' tell me,

When I, that ceasuro him, do so offend.
Let:mine owa judgment pattern out ay death.
And nothing come in partial. (II,i,88-51)

The Duke states the matter to Friar Thomas;
Lord Angelo is precise.

Stands at a guard with envy, scarce confesses 
That hie blood flows, or that his appetite 
Is more to bread than stone. (I,Hi,BO-53)

Angelo* s preciseness is a self-deception. As I have said,
the implication here is that Angelo*s blood does flon— if he
would only realise it and admit to himself.

Isabella, bemoaning the abuse of power by Angelo, and 
the use of it by men beyond their proper sphere, would there
fore upbraid

man, proud man.
Dress*d in a little brief authority.
Most ignorant of what he*s most assur'd.
His glassy essence. (11,11,117-120)

Her words are directed at Angelo, and at the same time cen
sure in general the faults of self-ignorance and self-decep
tion, the antithesis of self-knowledge.

In the same scene, Isabella reaches the climax of her 
argument by giving Angelo this gem of advice and judicial 
theory, which has also been studied from another aspect:

authority, though it err like others.
Hath yet a kind of medicine in itself.
That skins the vice o* the top. Go to your bosom; 
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know 
That's like my brother's fault. (II,ii,134-138)

Discover, and hence know, thyself, Isabella is telling Angelo.



For Angelo considers himself a 8 saint,11 mioh is the extent of 
his self-deception (“cunning enemy, that, to catch a saint. 
With saints doth bait thy hook”).

Isabella indicates that she herself believes in the vir
tue of self-knowledge and tries to practice it. “bet me be 
ignorant, and in nothing good,8 she says, “But graciously to 
know I am no better.8 (II,lv,?&-??)

Esoalus can find no higher praise for the Duke in his 
description of him to Friar Lodowiok (the Duke in disguise) 
than to say that he was “one that, above all other strifes, 
contended especially to know himself.* (1II,ii,246-247)

fhe Duke, indeed, engages in little self-deception. Ho 
man who did not endeavour to know himself would voluntarily 
yield his rule simply to examine the efficacy of another1s 
method of government as compared with his own. The Duke has 
no illusions. Be admits that he has been at fault. ”lTwas 
my fault to give the people scope,0 he says. (1,111,35)

In the final reckoning, the Duke seems satisfied that 
Angelo has repented of hie evil, that he has learned a les
son, a good part of which m a t  be self-knowledge. For 
Angelo learns of himself and hie potentialities through his 
evil thoughts and his revelation, and M s  lesson “sticks” in 
his “penitent heart.” (V,1,180)

Knight says that the punishment of Angelo ic at the 
same time his “highest reward,” teaching him “to know and be”

109
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himself.50 ior Angelo’s chief faults axe *self•deoeptiom" 
and "pride in his own righteousness.*51 ge failed to har

monize his rationalized self-idealism with instinct,50 51 52 53 ig
noring entirely the basic emotionality in himself that is 
in all men. Angel©1s hypocrisy, if indeed he can be called 
a hypocritej is "self-deception, not oold and calculated 
wickedness.M53 His self-deeeption was maintained because 
hie supposed virtue m e  selfish and inactive, and went not 
from itself.5*

By failing to know himself, Angelo failed at the same 
time to know others. He could have taken his cue from the 
Duke, who exerted himself to know humanity, both in himself 
and in others. But Angelo deceived himself into believing 
himself a saint> and by being ignorant of his own weakness, 
of his own basic emotionality, he remained ignorant of the 
weakness— the emotionality— which is in all men.

50. Knight, SSI* ©it.. p. 104.
51. ibid., p. 95.
52. Ibid.. p. 97.
53. Raleigh, ©£. oit.. p. 1G9.
64. For another statement of the necessity of some 

degree of extroversion for self-knowledge, compare 
Julius Caesar. I.ii.53-53;

Brutus. . . .  for the eye sees not itself
But; by reflection, by some other things.
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m s  -aaerg and w , ■
I h w  Esoalus bids Angelo seek within himself for him

self, he is at the same time indicating that the potential 
evil he would find there is common to all men; for it is 
within even Angelo, a man "strait in virtue”;

let but your honour know.
Whom I believe to be most strait in virtue,
That, in the working of your own affections.
Had time coher'd with place or place with wishing. 
Or that the resolute acting of your blood 
Could have attain'd the effect of your own purpose. 
Whether you had not sometime in your life 
Irr'd in this point which now you censure him.
And pull'd the law upon you. (II,i,l

fith the suitable combination of external and internal fac
tors, Ssoalus is saying, even the virtuous Angelo would fall 
as Claudio did.

There is considerable dwelling on this thought in Meas
ure for Measure; that the tendency towards sin, especially 
towards the sin in question, is a universal one, a human 
failing. This stress tends to relieve the sin of a good 
deal of its seriousness. For, as Lucio says, if all those 
who commit it are to be executed, depopulation will be the
only result, rather than prevention.

Let us examine the many statements of the idea.
In 1,11, Beapey informs Mrs. Overdone that a proclama

tion has been issued ordering all houses of ill fame “in the 
suburbs of Vienna” “pluck'd down.” “And what shall become
of those in the city?” asks Mrs. Overdone. “They shall 
stand for seed,* answers Pompey. “They had gone down too.
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but that a wise burgher put in for them.M (1,11,95-104)
Mrs. Overdone thereupon laments the fate of her busi

ness, but Pespsy hastens to reassure her, •Come, fear not 
you$ good oounsellors lack no clients. Though you change 
your place, you need not change your trade. I'll be your 
tapster still.• (1,11,110-113) The new law, presumably
Angelo's doing, will not be able to accomplish its object. 
There will still be clients, though the place change.

Eee&lus assures Pompey that the law against bawdry will 
be enforced. Pompey is highly skeptical.

Pom. Does your worship mean to geld and splay all the 
youth of the city?

Eeoal. Ho, Pompey.
Pom. Truly, sir, in my poor opinion, they will to't 

then. If your worship will take order for the drabs and 
the knaves, you need not to fear the bawds.

■fiscal.-. There is pretty orders beginning, I can tell 
you. It is but heading and hanging.

Pom. If you head and hang all that offend that way 
but for ten year together, you111 be glad to give out a 
commission for more heads. If this law hold in Vienna 
ten year. I'll rent the fairest house in it after three 
pence a day. If you live to see this come to pass, say 
Pompey told you. (II,ii,242-357)

Pompey1a skepticism is given corroboration by the appar
ent incorrigibility of Mrs. Overdone. Eeoalue cries, nDouble
and treble admonition, and still forfeit in the same kind* 
This would make mercy swear and play the tyrant.• (111,11,
205-207)

Pompey, in the passages cited, is of course referring 
to the inextirpability of prostitution by laws, to the inevi
tability of illegal sexual commerce. Claudio's sin is con-
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universality of the general tendency, on all levels of so
ciety, is given its final evidence vhen Angelo, the prudish 
deputy, feels Its full weight.

Indeed, IaxoIo, a very human, if a crude and dangerous
person, feels that GlandlCj rather then being in need of
pardon, has committed no sin at all. As we have seen, Lueio
feels that Claudio has been:imprisoned

For that which if myself might be bis judge.
He should receive hie punishment in thanks.
Ho hath got his friend with child. (I,iv,37-89)

lAioio gives further expression to his opinions on the matter.
He refers to this law which would execute those who perform
what he considers a natural function, as “hideous,a and to
its provisions as "heavy." (II,iv,63-65) He confides to
the disguised Duke, "Yes, in good sooth, the vice is of great
kindred, it is well allied; but it is impossible to extirp it
quite, friar, till eating and drinking be put down." (III,ii
108-111) And he explains further, "This ungenitur'd agent
will unpeople the province with oontineaoy. Sparrows must
not build in his house-eaves, because they are lecherous."
( m , i i , 185-187)

The Provost, a highly sympathetic character, succinctly 
expresses a similar opinion about Claudio1s guilt;

Alas,
He hath but as offended in a dreamt
All sects, all ages smack of this vice; and he
To die for«tt (II,ii,3-6)
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He refers to Olaudio as
a young man

More fit to do another such offence 
Than die for this. (11,111,13-15)

The Duke is aware of the natural corruptibility of man. 
He is not surprised by Angelo* b fall; as he tells Isabella;
#The assault that Angelo hath made to you, fortune hath con
vey'd to my understanding; and, but that frailty hath exam
ples for his falling, I should wonder at Angelo.11 (III,i, 
190-193)

Man, by nature, has frailty in him. It cannot be erad
icated simply by the passing of laws against it. It must be 
recognised as part of reality.

that Eecalue realizes this, sympathizes with the weak
ness in people, is brought out in contrast to Angelo's impa
tience with others' imperfections when the two come across 
Elbow, Pompey, and Froth (II,i). Angelo at onoe becomes 
impatient, orylng, "Go to; what quality are they of? Elbow 
is your name? Why dost thou not speak. Elbow?" (11,1,59-60) 
And he does nothing to help the situation, eventually depart
ing in disgust and impatiencei

This will last out a night in Russia,
When nights are longest there. I'll take my leave. 
And leave you to the hearing of the cause,
Hoping you'll find good cause to whip them all.

(11,1,139-143)

Eeoalue' humor and good will and benevolence here are 
the antithesis of Angelo's abruptness. He takes these
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people for vrhat they are worth. Amused, he comments, "This 
oomes off well* Here*s a wise officer." (11,1,58), and "Do 
you hear how he misplaces?" (1. SO), and "Which is the wiser 
here. Justice or Iniquity?" (1. 180) When Elbow asserts 
that Poepey is lying and shouts, "Prove this, thou wicked 
Hannibal, or 1*11 have mine action of battery on thee," 
Ksealus says, "If he took you a box o* the ear, you might 
have your action of slander too." (11.186-190)

Ksealus patiently hears the case of each and decides 
humanely and individually what should be done for him. He 
sends Froth away with a few kind words of advice. He dis
charges Pempey with a charge and a warning, seeing that no 
evidence has been brought in by the simple Elbow. And, as 
for Elbow, Ksealus* tolerance reaches its zenith as he deals 
gently with the absurd— but human— constable, finding the 
most constructive way out of the problem.

Humanity is the keynote of the actions of the Duke and 
Ksealus.

The submission of Angelo before the power of passion, 
after he has set himself up as inviolable and perfectly im
passive, and has condemned another according to a law of com
parable strictness, is the crucial answer in the play to the 
claims of justice, and the crucial evidence of the universal 
weakness of humanity.

Angelo* s exalted self-opinion is fraught with irony, in 
view of his ignoble fall. His apparent abstinence shows
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itself to be in reality lees free of weakness than the sin
cere passion of ClauSi©.

When Eeoalue urges Angelo to consider whether or not he 
himself would also have fallen, as did Claudio, under condu
cive circumstances, Angelo replies haughtily,

1 Tim one thing to bs tempted, Escalue,
Another thing to fall . . . .
You may not so extenuate his offence
For I have had such faults; but rather toll me,
When I, that censure him do so offend.
Let mine own judgement pattern out my death.
And nothing come in partial. Sir, he must die.

(11,1,17-18,27-31)
Angelo is saying that whether or not he might sin is beside 
the point; what does matter is that he has not sinned, nor 
does he expect to sin.

Isabella adds further to the ultimate irony when she 
tells Angelo,

If he had been as you and you as he.
You would have slipt like him: but he, like you. 
Would not have been so stem. (II, 11,64-68);

and still further, when she points out that
authority, though it err like others. 

Hath yet a kind of medicine in itself.
That skins the vice o* the top. do to your bosom; 
Knook there, and ask your heart what it doth know 
That** like my brother’s fault. If it confesses 
A natural guiltiness such as his.
Let it not sound a thought upon your tongue 
Against my brother1* life. (II,i1,133-141)

Then, though he does not accept the method as the medi
cine for hie authority, Angelo finds his heart telling him, 
without his asking it, that it doth know a fault much worse
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th&n Claudio1b> a fault which is shear lust and with none of
the sincerity of Claudio1a love for Juliet. Angelo discovers

She speaks, and 'tie 
Bueh sense, that my sense breeds with it.

(11,11,141-143)

Thieves for their robbery have authority 
When judges steal themselves (11,176-177),

he says later, expressing figuratively, if unintentionally,
the fact that the failing is universal and therefore not to
be punished.

And he admits, at last, as his lust progresses, that 
his blood does flow:

Bleed, thou art blood, 
let's write good angel on the devil's hormj 
'Tie not the devil's crest. (II,iv,15-17)

HWe are all frail,H he tells Isabella (II,iv,121), uttering
the truth which he had failed to realize or admit to himself
until it was forced upon him. Isabella answers.

Else let my brother die.
If not a fedary, but only he
Owe and succeed this weakness. (II,iv, 131-133)

Mariana has love for Angelo even though he too is weak:
They say, best men are moulded out of faults.
And, for the most, become much more the better 
For being a little bad; so may my husband.

(V,1,444-446)
The other people of Measure for Measure realise what 

Angelo does not, that Claudio1 s "sin" was human and pardon
able. They sympathise with him, and, from the universal 
regard with which we see him favored in the play, we can
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safely say that Shakespeare sympathised with him too;
The first word ire get of Claudio* s arrest contains 

praise for him. Mrs* Overdone announces to the ©rudely jest
ing Gentlemen and Lucie, #there* s one yonder arrested and 
carried to prison was worth five thousand of you all.- (I, 
11*60-63) Luoio at onoe leaves his buffoonery, to express 
sincere concern. "But after all this fooling, 1 would not 
have it so. Art thou sure of this?- (I,11,71-72) And he 
adds another word of praise, MBelieve me, this may be. He 
promis'd to meet me two hours since, and he was ever precise 
in promise-keeping.* (1,11,75-77)

Others contribute words of good will toward She impris
oned Claudio. The Provost speaks of him as

a young man
More fit to do another such offence 
Than die for this. (II,ill,15-17)

Esoalus works for Claudio's pardon to his utmost.
Alas, this gentleman 

Shorn I would save had a most noble fathert
(11,1,6-7),

he says to Angelo. He tells the Provost,
Provost, my brother Angelo will not be alter'd; Claudio must die tomorrow. Let him be furnish'd with divines, and 

have all charitable preparation. If my brother wrought by 
my pity, it should not be so with him. (Ill,11,218-223)
A M  to the Duke he says, • I have labour'd for the poor
gentleman to the extremest shore of my modesty.- (ill,11,265-
266)
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The provost responds So a knock at the door with
I hope it 1b gome pardon or reprieve 
For She most gentle Claudio. (IV,11,74-75)

And She adjective 6gentle8 is a favorite word of praise of
Shakespeare*s.

But Angelo has nothing in him akin to sympathy, under
standing, or kindness. He neither knows nor tries to know 
himself nor others. He attempts the impossible by setting 
his fragile.standards for the world. The Duke, on the other 
hand, exercises himself constantly to know himself and others. 
His teat of Angelo, the later trials to which he puts Claudio 
and Isabella, are for the purpose of knowing others better, 
aa well as for doing them good. The Duke prides himself on 
this knowledge. He tells the Provost, "There is written in 
your brow, provost, honesty and constancy. If I read it not 
truly, my ancient skill beguiles me; but, in the boldness of 
my cunning, I will lay myself in hazard." (IV,11,162-166) 

And, in knowing people, the Duke has discovered what 
Knight calls the moral at Measure for Measure: “lobillty in
man is inextricably twined with •baseness.1"SB sohlegel 

finds "the triumph of mercy over strict justice* in Measure 
for Measure stemming from this revelation, that no man is 

"himself so free from errors as t; be entitled to deal it 55

55. Knight, oo. cijfc., p. 91.



out to M s  equals. *'56 57 58 The revelation Is achieved through the 
downfall of Angelo, the humanity of Claudio and Juliet, and 
the final mercy of the Duke and Isabella.
: Angelo* s virtue is based on "a denial of the human na
ture which is the bond of ,fhumanity,11 Charlton states.57 
In Miss Bradbrook*s allegory Claudio and Juliet represent 
“human naturej11 11 original sin."58 Ac Symons expresses it,
"the claim which our fellow-man has on our commiseration is 
the sad claim of mutual guiltiness before an absolute bar of 
justice."59 Yet the Duke's faith in human nature is not "sad; 
The answer of the Duke, and, indeed, of the play to Angelo is 

implied in the question Sir Toby asks Ualvolio in Twelfth 
light: “Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there
shall be no more oakee and ale?" (II,iii,123-125)60

Knight compares the moral of l.teasure for Measure with 
Jesus* words to the Scribes and Pharisees concerning the

56. August Sehlegel, 
erature. p. 387.

57. Charlton, o p . cit.. p. 8S3.
58. Bradbrook, 0£. cit., p. 387.
59. Arthur Symons, "Measure for Measure," Studies in

the Elizabethan Drama, p. 53.
60. tost the answer of the play to Angelo is optisietie 

rather than "sad" will be seen as the study progresses.
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woman «taken in adultery1:61 «He that Is without sin among 

you, let him first oast a stone at her.* (John, 8:7)
This is what makes Measure for Measure so "painful* to 

people, Symons explains, using the word Coleridge introduced 
to describe the play, "for it is so •painful* to think that 
we are no better than our n e i g h b o r s . " 62

All men, then, says Measure for Measure, have weakness 
as well as strength, and he who knows himself will know his 
weakness as well as his strength and will know the weakness 
and strength of others. He will thus be better able to judge 
others fairly and humanly.

Ignoranee of the principle that man should judge others 
by himself and by the limitations of his own virtuousness is 
another intrinsic cause of Angelo1s faults as expressed by 
Measure for Measure— a judge should be himself as virtuous 
as his standards of judgment.

Judge others with yourself.--
- *

Let us look onoe again at the advice given by EsoaJLus
to Angelo at the beginning of the second aot:

Let but your honour know,
Worn I believe to be moat strait in virtue.
That, in the working of your own affections.
Had time coher'd with place or place with wishing. 
Or that the resolute acting of your blood

©1. Knight, op. cit., p. 95. 
: 63. Symons, o&. oit., p. 52.
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Could have attain* d the effect of your ora purpose. 
Whether you had not sometime in your life 
Err*d in this point which now you censure him.
And pull*d the law upon you. (11,1,8-16)

Sscalua here is earnestly attempting to gain a reprieve for
Claudio. His argument, then, assumes that if the judge be
as guilty as the accused criminal, the latter at once and
automatically gains the moral and just right to pardon.

The play affords further statements of this conception 
that a magistrate should judge others by himself.

The Duke says of Angelo*e condemnation of Claudio, “If 
his ora life answer the straitness of his proceeding, it shall 
become him well; wherein if he chance to fail, he hath sen
tenc'd himself.* (11,11,269-271) If Angelo is free of fault, 
then his judgment of Claudio is just; otherwise he becomes as 
guilty as Claudio.

The most precise declaration of this idea appears in the
Duke*s Epilogue at the close of the third act:

He who the sword of heaven will bear 
Should be as holy as severe;
Pattern in himself to know,
Grace to stand and virtue go.
More nor less to others paying 
Than by self-offences weighing.
Shame to him whose cruel striking 
Kills for faults of his ora liking!
Twice treble shame on Angelo,
To weed my vice and let his grow. (III,ii,275-284) 

A judge's standard of punishment should, therefore, be based 
on the degree of his own virtuousness; a judge errs when he 
punishes a fault of which he himself is guilty.
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Shea Sbe Duke speaks to others in this vein* he reverses
his approach, expressing the positive aspect only, in order
to conceal his knowledge of Angelo1s duplicity:

it is a bitter deputy.
Hot so, not so; his life is parallel^
Even with the stroke and line of his great justice. 
He doth with holy abstinence subdue 
That in himself which he spurs on his power 
To qualify in others. Were he meal1d with that 
Which he corrects, then were he tyrannous;
But this being so, he*s just. (IV,ii,81-88)

And from still another angle the Duke, confronted with
the accusations against Angelo in the final scene, declares

• i
to Isabella,

If he had so offended
He would have weigh'd thy brother by himself.
And not have cut him off. (V,1,110-112)

In the same vein Isabella utters many pertinent words.
In her first session with Angelo (II,li), she decries, with
Lucie1s running assent, unfair standards of judgment by
which those in authority oppress their inferiors:

Great men may jest with saints; •tie wit in them,

isao. 'mar m  tne captain1s out a onoierio word.
Which in the soldier is flat blasphemy.

LuoiQ. t&side to IsabJ Art avie'd o1 that? More on't.
Isabella is complaining that those in authority punish their
inferiors for what they themselves do freely— the standard
is unequal; the judges fall to judge others with themselves.

Angelo asks, “Why do you put these sayings upon me?”,

and Isabella answers that if Angelo would execute authority

MtaiA-
But in the less foul profanation. 
Thou'rt l 1 right, girl. Mere ©• that.
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without exzoy, he should examine hie own being; and If he
should find there “a natural guiltiness" such as Claudio1s,
he would be morally bound to pardon her brother;

Because authority, though it err like others.
Hath yet a kind of medicine in itself.
That skins the vice o1 the top. Go to your bosom; 
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know 
That's like my brother's fault. If it confess 
A natural guiltiness such as is his.
Let it not sound a thought upon your tongue 
Against my brother's life. (11,11,134-141)

Judge others with yourself.
Angelo, too, expresses the standard, as he feels him

self "going to temptation"i
Thieves for their robbery have authority 
When judges steal themselves (11,11,176-177),

Angelo says.
Thus, Insofar as Angelo failed to know himself, he 

could not judge others by that self. Had he known the inner 
nature of himself and of man, he could have been able to 
judge mercifully and humanely, to execute the spirit of the 
law, to use mercy in tempering his power, so avoiding the 
abuse of authority wherein Angelo assumed absolute judgment 

to himself.
Implied in this condemnation of Angelo is a simultane

ous condemnation of the impersonal law, which likewise fails 
to take cognisance of humanity and its weakness, which can
not know or feel the natural failings of mankind. Law can

not "prevent” what is part of humanity simply by providing 
punishment.
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Isabella and Angelo: mercy and justice.—

After Olaudlo has explained his predicament to Lucie, 
he requests the latter to go to Isabella, who is “this day* 
about to enter "the cloister,« “and there receive her appro
bation, * to tell her of “the danger" of Claudio*a “state,* 
and to urge her to approach Angelo in supplication for her 
brother*s life. This Isabella has agreed to do, after Luele 
settles her doubts (l,iv). Her visit to Angelo (11,11) is 
one of the meet significant scenes in the play. It is a 
dramatic summary of the play* s argument, a moral debate be

tween meroy and striot justice*
Isabella ©peas the interview by declaring her hatred for 

the vice she has come to plead for. She is at war with her
self, she says, and “would not plead but that {she] must." 
(11,11,31) Her suit to Angelo follows.

Isabella*s plea .pursues various lines of argument and 
appeal. Summed up and condensed into terse prose, they ap
pear as follows*

Let my brother* s fault die, not he. You might pardon 
him without offending heaven nor man nor the world, might 
you not? Meroy is more fitting to the great than all their 
ceremony and outer display. If you and Claudio bad been in 
each other*s place, you would have slipped as he did, but 
he would have been more lenient than you in judging. Were 

our places reversed, X would shew you what it is to be a
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judge and what a prisoner. Why, God, who had the greatest 
opportunity and power to punish men for their sine chose to 
pardon; just ponder what would be your fate were God to 
judge you as you are. That thought should make you merciful. 
Think, many have committed this offence, but none has died , 
for it; must you be the first to give ana Claudio the first 
to suffer this.sentence? Yes, it is fine to have the strength 
of a giant, but tyrannous to use it as if you were a giant.
Thus men with power assume to themselves all the authority and 
bombast they can and use them to the outer limits. While God 
is kind and merciful and discerning in the use of Kis power, 
the self-ignorant man with transient authority makes a fool 
of himself before heaven. Judges use unequal standards, con
demning others for faults of their own. The judge has a means 
of being free from error* search within yourself and if you 
find a human weakness like Claudio's a part of your nature, 
exonerate him forthwith.

Angelo's responses may be stated thus:
Ky position would be a nonentity if I fined faults and 

not those who commit them. I will not, cannot, pardon Claudio. 
He has been sentenced, and therefore it is too late for pardon. 
His life has been forfeited to the law, and it is the law, not 
I, that condemns him. If the law had not remained unenforced 
from the very first violation against it, the many later vio
lators would not have dared to commit their offenses. How it 

shall be enforced, and its enforcement will prevent future
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tions froa evil* and do justice to your brother by protect
ing him from further sin. Your brother dies tomorrow.

At this point Angelo lapses into a long silence, during 
which he is evidently falling under the spell of lust, and 
his argument is terminated. At length, he asks Isabella to 
return on the following day, and the interview ends.

this scene is of considerable importance because of its 
strong dramatic impact.

Primarily, it is a plea for mercy against the dictates 
of impersonal law. Isabella's case for mercy is based on 
human appeal; the pardon of Claudio will offend neither man 
nor the world nor heaven, will allow him to live and his sin 
to die (for Olaudio would marry Juliet, as Isabella has al
ready suggested). '

Angelo1s case for impersonal law is based on the letter 
of the law and the principle of punishment now for future 
prevention. The law is acting, not Angelo, and it is there
fore beyond Angelo*s power and will to pardon. Enforcement 
of the law will prevent future evil, so benefiting the people 
of future days; it will also prevent future sin by Claudio, 
thus affording him justice.

Isabella1s rebuttal against this argument has its basis 
in the common humanity of mankind. Mercy is a virtue whose 
employment by God toward man should provide an example of

127
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action for man toward man; absolute judgment is not applied 
•w b  by *the top of jWsement* Himself. And mercy is sore 
fitting to a judge than his mere formalities, for, though 
it is good for a man to hare a position of transient poeer, 
it is tyranny for him, in self-ignorance* to use it to its 
fullest over other men, undisoriainatingly, when even God 
uses power kindly and discerningly. The judge*s path out of 
error is self-knowledge, and the use of that self-knowledge 
as a standard for knowing and judging otiiers, by the spirit 
of justice.

The dram&tlo resolution of #iis debate comes with 
Angelo1s discovery of passion within him for Isabella. He 
is a victim of the same vice for which he has condemned 
Claudio, but without the latter* s justification. The cold, 
impersonal attitude which Angelo has assumed throughout the 
scene, the impregnability of his person as the conductor of 
the law without alteration from the statute books to offenders 
against them, vanishes before the strength of the lust.
Angelo suddenly finds that in himself whose possible existence 
he hag refused heretofore to consider. Having ignored Isa
bella* s advice to seek within for the “natural8 weakness, he 
has it revealed to him nevertheless. Angelo* e self-ignorance 
is thus allayed, and at the same time he admits Isabella1s 
standard of judging others with oneself.

(0 let her brother live!
Thieves for their robbery have authority
When judges steal themselves.) (II,ii,175-17?)
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Angelo here reveals M s  self-opinion as a eupra-huesm 
being! ■ • ■

0 cunning enemy, that, to catch a saint.
With saints dost bait thy hook# (II,li,180-181)

ior until this time Angelo has considered himself free of the 

faults that he saw in men about him:
2ver till now,When men were fond, I smil'd and wond*red bow.

(11,11,186-187)
This is the turning point for Angelo. He has failed as 

a judge, for he has euoeuabed to the sin he has condemned} 
he has failed to live up to his own standards; he has failed 
to know himself.

Some portions of this scene have already been studied in 
detail: others will be examined more closely at later points. 
In passing, the irony of this scene should be noted:

"If he had been aa you and you as he,11 Isabella tells 
Angelo, Ton would have elipt like him." (11,11,64-65); and

0© to your bosom}
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know
That's like my brother's fault. (11.36-38)

The hint of what is to come is of course unintentional 
on Isabella's part, but not so on Shakespeare*s. The moral 
crash of Angelo is thus heightened, and the universal weak

ness of man Is demonstrated strikingly through the prime exam

ple of the very prenzie Angelo.
The most potent Irony has its evolution much later in 

the play. Isabella says here.
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; . v v-.X; would: to heaven I.had your -poteaoy
A M  you were Isabel* Should it then be thus?

. ; . , So} I would tell what *twere to be a Judge,
And what a prisoner. (11.67-69)

And, indeed* she doea. For Isabella's plea for Angelo's life
is the purest act of mercy in the play, as shall be seen in
the examination of the fifth act.

One further word before we leave this scene. Angel© is
so much in love with virtue that it is the virtuousness in
Isabella that leads him to his lust for her*

Gan it be
That modesty may more betray our sense 
Than woman's lightness? Having waste ground enough. 
Shall we desire to raze the sanctuary 
A M  pitch our evils there? 0, fie, fie, fief 
What dost thou, or what art thou, Angelo?
Dost thou desire her foully for those things 
That make her good? . . .
0 cunning enemy, that to catch a saint.
With saints dost bait thy hook! Most dangerous 
Is that temptation that doth goad us on 
To sin in loving virtue, never could the strumpet 
With all her double vigour, art and nature.
Once stir my temper: but this virtuous maid 
Subdues me quite. (II,ii,168-186)

It is Angelo's fanatical attachment to virtue that— added
irony— leads him to sinful thoughts. It is his being forced
into a position of po**r where he must use that virtue that
breaks down the fragile thing. He has mistaken an apparent
virtuousness for real.

gstemal appearance and inner reality.—

Just before Isabella'a arrival for the renewal of her 
pleas, in II,iv, Angelo is disclosed alone. His soliloquy is
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•ignlfleant, and. most of It Is quoted here;
When I would pray and think, I think and pray 
To several subjects. Heaven hath my empty words. 
Whilst my invention, hearing not my tongue. 
Anchors on Isabel; Heaven in my mouth.
As if I did but only ohew his name.
And in my heart the strong and swelling evil 
Of ay conception. . . ,

0 place, 0 form.
How often dost thou with thy case, tny habit. 
Wrench awe from fools and tie the wiser souls 
To thy false seeming# Blood, thou art blood. 
Let's write good angel on the devil's horn;
•Tla not the devil's orent. (II,iv,15-17)

This speech, which bears such a close resemblance to the 
soliloquy of the King in Hamlet (III,ill,38 ff.), also has 
its ideological parallels throughout Measure for Measure. 
explicitly and implicitly. The simple idea that the external 
semblance of a person, thing, or idea dees not necessarily 
represent what is beneath or within that exterior, the core
and reality, can be traced through the play:

In the scene just treated, we found Isabella saying to 
Angeloi

well, believe this,
lo ceremony that to great ones longs.
Not the king's crown, nor the deputed sword,
The marshal's truncheon, nor the judge's robe. 
Become them with one half so good a grace 
As mercy does. (II,ii,58-63)

The external form is not as important as the inner reality, 
nor does one necessarily correspond to the other.

Later in the scene, Isabella speaks of
• man, proud man.

Dress'd in a little brief authority.
Host ignorant of what he's most.assur'd. 
His glassy essence. (11,11,117-120)
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The temporary and tmnaitint authority, forming the outer 
covering* disguises and deceivea the real man beneath it.

Then, when Angelo tries to aeduce Isabella, she•threat
ens to expose him to the worlds

- ■ ’ • Seeming, seeming! ■
I m il proclaim the®, Angelo. Look, for* t!
Sign me a present pardon for my brother.
Or with an outstretch*d throat 1*11 toll the world

: aloud
What man thou art. (II,iv, 150-154)

But Angelo scoffs.
Who m i l  believe thee, Isabel?

My unsoil1d name, the mustereness of my life.
My vouch against you, and my place i* the state. 
Will so your accusation overweigh.
That you shall stifle in your own report 
And smell of calumny. (II,iv,154-158)

As for you.
Say m a t  you can, my false o’erweighs your true.

(21. 163-170)
And, after Angelo departs, Isabella admits her pre

dicament i
To whom should I complain? Did I tell this,
Who would believe no? 0 perilous mouths.
That bear in them one and the self-same tongue. 
Either of condemnation or apparent;
Bidding the law make curtsy to their will;
Booking both right and left to the appetite.
To follow as it draws. (II,iv,171-177)

The external * seeming* of what Angelo appears to be bears
greater weight than what he really is within him; beneath the
superficial factors of his Mname” and Mplace 1* the state*
Isabella sees Mwhat man thou art," yet she is powerless to
reveal him because of the weight of the seeming.
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Letter oh®. expresses it to Claudio thus:
This outward-sainted deputf.

Whose settled visa-ge and deliberate word 
Hips youth i* the head and follies doth ensew 
As ialoon doth the fowl, is yet a devil;
Hie filth being oast, he would appear 
A pond as deep as hell.

Claudio replies, with astonishment, "The prensie Angelo**,

and Isabella reiterates,
0 1 tie the cunning livery of hell.
The damned*st body to invest and cover 
In prensie guards! (II,iv,89-97)

Angelo fears that Isabella may try to expose him but he
has faith in the power of his "authority"$

How might she tongue me! Yet reason dares her no; 
For ay authority bears a credent bulk,
That no particular scandal onoe m m  touch 
But it confounds the breather. (IV,iv,28-31)

As Angelo1s fears are realised, Isabella gives still one
further expression to the thought that that which seems white
may indeed be blaok.

Make not impossible
That which but seems unlike. •Tie not impossible 
But one, the wicked1ct caitiff on the ground.
May seem as shy, as grave, as just, as absolute 
As Angelo. Even so may Angelo,
In all his dressings, oharacts, titles, forms.
Be an aroh-villain. (V,1,51-51)

The Duke, of course all-knowing, say® that
If she be mad,— as I believe no other,—
Her madness hath the oddest frame of sense.
Such dependency of thing on thing, .
As e'er I heard in madness.
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And Isabella adds,
0 gmoious Duke,

Harp not on that, nor do not banish reason 
For Inequality; but let your reason serve 
To make the truth appear where It seems hid.
And hide the false seems true. (V,1,59-67)

True and false often hide beneath their oppositee.
Miss Bradbrook declares, accurately, "The question of Truth
apparent and real, of Falsehood consoloua and unconscious is
oruoial to the plot* of Measure for Measure.63 she refers
this doctrine especially to the apparent and the real in
Angelo.

It is the Duke who feels the problem most deeply. Among 
his earliest declarations, he says.

Lord Angelo is precise.
Stands at a guard with envy, scarce confesses 
That his blood flows, or that his appetite 
Is more to bread than stone; hence we shall see.
If power change purpose, what our seemers be.

(1,111,50-54)

Shea Elbow tells him, "The deputy cannot abide a whoremaster.
If he be a whoremonger and come# before him he were as good
go a mile on bis errand," the Duke replies.

That we were all, as some would seem to be.
Free from our faults, as faults from seeming free.

(111,11,35-41)

In the third act epilogue, the Duke soliloquises,
0 what may man within him hide.
Though angel on the outward side. (III,ii,285-38®) 63

63. Bradbrook, op. oit.. p. 393.
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The external, that which ie seen and exposed for ready view, 
that which seems, may contain within or beneath it something 
quite different from the seeming, though it may readily de
ceive the beholder regarding its reality. Simply calling a 
thing virtuous, or dressing it in virtue, giving it the sem
blance of virtue, does not make it truly virtuous.

the Duke expresses this in another way. Vihcn the exter
nal virtue covers true internal virtue, it will not alter.
He tells Isabella,

The hand that hath made you fair hath made you good; 
the goodness that ie cheap in beauty makes beauty brief in 
goodness; but grace, being the soul of your complexion, 
shall keep the body of it ever fair. (111,1,184-188)

The Duke, then, seems greatly concerned with the problem 
of appearance and reality. He tries to see through it to the 
real, and always finds something good in an individual.
Thaler explains that the Duke “knows human frailty and has 
the qualifying charity which makes one resent the tyrannous 
necessity of decisive action against the mere surface of 
evil.1'6* Knight agrees: “The Duke knows tolerance to be . . .
a moral imperative: he sees too far into the nature of man
to pronounce judgment according to the appearances of human
behaviour.*6®

While Angelo, letting his supposed virtue stagnate in 
inaction and unselfishness, knowing not himself, neglects * 66

64. Alwin Thaler, Shakespeare1g Silences, p. 88.
66. Knight, oj). cit., p. 106.



therefore to know others and their weaknesses and to judge
them accordingly, the Duke goes to the heart, the reality, 
the spirit. In Mies Bmdhrook's allegory of the play,
Angelo represents, among other things, "Seeming,* or "False 
Semblant,M and the play is a triumph for Truth against "the 
hollowness of all external judgment."66

Mise Qpurgeon believes that hypocrisy and'injustice 
roused Shakespeare* e anger more than anything else.67

There is surely evidence that Shakespeare was concerned 
with this relationship between the external appearance and

the inner reality in its frequent appearance throughout his
plays. Baesanio dwells on it at length.

So may the outward shows be least themselves;
The world is still deoeiv*d with ornament.
In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt 
But, being season'd with a gracious voice,
Obsoures the show of evil? In religion.
What damned error but some sober brow 
Will bless it and approve it with a text.
Hiding the grossness with fair ornament?
There is no vice so simple but assumes 
Some mark of virtu® on his outward parte.
How many cowards, whose hearts are all as false 
As stairs of sand; wear yet upon their chins 
The beards of Hercules and frowning Mars,
Who, inward search'd, have livers white as milk;
And these assume but valour's excrement
To render them redoubted! . . .  (Merchant of Venice.---nr,ir,»3 if;$ 66 67

66. Bradbzook, jg>. oit.. pp. 386-387.
67. Spurgeon, op, oit.. p. 307.
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Henry v is equally bitten
Show men dutiful?

Why, so didst thou* Seem they grave and learned? 
Why, so didst thou . . . .
And thus thy fall hath left a kind of blot 
To mark the full-fraught man and best.Indued 
With some suspicion . . . .  (Henry V. II,11,127 ff.)

And Haslet speaks feelingly in the same veins
0 most pernioious woman!

0 villain, villain, smiling,, damned villain!
My tables, my tables,— meet it is I set it down! 
That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain!

(Hamlet. I, v, 105-10S)
Bunoan, too, philosophises.

There1s no art
To find the mind* s construction in the face.

(Macbeth. I,iv,11-12),
While Menas, in Antony and Oleonatra. says, •All men1s faces 
are true, whatsome’er their hands are.” (II,vl,103-103) 
Viola declares

that nature with a beauteous wall 
Both oft close in pollution . . . (Twelfth ̂|iKh|j

And Ulysses asserts.
Degree being visarded.

The unworthieet shows as fairly in the mask.
(Troilus and Cressida, I,iii,83-B4)

We may, therefore, feel fairly safe in attributing to 
Shakespeare a large degree of concern with the idea. The 
poet no doubt preferred a frank Poapey, a consistent Isabella, 
and an honest Juliet, to a falsely righteous Angelo— or a 
slanderous Lueio.
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A terminus.—

After Angelo*e “empty player” , Isabella returns,
and Angelo presents to her his rapacious proposal, by miob 
she may gain pardon for her brother by 11 yielding thy body to 
my will,” as he tells her. the scene is a vivid one, with 
Angelo becoming less and less subtle in presenting his ptfopr 
osltion until he gives his 11 sensual race the rein* $ A n g e W  
the prude has become, at one stroke, a lustful blackmailer-

Isabella1s instantaneous decision.
Then, Isabel, live chaste, and, brother, die;
More than our brother is our chastity,

and her later ire at Claudio for hia suggestion that.she 
accept Angelo*s proposal, have brought her mixed fame 
through the strongest critical .phrases of praise and caetir 
gation. We shall examine the problem in detail when we 
look at the later seen# between Claudio and Isabella. It 
is of concern In this study because Isabella*s refusal to 
sacrifice her chastity for her brother* s life has caused 
many of the accusations of *darkness”•which have been oast at 
Measure for Measure.

Isabella*s decision marks the close of the second act 
and the conclusion of this second section of our study of 
Measure for Measure.

In the first section of this chapter, the study centered 
on the argument in behalf of strict law enforcement and on 
the presentation of Angelo as a puritan. In the second



section it has examined the play's cxitieiem of Angelo and ot 
his puritanism,’ and its rejection of the doctrine of strict 
justice; in indicating this condemnation of Angelo and of 
strict justice; it hag prepared the way— as the play dees—  
for the final presentation of the positive statement in behalf 
of mercy and kindness.

Examination of this statement will constitute the major 
portion of the concluding section of this chapter. The fate 
of each Individual involved in the final judgment will be com
pared with his character and his deeds. The importance of 
penitence in the play will he indicated, and other affinities 
of the play with Catholic and Christian doctrine will be exam
ined. This section will also discuss several particular 
"problems* relative to the "dark period" theory.

As Sections I and II began their various discussions 
from points of departure within the first two acts. Section 
III will initiate its diecueelons from points within Acts III, 
IV, and V. This follows the general logic of the play, sinoe, 
roughly, the first two aote present the problem, and the final 
three aote proceed to its solution.
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■ " III. The Reselmtiom ■ ■ ■

Jte.ru.m.te£ "aTqblona» in Aota Ul and %?.—

The third aet of Measure for Measure oontaiae several 
individual problems for the student of the "dark period" 
theory:

The first scene is laid in the prison. The Duke’s 
famous speech to Claudio on the unreasonableness of the fear 
of death is one of the minor points stressed by those who see 
Measure for Measure as a dark and pessimistic play. The Duke* s 
clever arguments settle Claudio for death, and this is exact
ly what they are meant to do. Pessimism toward the realities 
of life is inevitable in a lecture designed to resolve a man 
for death through worldly reasoning. It is not a happy point 
in the play, to be sure, but it is certainly not saddened by 
Claudio*s resolution to die bravely.

Isabella arrives to inform Claudio of Angelo’s proposal,
sure, yet fearfully not sure, that Claudio*s honor will make
it as unthinkable to him as it is to her. But Claudio, newly
resolved for death by the Duke, sees the renewed spark of
possible life, and he suddenly sees also, and speaks, his
awful imaginings of death— and he begs Isabella to save him.
His thoughts on death.

Ay, but to die, and go we know not where|
To lie in cold obstruction and to rot;
This sensible warm motion to become 
A kneaded clod, mad the delighted spirit 
To bathe in fiery floods . . . .  (111,1,118 ff.).
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are also a link in the Dark Period theorlste* chain of evi
dence of the play's pessimism. We should understand that 
Claudio is grasping at a straw; he is Isabella's brother in 
blood but not in moral atwi@t«re; and his plea for life.

Sweet sister, let me live.
What sin you do to save a brother's life,
Hature dispenses, with the deed so far 
That it becomes a virtue. (111,1,133-13#),

stems from the same instinctive will to live that wells up in
Angelo (in V,i) after he has asked for death. Angelo deelree
death when he expects it; but when Claudio is brought in and
Angelo sees him alive, he suddenly wishes life again— the
spark has appeared:

[DukaqBy this Lord Angelo perceives he1s safe;
Methinks I see a quickening in his eye.

(V,1,499-500)
Claudio's thoughts on death are not the studied, deeply con
sidered ideas of a Hamlet.68 They are instinctive fears and
pictures rising inseparably with the instinctive will to live. 

' ■ ■ '■ - . , - 
But the Duke does not allow Claudio to continue in the

pitiful, pleading vein for long. All-seeing, the deus ex 
machine, he has heard everything from, hiding, and he inter
venes to stop the pain of the scene. He calls Isabella away, 
tells Claudio that Angelo was merely testing Isabella, re
solves Claudio for death onoe more, the Duke's power shows

68. To sleep? Perchance to dreamt Ay, there's the rub 
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come. 
When we have shuffl'd off this mortal eoll.
Must give us pause . . . . (Hamlet. Ill,i,65 ff.)
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the way, asserts Itself with an implied assurance that, with 
its ever-present benevolence and ability, the predicament can
not help finding a satisfactory resolution, and proceeds' at 
once to the business of saving the life of Claudio and the 
honor of Isabella, bringing Angelo*s evil to light, and, inci
dentally, benefiting Mariana. As the Duke tells Isabella, "by 
this is your brother saved, your honour untainted, the poor 
Mariana advantaged, and the corrupt deputy scaled.* (111,1, 
263-366) . : '

Claudio*s plea for life occasions the fierce outburst 
from Isabella which has led to much controversy in Measure for 
Measure criticism:

Is&b. 0 you besstl
0 faithless coward! o dishonest wretch!
Wilt thou be made a man cut of ay vice*
Is 1t not a kind of incest, to take thy life 
From thine own sister's shame? that should I think? 
Heaven shield my mother play'd my father fair!
For such a warped slip of wilderness
Ne'er Issu'd from his blood. Take my defiance!
Die, perish! Might but my bending down 
Reprieve thee from thy fate, it should proceed.
I'll pray a thousand prayers for thy death.
Ho word to save thee.

Claud, lay, hear me, Isabel.
Isab... 0, fie, fie, fie!

Thy sin*s not accidental, but a trade.
Mercy to thee would prove itself a bawd;
•Tie best that thou diest quickly. (111,1,136-151)

Ellie-Fermor describes Isabella as "hard as an ioiole . .
. . Because of her very Inhumanity, she ©an watch unmoved while 
he [Olaudidl faces the awful realisation of immediate death.
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M®z pitllessnesg only growing with M s  pleading.”^9

Knight Frcudianly interprets Isabella as sexually frus- 
Szat®d# hence «cold*n ttcruol,11 “afraid,11 and selfish in this 

situation.70 * * * 74 Wilson refers to her “selfish chastity.1,71

On the other hand, Ic&bslla has been described as “the 
largest-hearted and clearest-eyed heroine of Shakespeare.1,72 

R. V7. Chambers finds her completely satisfactory. "First and 
laet, she. ♦stands for1 mercy,H he eays;7S and he feels that 

Shakespeare was "passionately* identifying himself with her.7* 
Sisson finds her "one of Shakespeare1s greatest creations," 
an ideal of "purity."75

The only satisfactory way out of the dilemma is through 
a study of Isabella* e character. The first mention of Isa
bella is a favorable one, as Olaudio requests Lubio to go to

69.
?Q.
71.
72.
73.

U. M. Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, p. 233.
Knight, jog. oit.. pp. 100 f£.
J. Dover Wilson, The Essential Shakespeare, p. 116. 
Symons, 0&. oit., p. 46.
R. W. Chambers.

for Measure, p. 57.
74. Ibid., on. 36-37.
76. Charles Jasper Sisson, The Mythical Sorrows of 

Shakespeare, p. 17.
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Isabella:
Implore.her, in ay voioe, that she make friends 
To the strict deputy; bid herself assay him.
I have great hope in that; for in her youth 
There is a prone and speechless dialect.
Such as move men; beside, she hath prosperous art 
When she will, play with reason and discourse.
And well she eau persuade. (I,ii,186-181)

Be have already been engaged in sympathy to Claudio's cause,
and here is a welcome possible remedy for his difficulties.
We look forward to seeing this young and charming and clever
Isabella.

When we do see her, her first words indicate the sever
ity of her moral cod®. She is H o  be shortly of a sisterhood* 
(11,11,21), and is conversing with a m m  in the convent:

liah» And have you nuns no farther privileges?
Franciaca. Are not these large enough?

Icab. Yes, truly. I speak not as desiring more.
But rather wishing a more strict restraint 
Upon the sisterhood, the votaries of Saint Clare.

(1,17,1-5)
Then huolo arrive® and tells her of Claudio'a plight. Her 
reaction is human, natural and sound. "0, let him marry 
her,* she cries (I,iv,49). It is the solution which the Duke 
ultimately prescribes.

When Lucio tells her the nature of the situation and 
bids her go to Angelo, Isabella does not respond at onoe.
She says.

Alas, what poor ability's in me 
To do him good?

Luoio urges, "Assay the power you have," but Isabella wonders.
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*My power? Alas, I doubt— * (I,iv,75-77) One more incite
ment by IaioIo, and Isabella agrees, "1*11 see what I can do.”

Later, as she begins her plea to Angelo, Isabella seems 
to be giving up, and Luolo prods her again:

Isab. 0 just but severe law!
I had a brother, then. Heaven keep your honour!

Luolo. [Aside to Isab.l Give*t not o’er so. To him again, 
----------  entreat him.

Kneel down before him, hang upon his gown.
You are too eoM. If you should need a pin.
You could not with more tame a tongue desire it.
To him, I say! (11,11,41-47)
You are too ©old. (1. 56)

Isabella’s reticence has been interpreted as indifference
toward her brother. Yet, as a novice, she would naturally be

modest and unsure of herself in the outside world, not apt to
be forward and abrupt. As it is, she does go to Angelo after
a bit of persuasion by Luolo; and after her first stalling
before the deputy she presents a magnificent plea for mercy,
eloquent and forceful. As a novioe, too, she does not easily
come to plead in behalf of a sinner, even though he is her
brother, as she explains to Angelo:

There is a vice that most I do abhor.
And most desire should meet the blow of justice;
For which I would not plead, but that I must;
For which I must not plead, but that I am 
At war 1 twlxt will and will not. (11,11,29-53)

Isabella* s code is strict, yet her love for her brother 
is strong enough to make her compromise with her moral ideals. 
And her plea, again, is not at all weakened by this compunction. 
About this there can be little disagreement. She seems to gain



confidence with. time. It should also be noted that Isabella 
Is pleading for mercy, and. against justice. She is on the side 
®f She play* e deoisicm, and, we may assume, on Shakespeare1s 
side, as it were. Further, Isabella #truly ijs all that Angelo 
s e e m s . *76 she is no hypocrite, consciously or unconsciously. 
While Angelo1b code of virtue is false and too high for him, 
Isabella is completely consistent with hers. The Duke says to 
her, .

The hand that hath made you fair hath made you good; the 
goodness that is cheap in beauty makes beauty brief in goodness; 
but grace, being the soul of your complexion, shall keep the 
body of it over fair. (III,i,184-188)
Isabella1s external appearance is as her inner reality. She
stands opposed to Angelo, who appears to be something he is not.

Thus, when Isabella decides.
Then, Isabel, live ©haste, and, brother, die;
More than our brother is our chastity. (11,11,184-185)

she Is being true to her moral code. She can bring herself to 
plead for one who has committed the sin, but not to commit it 
herself. '■■■ ■

Her ideals are high. She regrets the need to apeak un
truth:

To speak so indirectly I am loath.
I would say the truth. (IV,vi,l-3)

Yet she makes this compromise* too, for the benefit of all con
cerned. It is only the sin itself that she oannot bring her
self to. .. .  . : . 76

76. Hudson, "Introduction,* p. aud.il.
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With these facts about Isabella in mind, we can better 
estimate her outbreak against her brother. She wishes to d© 
all she can for Claudio; she pleads for him, schemes for him; 
but she cannot give her body for him. She Gomes to him fear
ful that he will want his life even at the price, and she 
tries to resolve him for death before she explains the situa
tion:

0, I do fear the®, Claudio; and I quake.
Lest thou a feverous life shouldst entertain.
And six or seven winters more respect 
Than a perpetual honour. Dar1st thou die?
The sense of death is most in apprehension;
And the poor beetle, that we tread upon.
In corporal sufferance finds a pang as great 
As when a giant dies. (111,1,74-81)

when she sees him yearning for life, she undergoes tre
mendous inner conflict. For only thus can we explain Isa
bella's outburst convincingly. Claudio has failed her, yet 
she must steel herself against sympathy with him and what it 
would lead to. She cannot be calm; her anger is conflict. 
That it is not true anger at her brother is evidenced by her 
agreement a few moments later to help Claudio through the 
Duke's plan. * I have spirit to do anything that appears not 
foul in the truth of my spirit,* she says (111,1,313-214). 

Then, after the plan is explained, "The image of it gives me 
content already.8 (1.270) And, when she is told that Angel© 

has had Claudio beheaded, she exclaims, *0, I will to him ami 
pluck out his eyes!8 (IV,ill,134) But her next expression 
of anger is truly anger at the situation, at the conflict,
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the earne emotion that motivated her attack on Claudiot
ttohappy Claudiol Wretched leabell

5 Injurious wdrldt Most damned Angelo. (IV,111,126-
. , 12?)

Isabella Is red-eyed shortly thereafter. Luolo enters 
and says, M0 pretty Isabella, I am pale at mine heart to see 
thine eyes so red.8 (IV,111,157-158) There can be no doubt 
of her love for her brother. She Is the honest virtue In the 
play, Angelo, the false virtue. . She does not deceive herself, 
as does Angelo, including herself as one with her fellow wo
men, sharing their weaknesses:

Hay, call us ten times frail;
for we are soft as our complexions are.
And credulous to false prints. (II,iv, 127-129)

Significantly, Shakespeare has saved Isabella from the 
fate of her counterpart in Whetstone, Cassandra* for the lat
ter yielded to her brother1s plea and was eventually married 
to Promos (Angelo). But Shakespeare*s introduction of Barlama 
saved Isabella from sinning and made possible the marriage of 
Isabella to the Duke, who is surely a more noble husband for 
her than Angelo would have been. Parrott, who does not oar# 
for Isabella, nevertheless concludes that “Shakespeare must 
have loved her or he would not have devised so artful a plot 
to save her from the fate that overtook her predecessors in
the story.*77 77

77. Parrott, on. oit.. p. 591.
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This examination of the facts eonoerning leaballa cer
tainly would not lead t© a condemnation of her for her atti
tude toward Claudio. It muet be admitted that, although thl® 
view of-. Isabella?.enaction does not make it contemptible and 
pitiful, her oonfliot nevertheless has in it the essence of 
tragedy, and were it the dominant and pervading theme of the 
play, were it not offset and transcended by the forces of 
meroy, kindness,,and happy reconciliation, there would be less 
room for disagreement with those who find Measure for Measure 
a dark play. Q. *T. Campbell has written an analysis of Meas
ure for Measure whose ’’primary purpose* was "to put Isabella 
back into her proper place in the plot.*78 79 80 He writes.

The manipulations of the Duke relieve hex of the obliga
tion to decide whether to be the innocent cause of her brother*# 
death or to sacrifice her maiden honor. Either of these courses 
of notion would have carried her down the road to a tragic end
ing. But Shakespeare allows the Duke to save her virtue and 
. . . to offer himself to her as husband.*9
The deua ex aaohlna capacity of the Duke must again be stressed. 
As Campbell indicates, it is his Intervention that relieves the 
situation of its tenseness, in short order. He is "like power 
divine" (7,1,374) in executing the desired plot manipulations.

How, whether one concludes, as I have done, that Isabella 
is honorable in her actions toward Claudio, or whether one 
feels, as Knight does,®0 that Isabella*s actions are thoroughly

78. Oscar James Campbell, Shakespeare*s Satire, p. 141.

79. ibid-, P- 140.
80. Knight, cy)- cit.. pp. 100 ff.
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reprehensible, still her tlm speeches for forgiveness and her 
later plea for pardon for Angelo (V,t) fit Measure for Measure*s 
preponderant ideal of mercy, so that Isabella is at one with the 
play* s optimistic message of forgiveness. With Knight*• inter
pretation of the earlier Isabella (of the first four acts), her 
later plea for Angelo leads him to the unavoidable conclusion 
that she has undergone a conversion during the play, progress
ing "from sanctity to humanity."81 Thus, in the one instance, 
Isabella is consistent throughout; in the other, she passes 
through a conversion. Yet, in the final analysis she speaks 
for mercy in either event.

The plea of Isabella in behalf of Angelo, at Mariana*s
supplication, comes from her despite her belief that he has had
Claudio executed. It is not motivated by love for him as is
Cassandra*s entreaty for Promos. It speaks for pure, unselfish
forgiveness.* 83 It speaks against a false mercy that does not
fit the moral code of Isabella. Tor when Angelo, leading up to
his proposition, asks her if she is not being just as cruel as
she has accused him of being, by not accepting his proposal, by
thus preventing her brother*e pardon, she answers,

Ignoay in ransom and free pardon 
Are of two houses. Lawful meroy 
Is nothing kin to foul redemption. (II,iv,111-113)

81. Ibid.. p. 103.
83. Hex intercession will be examined at greater length 

in the study of the fifth aot* s determination of fates, pp. 174 
ff.



And she tells Claudio that Angelo Is offering him tta devilish 
meroy. * (111,1,65) Later le^ella does not balk at speaking
for "lawful meroy,* though its object, Angelo, must be as dis
tasteful to her personally, as Claudio, in the earlier consid
eration, is dear. "Free pardon" can have no slavish conditions. 
* Lawful mercy" is gratuitous.
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* * »

The Duke intervenes to halt the scene between Claudio and 
Isabella. Typically scheming with benevolence, he gives 
Claudio assurance that Angelo simply "made an essay* of Isa
bella's virtue "to practise his judgement with the disposition 
of natures," and describes to Isabella his plan for the substi
tution of Mariana in her place. Isabella agrees to the plan 
and it proceeds.

There are "problems* here which have annoyed critics:
The substitution of Mariana for Isabella has been called 

one of the unpleasant things in Measure for Measure, a contrib
uting factor to the play's "darkness." But the use of the sub
stitution device by Shakespeare's contemporaries was a common
place, it was a convention among Elizabethan writers,83 and 
this fact should remove any stigma as far as its employment in 
Measure for Measure is concerned. Shakespeare's use of the

83. Lawrence, op. pit., pp. 94 ff., and John Middleton 
Murry, Shakespeare, pp. 347 ff.



same "trlok* in All1a Well is added evidence of its general 
usage. Isabella should be cleared, on the same grounds, of 
attacks against her for her compliance with the substitution. 
Once it is seen as simply a device, the substitution appears 
as a benevolent toueh by Shakespeare, for it was added to the 
source by him affording Isabella escape from ooapllanoe with 
Angelo1s terms and from marriage to him. Sisson stresses this 
fact that Shakespeare "deliberately changed the old story, in 
which he found Isabella*s chastity involved in ruin, and vainly 
sacrificed to a triumphant deceiver.*8*

At first glance it seems strange that Angelo’s "unjust 
unkindness* (III,i,350) in deserting Mariana because of the 
loss of her dowry, and his deceitful conduct in *pretending in 
her discoveries of dishonour* (111,1,336-336), are ignored 
throughout the play until this point. We have assn the many 
references to Angelo*s strict nature and apparently puritanical 
virtue. Yet, how can we explain this spotless reputation in 
view of hie vile treatment of Mariana? Would the astute 
Eeoalus, for instance, think so highly of Angelo under that cir
cumstance? Charlton and Murry both offer the same explanation 
for this apparent inconsistency, probably the most logical ex
planation.84 85 they conjecture that the Mariana plot was a late
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84. Sisson, op. cit., p. 16.

85. Charlton, op. cit.. p. 350, and Murry, op. cit.. 
p. 254.
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innovation by Shakespeare, contrived after the reet of the 
play had been written. *fh® difficulty,* then,"is merely 
psychological and retrospective; it occurs only during the 
calm subsequent analysis of oh&raetsrv Dramatically, it
causes no disturbance.*86

The second and final scene of the third act sees Poapey 
and Mistress Overdone led to jail, the Duke-in-disguise slan
dered to his hidden face, and the state of the world discussed 
by the Friar-Duke and Escalue.

The fourth act sets into motion the machinery of the sub
stitution of Mariana, sees it throu#i, and reveals the treach
ery of Angelo as he orders Claudio beheaded as scheduled. We 
are not concerned immediately with the events of the act— the 
establishment of Poapey as executioner*s assistant, the prac
tical problem of saving Claudio, and the preparation for the 
judgment of the final act. The matter of the fourth act will 
be considered along with the resolution of the fifth.

But the Duke*s deliberate deceptions of Isabella (IV,Hi) 
make up still another item often cited as evidence of Measure 
for Measure*s *darkness.* He tells her that Claudio1s "head 
is off and sent to Angelo.* (IV,iii,120) The obvious expla
nation is twofold, and rests in the Duke*s dual capacity. As 
deus ex machina, he must create an effective closing scene. 86

86. Murry, loo, cit.
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Isabella's noble plea for Angelo's life and her surprise and
delight when Claudio appears would dissolve were she to know
that Claudio lives. Indeed, the whole trial of Angelo, and 
Isabella’s attack upon him, would lose their effect were Isa
bella so informed. Secondly, the Duke as a personality is 
eager to test everyone's virtue. (He tests Angelo, Claudio, 
Juliet, JUieio, Ssealus, Bernardino, Isabella.) :

But there is still another motive in the Duke's deception 
of Isabella. He expresses it himself:

The tongue of Isabel. She's come to know 
If yet her brother's pardon be come hither.
But I will keep her ignorant of her good.
To make her heavenly comforts of despair.
When it is least expected. (17,111,111-115)

This idea, that pleasure delayed is pleasure enhanced, finds
expression elsewhere in Shakespeare'a works. Parollee ex
presses the idea while deceiving Helena for Bertram,

The great prerogative and rite of love.
Which, as your due, time claims, he does acknowledge; 
But puts it off to a ooapell'd restraint;
Whose want, and whose delay, is strew'd with sweets. 
Which they distil now in the curbed time.
To make the coming hour o*erflow with joy 
And pleasure drown the brim.

(Allis Well, II,iv,42-48)
Jupiter, in Posthymus* dream interlude, declares.

Whom best I love I cross; to make my gift. 
The more delay'd, delighted.
He
And

shall be lord of Lady Imogen, 
happier much by his affliction made.

(Cymbeline. V,iv,101 ff.)
Prospero forces Ferdinand to carry logs and delays his happy
union with Miranda for the same reason:
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They axe both !a either1s powers: but this swift
business

1 must uneasy make, lest too light winning 
Make the prize light. (The Tempest. 1,11,450-483)

That which is gained easily is prized lightly; that gained 
after difficulty is prized more highly and enjoyed sore thor
oughly for the waiting and pain. This is but a variation of 
the ease of Isabella, who is ignorant of her opportunity for 
happiness.

Yet, in view of this idoa of which Shakespeare was fond, 
we can imagine that the poet applied it dramatically, as well 
as psychologically; not only would it have led him to delay 
an Isabella’s happiness, but it might also have been, con
sciously or unconsciously, in his mind as he drew out the 
final denouement of a play like Measure for Measure up to 
the very last possible moment. Pleasure delayed is pleasure 
enhanced.

In IV, iv, Angelo discloses that he ordered Claudio kill
ed out of fear that Claudio

Might in the times to come have ta1en revenge.
By so receiving a dishonour'd life 
With ransom and shame. (IV,iv,33-35)

Angelo, the fallen puritan, feels himself completely lost, his
entire realm of morality destroyed and meaningless. One break
in his brittle code of virtue has meant complete destruction.
But already he is beginning to be penitent$

Would yet he had livedI 
Alack, when once our grace we have forgot.
Nothing goes right; we would and we would not.

(IV,iv,35-37)
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The final e-rolutioa of penitence and aerey Is on Its way.

The final -judgment.-■»

The fifth act contains the final decision of the fate 
of Measure for Measure's people. It is the summation and 
exemplification of the play’s basic content. From the 
Duke’s decisions and dealing with the people of the play, the 
kindness and mercifulness, the faith and tolerance, which 
make up the play’s affirmation can be related to its over-all 
meaning.

Before the actual judgment takes place, irony delays and 
emphasises both the revelation of Angelo and the generous and 
merciful treatment he receives from the Duke. The irony is 
especially applied through the Duke’s dual personification 
and his comprehensive knowledge therefrom.

He appears in his own person, only to praise Angelo for
"the goodness of your justice* (V,l,6), and, further:

0, your desert speaks loud; and I should wrong it. 
To lock it in the wards of covert bosom.
When it deserves, with characters of brass,
A forted residence ’gainst the tooth of time 
And r&zure of oblivion. Give me your hand.
And let the subject see, to make them know 
That outward courtesies would fain proclaim 
Favours that keep within. (V,i,9-16)

When Isabella addresses him in the name of “justice, justice,
justice!“ (V,i,25), he tells her.

Here is Lord Angelo shall give you justice;
Reveal yourself to him. (V,i,27-28)
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And he says to Angelo later*
Do you not smile at this, Lord Angelo?
0 heaven, the vanity of wretched fools!
Give us some seats. Come* oouein Angelo;
In this 1*11 he impartial. Be you judge 
Of your own cause. Is this the witness, friar?

(V,i,163-187)
And he gives Angelo “way . . .  To find this practice out." 
(7,1,238-'ff.")

This is very powerful in its effect. It gives Angelo 
rope, and hie guilt grows as he continues to hide behind 
the "credent bulk* of his “authority," aceusing Isabella of 
insanity (which accusation the Duke pretends to believe), 
and losing his "patience" with the "practice* of Isabella 
and Mariana. He says,

I did but smile till now*
How, good my lord, give me the scope of justice.
My patience here is touch•d. I do perceive 
These poor informal women are no more 
But instruments of some more mighter member 
That sets them on. Let me have way, my lord.
To find this practice out. (V,1,333-239)

Lucio also is subject to the knife of irony, and in
volves himself, too, in further guilt, as he reverses himself 
by slandering Friar Lodowick to the Duke. Lucio1s frequent 
interruptions, as already noted, heighten the importance of 
his dramatic de-hooding of the Friar-Duke, although they do 
not add to the stature and respect of the Duke as a ruler.

The ironical development of Angel© and Lueio heightens 
the impression of their guilt, throwing into high relief the 
general, pattern of meroy that pervades this scene, when the
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W o  are treated Tilth relatiire lightness.
This study has now rsaohed the point at which it s i H  

examine tiae disposal of each character involved in the final 
act; at the same, time, the relation of the nature of the 
character to his disposition will be treated:

We have seen the sympathy and favor of the people of 
Measure for Measure for Claudio.87 After his famous session 
with his sister, Claudio becomes very insignificant as an 
individual in the play. And his pardon by the Duke is only 
a formality, for we have already seen the efforts on the 

part of the Duke to save Claudio from death. As the Duke 
expresses it to Isabella, he wished “to redeem your brother 
from the angry law.” (111,1,207-208) Claudio is a thor
oughly sympathetic character, his forfeiture to the law a 
purely technical one, his failing human (and his fear of 
death understandable and also human). Human, too, and both 
merciful and just, on human standards, is the Duke’s solu
tion of his problem. It is simply this: “She, Claudio, that
you wrong’d, look you restore.“ (7,1,531) It is the very
solution that Isabella uttered when she was first told of 
Claudio* s slip— “0 let him marry her.“ It is the application 
by a judge of the laws of humanity, perceived through self- 
knowledge and the knowledge of others, through the perception

87. See above, pp. 117 ff.



of universal weakness in man, but through tolerance with him 
and faith and belief in him despite, that weakness. •

The Duke's final decisions show humility* a reluctance 
to pass absolute sentence, a deep respect for humanity and 
human life. Shakespeare, judging from what Measure for Meas
ure teaches, would have been a strong supporter of the oppo
sition to capital punishment, a battle which may some day be 
won on just auoh principles of love and meroy and humility 
as the Duke embodies, against such principleo of punishment 
for the prevention of crime as Angelo embodies. Nowhere is 
the Duke's belief in those qualities more striking than in 
his application of them toward Barnardine.

Critics have called the Duke's pardon of Barnardine 
an outrage against justice. It is felt that there is no 
"justification" for the pardon of Barnardine.. And there is 
none, legaliatioally. The Duke's mercy is gratuitous, like 

the mercy of God. It transcends justice and laws and * justi
fication." There is enough justification to satisfy the Duke 

in Barnardine1a membership in humanity.
The protestants have called Barnardine an incorrigible 

criminal. A criminal he is, a convicted murderer. How bad 
he is may be seen from a glance at the record, the play:

We first hear of him as the Provost calls him and 
Claudio to prepare themselves for their execution on the 

following morning:
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Call hither Barnardine and Claudio.
The one has my pity; not a jot the other. 
Being a murderer, though he ' %h@r

As Claudio enters, the Provost asks about Baraardine, and 

Claudio replies that he 1#

The Provoet explains to the Duke that Barnardine has been in 
the prison nine years, his guilt not having come tttill now 
. . . to an undoubtful proof.“ (17,11,134 ff.) lor does
Barnardine deny that guilt (17,ii,145-146). "Hath he borne 
himself penitently in prison?H the Duke asks. “How seems he 
to be touch'd?** The Provost answers,

A man that apprehends death no more dreadfully but as a 
drunken sleep; careless, reckless, and fearless of what's 
past, present, dr to come; insensible of mortality, and des
perately mortal.
“He wants advice," says the Duke. The Provost continues.
Be will hear none. He hath evermore had the liberty of the 
prison: give him leave to escape hence, he would not; drunk 
many times a day, if not many days entirely drunk. We have 
very oft awak'd him as if to carry him to execution, and 
show'd him a seeming warrant for it; it hath not moved him 
at all. (17,11,147-161)

In 17,111, Abhoreon and his new assistant, Pompey, summon 
Barnardine to be executed. Barnardine calls defiance from 
“within*: “A pox o' your throats! Who makes that noise
there? What are you?* (IV,ill,26-27) When pompey informs 
him again, Barnardine replies, “Away, you rogue, away! I am

As fast look'd up in sleep as guiltless labour 
When it lies starkly in the traveller's bone. 
He will not wake.

Who can do good on him?
(17,ii,69-71)
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sleepy." (IT*111,30-31) At length he appears, tells 
Abhoreon, •Ton rogue, I have been drinking all night; I am 
not fitted for *t." (IV,iii,46-47) .

The Duke-Friar enters, and the dialogue between him and 
Baraardine prooeeda aa follows:

____  Sir, induced by my charity, and hearing how
hastily you are to depart, I am come to advise you, comfort 
you, and pray with you.

Bar. Friar, not I. I have been drinking hard all night, 
end I will have more time to prepare me, or they shall beat
out my brains wita billets, 
day, that*a certain.

I will not consent to die thin

Duke. 0, sir, you must; and therefore I beseech you 
Look forward on the journey you shall go.

Bar. I swear I will not die today for any man*s per
suasion.

p ? '
oome to my

But bear you.
Hot a word. If you have anything to say to me, 
ward; for theaoe will not I to-day. Exit.

(IV,iii,53-67)
As Barnardine departs* the Duke-Friar passes judgment on him:

Unfit to live or die, 0 gravel heartI 
After him, fellows; bring him to the block.

(11. 68-69)
"No* six, how do you find the prisoner?* the Provost asks 

the Duke-Friar, who answers.
A creature unprepar’d, unmeet for deatii;
And to transport him in the mind he is 
Were damnable. (IV,iii,70-73)

Thus, even a soul ae black as Barnardine's is yet, to
the Duke, a human soul, w e  worthy of saving. Bamardine is 
a criminal, but he may be corrigible. So deeply does the 
Duke feel about this that when the Provost tells him of the

death of Ragosine, he oriee, *0, His an accident that Heaven
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efforts to help the apparently worthless B&rnardlne. He 
telle the Provost to have Ragoslne1 s head sent to Angelo, 
"whiles I Persuade this rude wxetoh willingly to die."

The Duke1s patience and care with Baroardlne Is in 
sharp contrast to Angelo* s dealings with the "lesser" 
people. To Bamardine, a hardened and apparently incur
able criminal, the Duke gives utmost patience and time and 
consideration. He exerts himself to discover the true na
ture of Bamardine1 s guilt. "What Is that Bamardine who is 
to be executed in the afternoon?" he aeke; and, "low came it 
that the absent Duke had not either deliver'd him to hie lib
erty or executed him?"; and "Bath he borne himself penitently 
in prison? How seems he to be touch'd?" "He wants advice," 
the Duke insists, not ready to believe anyone so bad as 
Bamardine is reported. On She other hand, Angelo, in deal
ing with the relatively harmless Pompey and Froth, is intol
erant and lacking in human sympathy. Indeed, he leaves 
"Hoping you'll find good cause to whip them all." (11,1,143) 
Angelo is interested only in the execution of the provisions 
of the law. He caree net for people, as suoh; and it is 
this human sympathy that Angelo lacks and that the Duke has 
in abundance, that lies behind the message of mercy la Meas

ure for Measure.
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It has been suggested.,88 and not Implausibly, that 
Shakespeare had originally intended to have Barnardine exe
cuted and therefore presented him as such an abominable and 
worthless person; but that Shakespeare was unwilling to kill 
even this being, when the time came for it, and hence invent
ed Ragosine to save Barnardine*s life.

After Shakespeare had given himself so much trouble to 
find a head the cutting off of which would offend no one’s 
humanity, he himself had not the heart to out the head 
off . . . .  The whole episode is a manifest revelation of 
Shakespeare’s sense of human life; his first scruples only 
to destroy what manifestly deserves destruction, and then 
his sudden discovery that the apparently worthless human 
being still has his .human!ty_with which to excite sympathy 
in a fellow-mortal, fjhts is]a complete negation of a 
mood which in any cense could be called cynical.8®
For Barnardine’s life is saved. Even though the Duke is
apparently unable to tipersuade this rude wretch willingly
to die,6 or to perform any other benefit for his, yet when
Barnardine corns up for final judgment, he receives the
mercy which the Duke bestows on all in hio faith in human
nature and in the possibility of man’s betterment:

Duke, iihich is that Barnardine?
fro*. " This, my lord.
Duke, there was a friar told me of this can.

Sirrah, thou art said to have a stubborn soul.
That apprehends no further than this world,
And squar'st thy life according. Thou’rt condemn’d; 
But, for those early faults, I quit them all;
And pray thee take this mercy to provide 
For better times to come. Friar 
2 leave him to your hand. (V,i,

, advise him; 
483-491)

86. Charlton, og. oit., pp. 216rSl?.

89. Ibid.. 216-317.
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times to some•* The Duke does not abandon M e  efforts. 
Barn&rdine is consigned to Friar Peter. Here is toe faith 
and optimism and hope, the sympathy with humanity that makes 
the Duke joy to bestow favor on M s  fellow man, that makes 
him tolerant of the weaknesses that are inherent in men, and 
hopeful that the good in them will show even in the meanest.

Miss Bz&dbrook makes toe interesting statement that, in 
pardoning Barnard!ne, Shakespeare ."anticipates the maxim of 
Kant," considering men as ends and never as means, "whether 
to the demonstration of the law or to other ends.*90 And it 

is true that the Duke is made a respecter of toe individual 
as an individual, and that he rejects Angelo’s practice of 
saorificing the individual for the benefit of the state and 
for the demonstration of.the law.

Life seems a good in itself in this play, despite the 
Duke’s heavy words to Claudio to resolve him for death. It 
Is aoaetoing desirable, sometoing to be sought and lived, 
actively, unselfishly. That such an active life is advocated 
by Measure for Measure has been seen.®3- Claudio’s plea to 
Isabella for life (111,1) is feverish and panicky, but it is 
hopeful. It sees a good in living. Charlton says that

90. Bradbrook, olt.. p. 388.

91. See above, pp. 79 ff.
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Claudio's appeal springs 11 from a sense of the possibilities 
of worth in life, though it be in mere l i v i n g . A n d  

Angelo, after being resolved for death, seems glad to re
gain life, even in disgrace. As Claudio enters, the Duke 
says,

By this Lord Angelo perceives he's safe;
Hethinks X see a quickening in his eye.

(V,1,499-500)
Even the much-maligned “small folk* of the play, as 

Pompey and Elbow, have good from life, despite their vices. 
“Truly, sir, I am a poor fellow that would live,* Pompey 
tells Esoalus (IX, 1,234-235). Pompey was designed by the 

poet to please the pit, and, although he is by no means one 
of Shakespeare's best clowns, he has his good moments. The 
dialogue involving Pompey and Elbow in II,i, is often quite 
humorous. Pompey “would live*; indeed, he is far from 
ashamed of his trade of bawd; “The valiant heart's not 
whipt out of hie trade.” (11,1,270)

Nor are Elbow's malapropiems a high point in Shake
spearean humor. But he does provide healthy chuckles at 
such times as at Esoalus' decision to let Pompey go free 
until evidence is provided. Elbow gloats, “Thou seest, 
thou wicked varlst, now, what's come upon thee. Thou art to 

continue now, thou varlet; thou art to continue.” (XX,1,198- 
201)

92. Charlton, op, cit.. p, 214.



X am not attempting to offer proof of Shakespeare1 s 
happy mood by pointing to theme minor characters. There ie 
no doubt that most of them are weak. Miatrees Overdone is 
a sad sort, and Abhorson is as hollow. I have simply offer
ed a word or two to Indicate that these people cannot be 
adjudged creations of a mind that turned only to the tragic 
and somber. The true optimism of Measure for Measure is in 
the larger outlook. The Duke's treatment of Barnardine, 
the reluctance to out off life, is part of that outlook.

Slander was apparently a serious transgression in 
Shakespeare's eyes, for its importance is emphasised in 
many of his plays, one of these being Measure for Measure. 
where the theme of slander centers on the person of Luoio. 
Luoio is the only character who receives an actual punish
ment in the final act, though it is a punishment that ie as 
coarsely humorous as Lucio himself, and is considerably 
tempered from the original sentence.

luoio is a coarse wit, apparently the champion in hie 
own restricted field, judging from the advantage he gains 
over his fellows (1,11), and from his egotistical boldness. 
His slanders are gross offenses ag&lnst the Duke (and against 
him as Friar Lodowlok); yet, although they are regarded as 
dangerous by the Duke, they have their crude humor, gaining 
in this quality from the circumstances of the disguise.
And Luoio is shown to have a good heart$ he, like the others, 

is quite human and, at least in large part, sympathetic.



Thus, we see Luoio oease hie jesting when news of 
Claudio1s arrest arrives: “But, after all this fooling, I
would not have it so. Art thou sure of this?" he says. And 
he hastens toconsole Claudio, and tiienoe to call to Isa
bella to plead for her brother. He shows persever&aee and 
good sense in urging Isabella to allay her doubts and "assay 
the power" she has, to go to Angeloj and, there, he encour
age » her to continue her plea when it seem# lost. Later he 
offers sincere consolation, in his way, to Isabella on the 
supposed death of Claudio;
0 pretty Isabella, I am pale at mine heart to see thine eyes 
so red. Thou must be patient. I am fain to dine and sup 
with water and bran; I dare not for my head fill my belly; 
one fruitful meal would set me to*t. But they say the Duke 
will be here to-morrow. By my troth, Isabel, I lov'd thy 
brother. If the old fantastical Duke of dark corners had 
been at home he had lived. (IV, ill,157-165)

It is true that Luoio extends no such good will toward 
Pompey, who, on his way to prison, asks Luoio to be his bail, 
only to receive this answer;
Ho, indeed, will Z not, Pompey; It is not the wear. I will 
pray, Pompey, to increase your bondage. If you take it not 
patiently, why, your mettle is the more. Adieu, trusty 
Pompey. (III,ii.75-81)

But, outside of this minor point and of his relations 
with the Duke, Luoio emerges as a friendly, crude, humorous, 
olever character; his friendship we have seen; his crude, 
olever humor will be illustrated through his slanders.

Luoio* s slanders are his most extensively and consistent
ly presented characteristic, and therefore his most important
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one. There is no need to quote in full the slanderous 
remarke. These emaples will suffice to indicate their 
character: - ' - ■ . •

They say this Angelo m s  not made by man and 
woman after this downright way of creation. Is it true, 
think you?

Duke. How should he be made, then? 
hucio. Some report a sea-maid spawn* d him; some, that 

he waa begot between two stock-fishes. But it is certain 
that when he makes water his urine is congeal’d toe; that 
I know to be trues and he is a motion generative: that’s 
infallible . . . . (111,11,111-119)

Luoio. Would the Duke that is absent have done this? 
Ire hewould have hang’d a man for the getting a hundred 
bastards, he would have paid for the nursing a thousand.
He had some feeling for the sport: he knew the service and 
that instructed him to aexey . . . . (111,11,133-128)
A^very^superfioial, ignorant, unweighing fellow .. . . (11.

The Duke, I say to thee again, would eat mutton on Fridays. 
He’s now past it; yet (and I say *t to thee) he would mouth 
with a beggar, though she smelt brown bread and garlio. Say 
that I said so. (11.192-195)

My lord, I know him; ’tie a meddling friar.
X do not like the man. Had he been lay, my lord. 
For certain words he spake against ycmr Grace 
In your retirement I had swing’d him soundly.

(7,1,127-130)

A very scurvy fellow .
a saucy friar,
. . . (11.135-136)

honest in nothing but in his clothes; and one that hath 
spoke most villainous speeches of the Duke. (11.363-885)

Vow it must be pointed out that the slanders of Xuoio

to the disguised Duke about the Duke, and to the Duke about

the Friar Lodowiok, are partioul.arly amusing because they 
are directed to the person slandered, as well as because
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they are absurdities. And, because of this humor, the 
reader— and even more* the playgoer, o&nuot be too deeply 
affected by the "terribly dangerous*®® nature of Luoio1s 
slanders. He ie inoliaed to agree as Luoio defends himself 
to the Duke, "Faith, my lord, I spoke it but accordlug to 
the trick," (7,1,509-610) luoio "has a taste for scandal, 
hut it is a mere luxury of idleness."®*

•Yet his slenders upset the Duke more than anything else 
in the play. He muses, bitterly,

. Ho might nor greatness In mortality 
Can censure scape; back-wounding calumny 
The whitest virtue strikes. 7/hat king so strong 
Can tie the gall up in the slanderous tongue?

( m , 11,196-199)
And, again, in what might well be a direct continuation of 
this first speech,

0 place and greatness* Millions of false eyes
Are stuck upon thee! Volumes ef report
Rein with these false and most oontrarioue quests
Upon thy doings; thousand escapes of wit
Make thee father of their idle dreams
And rack thee in their fancy. (IV,1,60-65)

During the final trial, the Duke, in hie pretenses, 
feigns great indlgaaace at Isabella1s accusations against 
Angelo:

To prison with her* Shall we thus permit 
A blasting and scandalous breath to fall 
On him so near us? This needs must be a practice.

(V,1,131-123)

93. Knight, op. pit., p. 100.
94. Raleigh, op. oil.. p. 166.
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A few lines further m  He chargee Angelo and Eecalue,
But stir not you till you have well determin1 d 

these slanderers. (V,i,25i-2B9)
Thus, in his pretense, the Duke makes a point of stressing
slander, whioh must, therefore, have been a matter of weight
in the eyes of the people, as well as in the Duke* s.

When the Duke, as Friar Lodowiok, speaks of the ticorrup
tion* in Vienna, Esoalus criee, '1 Slander to the state! Away 
with him to prison!* (V,1,335) Again the importance of that 
vice is shown.

And so we see that the Duke*e harshest words, in his
mood of *&pt remission,* are addressed to Luoio. As Luoio,
emboldened by the suooeee of his effronteries, pulls off the
friar*s hood, only to disclose the Duke, the latter says.

Thou art the first knave that e*er mad*at a duke*
Sneak not away, sir; for the friar and you 
Must have a word anon. Lay hold on him.

(V,1,361,363-364)
The "word" is as followss

Duke. I find an apt remission in myself
And yet here*s one in place I cannot pardon. 
You, sirrah, that knew me for a fool, a coward. 
One all of luxury, an aoa, a madman.
Wherein have I bo deserv’d ef you.
That you extol me thus?

Luoio. Faith, my lord, I spoke it but according to the
If you will hang me for it, you may; but I had rather it 
would please you I might be whipped.

Duke. Whipp'd first, sir, and bang'd after.
Proclaim it, Provost, round about the city;
Is any woman wrong'd by this lewd fellow.
As I have heard him swear himself there's one 
Whom he begot with child, let her appear.
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And he shall marry her. The nuptial finish’d.
Let him be whipp'd and bang'd. (¥,1,503-519)

To Luoio, the whipping and hanging are not as bad as
the marrying punishment:

Luoio. I beeeeeh your Highness do not marry me to a 
where.four Highness said even now, I made you a duke; 
good ay lord, do not recompense me in making me a cuckold.
(Even amidst the words that decide his fate, Luoio is Luoio,
and he finds time for the olever jest.)

Duke. Upon mine honour, thou shalt marry her.
Thy slanders I forgive: and therewithal 
Remit thy other forfeits. Take him to prison;
And see our pleasure herein executed.

Luoio. Marrying a punk, my lord, is pressing to death, 
whipping, and hanging.

Duke. Slandering a prince deserves it. (V,1,520-530)
Thus, while the Duke follows hie mood of meroy in re

mitting the whipping and hanging (which he undoubtedly had 
never intended to execute) he has enforced that portion of 
his sentence which to Luoio is real punishment. This action 
undoubtedly stems from the Duke’s dislike of slander, and 
there is evidence that Shakespeare was concerned with that 
vice to a considerable degree. The entire plot of Cymbelins 
revolves about the action of a slanderer. Thersites' bitter
ness has much of the slanderous in it (Trollus and Oxessida). 
Othello falls prey to slander. Laertes echoes Vinoentio 
when he tells Ophelia, "Virtue itself scapes not calumnious 
strokes." (Hamlet. 1,111,38)

But there is nothing unhappy about Luoio's fate. Rather, 
it is, like him and like his slander, coarsely humorous, and
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we are glad that Lucie is to live, and amused that he must
marry a whore. Knight declares that this solution of Lucio*s
problem is "eminently and fittingly, undignified.1®6 And of
the significance of Lucio in Measure for Measure. Moulton
assents, "here is a jocose problem and solution.*96 

■■■ ■ ' • : ■ • ' ' . . - -
Dr. Johnson, in an interesting comment on Lucio* s treat

ment by the Duke, considers the possibility that by it Shake
speare "intended to show what is too often seen, that men 
easily forgive wrongs which are not committed against them- 

selves.“97 . . ;
Life, of course, Lucio does retain. He is much too 

human to be lost in this play of kindness and mercy.
The major interest in the final judgment fixes on 

Angelo. We have examined the puritan!am of Angelo, in the 
eyes of others and of himself; we have, too, studied the 
progress of his fall from that lofty and fragile elevation, 
and the irony involved in his attempts to remain beyond 
discovery. .• r • ■ •

Angelo regrets what he has done, though he has not the 
moral strength to confess, his whole puritanical structure 
having fallen at once; his penitence reaches its climax 95 * 97

95. Knight, on. pit., p. 100.
86. Moulton, oj>. bit., p. 156.
97. Johnson on Shakespeare, edited by Walter Raleigh,
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when he realises thathe has been discovexed:
Ang. 0 ay dread lord,
X should be guiltier than my guiltiness.
To think I can be undisoernlble.
When I pereelve your ar&oe, like power divine. 
Hath look* d upon my passes. Then, good Prince, 
Mo longer session hold upon ay shame 
But let my trial be mine ora confession. 
Immediate sentence, then, and sequent death 
Is all the grace I beg. (V,i,371-378)

Angelo is pleading for death; and, after the Duke has him
married to Mariana to safe her honor, he sentences Angelo
to die for the treacherous execution of Claudio. For
Angelo* e intentions against Isabella* s "well defended honor,11 
the Duke pardons him. But, as he tells Isabella, the Duke 
condemns Angelo on the other scorei

as he adjudg*d your brother,—
Being criminal, in double violation 
Of sacred chastity and of promise-breach 
Thereon dependent, for your brother*s life,—
The very mercy of the law cries cut 
Most audible, even from his proper tongue,
•An Angelo for Claudio, death for death!*
Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers leisure; 
Like doth quit like and Measure still for Measure 
Then, Angelo, thy fault's thusmanifested;
Which, though thou wouldst deny, denies tnee vantage.
Me do condemn thee to the very block
Where Claudio stoop'd to death, and with like haste.

(408-419)
This is obviously part of the Duke's test of character. 

The ultimate pardon of Angelo must be in his mind, yet he 
speaks these words— to Isabella— apparently for the reaction 
they produce, in Mariana, Isabella, and Angelot
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Mariana bege,
0 my moot graoioua lord,
1 hope you will not mock me with a hueband.

But the Buko is playing his teasing game again, and Mariana
must go through the period of unh&ppiBeee and trial that
will make the prize so much sweeter when it is gained. At
the dramatically last moment, Mariana beeeeohee Isabella. to
Intervene for her new husband. The teasing Duke says.

Against all cense you do Importune her.
Should she kneel down in mercy of. this foot.
Her brother*a ghost in his paved bed would break. 
And take her henoe in horror. (V,1,438-441)
He'diea for Claudio*a death. (1. 448)

But Isabella responds to Mariana*b supplication on be
half of her beloved hueband:

!££&• „ Most bounteous sir,
look, ii it please you, on this man 
As if my brother liv'd. I partly think 
A due sincerity governed his deeds, 
fill he did look on me. Since it is so, 
let him not die. My brother had but justice.
In that he did the thing for which he dies:
For Angelo.
His act did not o* ertske his bad intent.
And must be buried but as an intent
that perish’d by the way. Thoughts are no subjects;
Intents, but merely thoughts. (V,1,448-459)

To Isabella, this Angelo who offered her the life of her
brother at the hateful price of her body in sin, and who 
then, thinking he had had it, broke his pledge and executed 
Claudio (as Isabella believes at this point), — to her this
Angelo must be detestable. Yet, for the sake of the woman
who loves hi* and has just become his wife, Isabella inter
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cedes for a®ray fez Aagsle. Her plea stems from sympathy 
with Karlamaj it Indicates a rare uadezstandlng and tolerance 
of the true Angelo—

I partly think 
A due sincerity governed his deeds.
Till he did look on me.

It is the purest plea for mercy in the play, because it 
overcomes a deep personal antagonism to champion human love 
and the pardon of a man’s life. Isabella is fulfilling her 

pledge to Angelo*
I would to heaven I had your potency;
And you were Isabel! Should it then be thus?
Ho; I would tell what Vtwere to be a judge,
And what a prisoner. (II,11,67-70)

How Isabella’s plea was made possible in Shakespeare’s 
Measure for Measure only because of the radical change the 
poet made in adopting Whetstone’a Promos and Cassandra. In 
the Whetstone story, Cassandra (corresponding to Isabella) 
yields to Promos (Angelo) and is married to him. Shakespeare 
showed a spirit of humaneness and kindness in sparing Isa
bella this unnatural fate, an unpleasant one, surely, from 
any standpoint of her character. Angelo Is not, like Promos, 
a thoroughly corrupt man, but it would be difficult to see 
the good Isabella married even to such as he, after their 
painful scenes together, without pangs of sympathy for her. 
These we feel for Mariana, possibly, but Mariana is an inven
tion of Shakespeare’s for Isabella’s sake, and a very minor 
character; she does get what she wants.
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For, throo^i Shakespeare1 a oree.ti.on of the Mariana plot, 
which is not present in Whetstone, Isabella not only is saved 
from marriage to Angelo, but she is enabled to make her plea 
of mercy for him on unselfish ground®. In Promos and 
Cassandra. Cassandra begs Promo®1 life of the King simply be
cause she has become attached to this scurrilous husband of 
hers, despite his supposed execution of her brother. In 
Measure for Measure. despite Angelo's supposed execution of 
her brother, but for no selfish and pergonal reason, Isabella 
begs Angelo* s life of the Duke— out of compassion for Mariana. 
It is the high point in the triumph of the virtue of mercy. 
Mercy takes Isabella's heart as against vengeance.

There is further delay for Isabella and for Mariana be
fore their good fortune is permitted by the Duke to be made 
known to them; and even the Provost is given a tense moment 
or two (V,i,466). Angelo continues penitent;

I am sorry that such sorrow I procure;
And so deep sticks it in.my penitent heart
That I crave death more willingly than meroy.
'Tis my deserving, and I do entreat it.

(V,i,479-482)
But at last Claudio is produced, Angelo's eye quickens as he 
"perceives he's safe,n and he is dismissed with only a word 
or two more. Angelo's penitence is his punishment as it is 
hi® cure. "Well, Angelo, your evil quits you well," the Duke 
tells him (V,1,501)•

Mo further censure is directed at Angelo, only an exher-
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tation that he love his wife. This fact has disturbed many 
ciltics. Robertson is ”wholly dissatisfied with the pardon
ing of the criminal.1,98 For here is

an Angelo so intolerably wicked that whan, on an expo
sure following his brazen denial of his double guilt, as 
judge and man, he proclaims himself ready for and deserving 
of death, we cannot regard him as humanly contrite. To 
spar© him is to spare a rattlesnake."

Coleridge says that the pardon and marriage of Angelo
not merely baffles the strong indignant claim of justice 

(for cruelty, with lust and damnable baseness, oannot be for
given, because we cannot conceive them as being morally re
pented of) but it is likewise degrading to the ohazaoter ofwoman.100

Johnson writes,

Angelo’s crimes were such, as must sufficiently justify 
punishment, whether its end be to secure the innocent from 
wrong, or to deter guilt by example: and I believe every „ 
reader feels some indignation when he finds him spared.*0*

But for the Duke mercy is the preferred solution, and 
those who object so strenuously automatically align themselves 
on the side of Angelo in this play, clamoring for justice and 
remaining insensitive to the human plea of mercy. Angelo has 
repented thoroughly; there is nothing to be gained through 
punishment of him. For Angelo has been benefited by hie fall 98 99

98. J. M. Robertson, 8The Problem of Measure for Meas
ure," The Shakespeare Canon. II, 158.

99. Ibid., p. 160.

100.
Thomas Mi

edited by

101. Johnson, on. clt.. p. 30.
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from the heights, and we can Imagine that he will hardly 
cling further to hie exalted self-opinion andhie puritani
cal standards, that he will b@ more tolerant of others, 
through the knowledge that he has gained of himself. The 
ory of the carrion orlties for revenge upon Angelo seems to 
indicate a certain callousness In them to the softer ideal 
of mercifulness which Measure for Measure preaches. They 
themselves are victim# of the very ideas of strict, retrib
utive justice which the play condemns.

Penitence.-—

Angelo's penitence is an Important prerequisite for his 
ready pardon by the Duke. For the penitent state of mind is 
stressed throughout the play as a valuable condition for the 
forgiveness of sins. —

Angelo*c conscience begins to trouble him shortly after 
his execution orders for Claudio have been supposedly carried 
out: - .

Would yet he had livedl 
Alack, when onoe our grace we have forgot.
Nothing goes right: we would ami we would not.
. . ; : (IV,1t,36-3T)

And his penitence reaches full maturity with his revelation:
0 my dread lord,

I should be guiltier than my guiltiness.
To think I can be undiaeernible,
W h m  I perceive your Grace, like power divine.
Hath look'd upon my passes. Then, good Prince,
Ho longer session hold upon my shame.
But let my trial be mine own confession.
Immediate sentence, then, and sequent death 
Is all the grace I beg. (V,1,371-379)
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Later, he says,
I m. sorry that such Borrow I procure;
And so deep sticks it in ay penitent heart 
That I crave death more w i l l i n g l y m x e y .
'Tis ay deserving, and I do entreat it.

; . (V, 1,479-482) .
And the Duke decides with 11 ttle ado that Angelo1 s penitence 
is sufficient punishment for hie evils. His last word on the 
subject is, HWell, Angelo, your evil quits you well.* (V,i, 
601) Charlton declares that Angelo1 s penitence is ‘‘absolute, 
and the sense of his own unfitness to go on living is a mark 
of his own redemption.*102 “The public shame of his expo
sure, « says Thaler, “is a punishment scarcely less severe 

than the death for which he himself asks shortly before the
end.*103 . . , . . - . -; .... .. - ., ......... ■

Through the play, the significance of penitence 
is stressed. In II,ill, the disguised Duke visits the pris
on and ^5®aks with Juliet regarding her penitence. . “Repent 
you, fair one, of the sin you carry?* the cowled Duke asks 
Juliet. 6h® says she does, and the Duke continues,

I*11 teaoh you how you shall arraign your conscience. And try your penitence, if it be sound 
Or hollowly put on.

Discussion of Juliet's sin is followed by further assertion 
of her repentance. “1 Tie meet so, daughter,• the Duke still * 103

103. Charlton, oj). oit.. p. 363.
103. Thaler, op. oit.. p. W .
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but lest you do repeat.
As that the sin hath brought you to this shame 
Which sorrow is always towards ourselves, not

■ . ' ■ heaven.
Showing we would not spare heaven as we love it.
But as we stand in fear—

Here Juliet apparently interrupts, with
I do repent me, as it is an evil.
And take the shame with joy.

And the Duke, at last, is satisfied: *There rest.11 (II,ill,
19-36)

He is equally satisfied with the reaction of Claudio, 
who, after he has been told by the Duke that Angelo was mere
ly testing Isabella's virtue, is deeply sorrowful for what he 
has done in pleading for his life through her honor. Claudio 
says, “Let me ask my sister pardon. I am so out of love with 
life that I will sue to be rid of it.# And the Duke asks 
him, too, to continue in his penitent mood— "Hold you there.8 
(111,1,174-176)

The Duke's interest in penitence meets a difficult test
with Barnardine. Regarding the doomed criminal, the Duke
asks, - ■ -  . . ....

Hath he borne himself penitently in prison?
How seems he to be touch'd? (IV,11,147-148)

He learns that Barnardine is 11 a man that apprehends death
no more dreadfully but as a drunken sleep,” and his attempts
to reconcile Barnardine to death fail completely. ”1 will
give him a present shrift and advise him for a better place,”



the Duke says; but on failing, he declares that Barnardine
S B : : : ' ; :: :• . . \ :■ ; - : .• X

A creature unprepared,, unmeet for death;
And to transport him in the mind he is 
Were damnable. (IV,iii,71-?S)

Barnardine1b life is spared for this reason. And, moreover, 
he is turned over to Friar peter for further efforts with 
hia eo#l. ; - - -

The traditional Catholic doctrine of penitence thus 
made itself felt in Measure for Measure, and Shakespeare* s 
application of it can be found in other p l a y s :  %% takes

an important position in The Sinter* s Tale. Cvrabeline.
The Tempest, and other plays. But nowhere is it more prom
inent or more intricately bound up with the Christian con
cept of mercy than in this play of Measure for Measure.

The tltlfl and the He= Testaae.nl.--

The play favors mercy, rather than a death for a 
death. Mercy is the human and ameliorative solution; it 
is granted gratuitously, Ohristianly. It is given more 104

104. Analyzing the Elizabethanmind, Craig writes.
The very fact of a general belief in the doctrine that 

every sin must and will be punished here and now, and its 
other developing dogma to the effect that the pangs of a 
guilty consolonce are inescapable, cannot but have Important 
bearings in literature, ton, cit.. p. 55)



willingly when the evil-doer is penitent for his sins. Is 
this Ha Measure for Measure”? - There has been considerable 
debate oonoerning the title of the play and its significance.

There are two basic factors involved. First, the con
text of the title;

It occurs in the speech of the Duke to Isabella in 
which he tells her that she must pardon Angelo "For 
Mariana1s sake,” with respect to hie evil intentions against 
her honor, but that Angelo stands condemned for his execu
tion ©£■ Claudio; v. •. :v. : ' ,

as he adjudg'd your brother,-- 
Being eriainal, in double violation 
Of sacred chastity and of promise-breach 
Thereon dependent, for your brother* s life,—
The very mercy of the law cries out 
Most audible, even from his proper tongue,
"An Angelo for Claudio, death for death!•
Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers

' ' " ...... leisure;
Like d o #  quit like, and Measure still for

M e a ^ r T v , i , 4 0 8 ^ l 8 )
And the Duke thereupon condemns Angelo "to the . . . block.”

The secord factor is the source from which the title 
was uMoubtedly taken. Matt. 7:1: "Judge not, that ye be 
not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be 
judged; and with what measure ye mete, it shall bo meas
ured to you again.”

tilth these two essential components in mind, •Measure 
for Measure,” in its titular significance, becomes a warn
ing—  Judge not, lest you be judged, and by your own measure.



Angelo, having judged, is judged by his oun measure. That 
he is not punished in terms of legal fact is not of impor
tance. For he is nonetheless judged by the play; and he is 
punished, for his evil quits him well. The implication in 
the. oontext of the play of the doctrine, "an eye for an 
eye, and a tooth for a tooth*— that is, * death for death* 
{1. 416), is belied by the spirit of the play, and is per
haps merely a part of the threat. Angelo escapes its pos
sible effect on him through the good agency of the Duke, 
who prevents his schemes from reaching actual fruition.

Thus there ie an answer to those critics such as 
lawrenoe, who points out that the title of the play is 
“contradicted by the final decisions of the Duke, who con
cludes that mercy should temper justice, and that the 
strict letter of the law should not be enforced.*105 106 Here 
la Hudson's answer:

• • . the title of the play is apt to give a 
impression of its scope and purpose. Measure for Measure 
is in itself equivocal, but the subject-matter fixes it to 
be taken in the sense, not of the old Jewish proverb, “an 
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,“ but of the divine 
precept, “Whatsoever be would that men should do to you, do 
ye even so to them.“ Thus the title falls in with that 
noble line by Coleridge, "What nature makes us 
bide us heal*; or with a similar 
Venice. *le
teach us all to render the deeds of mercy.

L*; or with a similar passage in The Merchant of 
do pray for mercy, and that same prayer doiK 
L to render the deeds of mercy.“106

105. Lawrence, on. oit.. p. 121.
106. Hudson, * Introduction,* pp. xxvii-xxviii .
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Pater declarea that the title is the "epitome of 
Shakespeare1s moral judgments"$ .

They are the moral judgments of an observer, of one 
who site as a spectator and knows how the threads in the 
design before him hold together under the surface: they 
are the judgments of the humourist# also, who follows with 
a half-amused but always pitiful sympathy, the various ways 
of human disposition, and sees less distance than ordinary 
asm between what are called respectively great and little

And Hiss Bradbrook states that in the final judgment 
of the play, "measure for measure is meted out to all; not, 
perhaps, their measure according to earthly law . . . but 
the measure beat devised to save their souls.*^®

Knight explains that the play eeeam "unreasonable* and 
"strange* to some because it reflects "the sublime strange
ness of Jesus* teaching."109 nThe ethical standards of the 

Gospel are rooted in the thought of Measure for Measure." 

he says.110 Baker agrees, "the whole play and its Scriptur

al title constitute a kind of abbreviated King James version 
of the Scriptures."!!!

Noble concludes that "the Biblical interest* of Measure for 107 108 109 110 111

107. Pater, oje. oit., pp. 183-184.
108. Bradbrook. op. oit.. p. 387.
109. Knight, op. oit.. p. 106.
110. Ibid., p. 80.
111. H. T. Baker, "A Shakespearean Measure of Morality,* Modem language Notes. XXXVIII, 31.
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Measure le hltrh. He notec that this is the only Shakespear
ean play with a title based on the Scriptures.112 113

Thus Measure for Measure emerges as a play of Christl&a 
significance, not only because of its title, but also because 

of Its doctrine mod content.
The argument about Shakespeare's personal religion is, 

it seems to me, an insoluble one; and although it would be 
helpful for a study of this nature toJnow Shakespeare's reli
gious views, the evidence is so scanty and. so inconclusive 
that only such generalities as the following seem to have any 
validity: ; : ’ '

His religion waB the religion of a man who stood outside 
all parties of the day without despising any of them. H e  
religion, in short, is an aspect or part of his general atti
tude to life and humanity. It has the universality, the tol
erance, the deep humanity of his dramatic art.

But while the bulk of his work is pervaded by an atmos
phere of natural religion which outs him off from the ortho
doxies of his day, yet in several places he quite naturally 
employs the language of orthodox piety.113

. - ' ' ■ - '•  . . .

But whatever Shakespeare's religion, the relationship
between the thought of Measure for Measure and Biblical 
ideology remains an important factor in determining She 
play's meaning:

112. Richmond S. B. loble, Shakespeare* a Biblical Know, 
ledge» p. 331.

113. Rev. Ronald Bayne, "Religion," Shakespeare's Kng- 
1§M, p. 76.



Almost every major idea of the play has its counterpart 
in Biblical ideas; many of these similarities indicate a 
direct Biblical reference. The title of the play and its 
Biblical source have been noted. We have also seen the im
portance of the doctrine of penitence in the play. It should 
also be noted that the Duke use® the garb of a Friar for hie 
benevolent deeds, and is helped by earnest Friars, and that 
Isabella comes to the play as a novice of a convent.

Miss Bradbrook finds the debate between Isabella and
Angelo, when translated into allegorical terms, a struggle
between Religion and Law.114 And the attitude of Isabella
oan surely be considered Christian, in a positive sense.
Not only has she been placed in a position of an official
representative of the Chureh, as a "movie#,* but her appeal
for mercy has specifically Christian bAses.

I do think that you might pardon him.
And neither heaven nor man grieve at the mercy,

she says early in her plea (II,ii,49-50). And then she
offers a gem: '/ :

Why, all the souls that were were forfeit.once;
And He that might the vantage best have took 
Found out the remedy. How would you be.
If He, which is the top of judgement, should 
But judge you as you are? 0, think on that;
And mercy then will breathe within your lips.
Like man new made. (Il,ii,T3-ffl)

114. Bradbrook, ogi. oit.. p. 38®.
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Ralei^ deel&res that bore Isabella is giving utteraase to
"the central truth of Christianity."115 And ^  i0 in this
speech that R. Iff. Chambers finds the message of the play

116
which the title sums up more briefly— 11 Judge not, that ye 

be not judged. For with what measure ye mete, it shall be 
measured to you again."

Isabella's references to Christian doctrine continue.-. 
When she learns that Claudio is to die the following day 

she cries.
Tomorrow* 0, that's sudden* Spare him, spare him* 
He's not prepared for death. Even for our kitohsae 
fie kill the fowl of season. Shall we serve Heaven 
With less respect than we do minister 
To our gross selves? (11,11,83-87)

And she compares Angelo1s arbitrary, absolute judgment with
the merciful discernment of God in His use of power—

Merciful Heaven,
Thou rather with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt 
Splits the unwedgeable and gnarled oak 
Than the soft myrtle; but man, proud man.
Dress'd in a little brief authority.
Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd.
His glassy essence, like an angry ape.
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
As makes the angels weep. (11,11,114-133)

It is the mercifulness of Qod that she urges upon him. It is
Angelo's fault that be does not adopt it; but later Isabella
shows him the way, in applying it to Angelo himself. 115 116

115. Raleigh, op. cit.. p. 19.
116. Chambers, 0£. cit.. p. 3®.
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At the close of her first visit, Isabella*s parting 
plea is an offer to.Rbribe” Angelo ‘’with such gifts that 
Heaven shall share with you.” She is going to have “fast

ing maids whose minds are dedicate To nothing temporal" 
send “true prayers" to "heaven . . . Ere sunrise»“ And 
throughout the play Isabella*s word and thought are thus 
Christian. Her final -plea for meroy for Angelo is the 
climax of her doctrine of forgiveness. She demonstrates 
to Angelo what it means to know human bounds, to respect 
the exclusive right of God to pass absolute judgment.

When Claudio finds himself being led to prison, he 
laments.

Thus can the demigod authority
Make us pay down for our offence by weight
The words of heaven: on whom It will, it will;
On whom it will not, so; yet still *tis just.

*,if, 124-12?
The “words of heaven" are taken from Romans: “for he aaith
to Moses, I will have meroy on whom I will have meroy, and 
I will have compassion on whom I will have compassion." 
(Rom. 9:15) And, “Therefore hath he meroy on whom he will 
have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth." (9:18) Again, 
there is an accusation, in direct Biblical terms, that 
Angelo is usurping powers belonging to God alone. Justice, 
in human terms, is being declared “a mockery: man, himself
a sinner, cannot presume to judge.“11? 117

117. Knight, 0£. oit.. p. 83.



flusing our study, we have seen that Angelo is condemned 
in the play for just such a presumption to judge, the con
demnation of the puritan goes further. He is accused of 
falling to realise the natural ueaknesses in man, hence 
judging Inhumanly. The Bible might be issuing a challenge 
to Angelo in the nords* HHe that is without sin among you, 
let him first oast a stone at her,n directed by Jesus to the 
Scribes and Pharisees in reference to the woman * taken in 
adultery.* (John 8;7)

Angelo failed to know himself because his virtue was 
selfish and inactive. Jesus1 admonition to the multitude, 
in Matt. 83:2, is Measure for Measure* s judgment of Angelo: 
“The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses1 seat: All
therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and 
do; but do not ye after their works; for they say, and do 
not.*

And Angelo, failing to know himself, and failing to 
know others, judged unfairly, because he did not see that 
in himself which is in all men:

And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother1e 
eye. but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? 
or now wilt thou say to thy brother. Let me pull out the mote 
out of thine eye; and, behold, a beam in thine own eye? 
Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; 
and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of 
thy brother's eye. (Matt. 7:3-5)
Again tho ideological comparison is striking. Angelo saw 
weakness in others, but not la himself; he attempted to pun
ish others for their faults, while he nourished the fault

189



within himself. Measure for Measure telle Angelo, know 
thy self--" cast out the beam out of thins. own eye11; for thus 
must a judge if he will judge osiers— B and then sfaalt thou 
see clearly to cast the mote out of thy brother1i eye.*

izipp has reconstructed the following passage from 
Galatians and marginalia of the 1587 version of the Hew 
Testament which most students have decided Shakespeare was 
familiar with: ■- :: . ■ ; . .■■■. ■ . ■ ■ ■■ . . . - : . . .

Walk in the spirit; ye shall not fulfil the lusts of 
the fie eh . . . . Brethren, if a man be suddenly taken In 
any offence, through the malice of the flesh and the devil, 
ye which are spiritual restore such one with the spirit of 
meekness, considering thyself lest thou also be tempted.
For they commonly are most severe Judges which forget their 
own infirmities. Bear ye one another* s burden and so ful
fil the law of Christ. For if any man seem to himself that 
he is somewhat when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself in 
his own imagination.
Fripp relates this to Measure for Measure, inferring that 
the passage had at least an indirect influence on the 

ideology of the play;ll8 and the similarity between it and 

the play*s message is undeniable.
And a similarly pertinent thought can be found in 

Bom. 2:1: *Therefore thou art inexcusable, 0 man, whoso
ever thou art that judgest: for wherein thou judgest
another, thou oondemnest thyself; for thou that judgest 
does the same things.14

Angelo obeyed the letter, ignored the spirit, of the 
law. His judgment was external, and he did not strive to

118. Fripp, jgE* 617.
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see the heart and reality. And Matt. 23:23:
Woe unto you, soribea and Pharisees, hypocrites! for 

ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have omitted 
the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and 
faith: these ought ye to have done, and to leave the other
undone. ■ . , ■ . ■■ .. ;r • - . - ■■. . ■. ' .... : .

Angelo, falling, tries to pray, but just as his virtue 
is external and mperfleial, now his attempt to save him
self fails, and just because the basis for his virtuousneee 
has been so empty. His “empty words" go to Heaven, but his 
"Invention . . . Anchors on Isabel." Compare Matt. 15:8: 
"this people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth and 
honoureth me with their lips, but their heart is far from 
me.11 - ' ' \ . . , - . : :: •

Angelo1s righteousness is technical, egotistioal, 
legalistic: "For I say unto you, That exeept your right
eousness shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and 
Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter the kingdom of heaven." 
(Matt. 5:20)

Measure for Measure* s oondemnatlom of Angelo, thus, is 
ideologically related to Hew Testament doctrine. Its solu
tion of mercy is equally close to the Hew Testament— ae it 
must be, since the oondemaatien of what Angelo is leads 
inevitably to a doctrine of humane, heartfelt mercy, and the 
condemnation of the Pharisees leads inevitably to the posi
tive teachings of Jesus, of which mercy is an intrinsic 
part. , - • . : - - =

Jesus tells the:woman taken in adultery, "neither do I
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©oadean toee: go# eum! sla no »oze.* (John 7:2) this ts
th© word of the Duke*— to Angelo, Bai'nardlne, Claudio, and 
Juliet. “Blessed art the merciful: for they shall obtain 
mercy.* (Matt. 5:7) “Therefore all things -whatsoever ye 
would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.* 
(Matt. 7:12) These are the lessons of Measure for Measure.

The traditional Catholic doctrine, which the age of 
Elizabeth retained in large part from the Middle Ages, and 
which is especially pertinent in this play of a novice and 
an assumed friar, includes the following among “the spirit
ual works of meroy*: “To instruct the ignorant®; “To coun
sel the doubtful8; “To admonish sinners8; 8 To bear wrongs 
patiently8; 8To forgive offences willingly8; “To comfort 
the afflicted.83-2'9 Measure for Measure, then, is truly a 
play of “mercy.8 The Duke takes great pains to instruct 
B&rnardine and Claudio; to oounsel and comfortCiaudlo in 
-his fears of death; to admonish the sinners of the play but 
to forgive their offenses willingly. Escalus shows how to 
instruct and counsel and forgive. Isabella notably bears 
hex wrong with utmost patience.

Knight declares that the plot of the play is so manip
ulated that “each person receives his deserts in the light 
of the Duke1 e— which is really the Gospel— ethics.83'30 * 130

119. The Catholic Encyclopedia., x. 199.
130. Knight, o%). cit., p. 81.



He adds.
The Buke’a ethical attitude Is exMSly correspondent 

with Jesus1: the play must be read in the light of the
Gospel teaching, if its full significance is to be apparent* 
So he, like Jesua, moves among men suffering grief at their 
sing and deriving joy from an unexpected flower of simple 
goodness in the deserts of impurity and hardness * . . . he 
exactly refleets the tmlverssl judgment as suggested by 
many Gospel passages. There is the same apparent injustice, 
the same tolerance and mercy* The Duke is, in fact, a 
symbol of the ssuae kind as the Father in the Parable of the. 
Prodigal Son (Luke 15) or the Lord la that of the Unmerci
ful Servant (Matt. 18)&121

Isabella1s exhortation to Angelo to consider that
all the souls that were were forfeit once;

And he that might the vantage best have took 
Found out the remedy,

is at the heart of the Christian doctrine of mercy; For 
•The supreme motive of mercifulness ; . . ; is.the thankful 
memory of pity bestowed on us by 004.“133

In short, the meroy of Measure for Measure is gratui
tous like the meroy of God;

r , W, Chambers says that he holds no brief for those 
who try to determine •Shakespeare*s beliefs or disbeliefs. 
But from his earliest plays to his latest, he shows a be
lief in forgiveness as the virtue by which human goodness 
draws nearest to the divine.• ̂ 3  Thus we can turn to 121 122 123

121. Ibid., pp. 90-91.
122. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. VIII,556.
123. Chambers, op. oit;. p. 60.



The Merchant of Venice and find Portia saying.
The quality of meroy is not strain'd.
It droppeth as the gentle rein from heaven 
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest:
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes. 
'Tie mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes 
The throned monarch better than his orovm.
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power. 
The attribute to awe and majesty.
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings; 
But mercy is above the sceptred away;
It is an attribute to God himself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God1e 
Bhen mercy seasons justice. (J

And to Qymbeline and hear Posthumus.
Is11 emmigh I am sorryf 

So children temporal fathers do appease;
Gods are more full of meroy. (Qymbeline, V,iv,ll-

- : : , . . 13)
low Knight, in hie study of "Measure for Measure and 

the Gospels,“ admits that "Though Christian ethic be the 
central theme, there is a wider setting of varied ethioal 
thought, voiced by each person in turn, high or low."124 

The resemblance of Measure for Measure* o ideology to 
Christian thought does not exhaust the limits of the play.
but it does help to explain the meaning of the play and to
indicate its direction.

jjgJSiM &S& J&t gpodSLess*—

In Measure for Measure* a final judgment, not only are 
those who have committed evil pardoned, but those who have 
done good are rewarded. The Duke seems to take a joy in

134, Knight, ££• ilS*# P* 83.



spreading eeroy, and juet so does he enjoy affording good 
will, happiness, and well-being. He likes people, toler
ate# their weaknesses, gives them the benefit of any doubt 
and enables them to better themselves, and he returns good
ness with fever. / - .... ■. . .: ; ;

While the Duke,is supposedly away, Escalus proves true 
t© the D«k®«s faith in him, while Angelo is falling. The 
H01d Escalus* tries to intervene in behalf of Claudio, tries 
to make Angelo see that Claudio1s fault is human—  is so 
universal that Angelo: would find similar weakness in himself 
if he only would look within him. Eso&lus, along with the 
Duke, and Isabella, calls for ateroy. His treatment of ias- 
pey. Froth, and Elbow is notable for its patient and fair 
mercifulness and understanding.

And Escalus proves his worth in terms of goodness and 
faithfulness when he encounters Friar Lodowick (the dis
guised Duke)— proves it unknowingly to the Duke himself.
The Duke-Friar asks Escalus what kind of man the Duke was; 
Escalus faithfully— and truthfully— answers:

One that, above all other strifes, contended especially 
to know himself . . . . Rather rejoicing to see another merry, 
than merry at anything which profess*d to make him rejoice; 
a gentleman of all temperance. But leave we him to hia 
events, with & prayer they may prove prosperous; and let me 
desire to know how you find Claudio prepar'd. (III,ii,246-

And Escalus expresses concern for Claudio that is as a 

reflection of the Duke's kind and humane attitude— "I have 

labour'd for the poor gentleman to the extremeat shore of ay
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modesty . . . . I am going to visit the prisoner.tt (lll,ii, 
a6S-2?3) • . ; . '

After the Duke is revealed beneath the Friar*s hood, 
he at once forgives Esoalus for threatening to send Friar 
Lodowlok to prison for * slander to the s t a t e . " W h a t  you 
have spoke I pardon. Sit you down/ the * Duke tells him 
(7,1,366). And, after the various pardons have been given, 
the Duke turns to Esoalus and assures him that he is not to 
be forgotten for his excellent efforts:

Thanks, good friend Esoalus, for thy much goodness;
There1 s more behind that is more gratulate.

(7,1,534-535)

Symbolically, Isabella, who speaks so earnestly for 
mercy through the play, is taken in marriage by the Duke, 
who enacts the deeds of mercy. The Duke is again appreciat
ing goodness and showing his appreciation. He thinks high
ly of this virtuous womani

The hand that hath made you fair hath made you good; 
the goodness that is cheap in beauty makes beauty brief in 
goodness; but grace, being the soul of your complexion, 
shall keep the body of it ever fair. (111,1,184-188)
And his request for her hand is his crowning tribute to her.

lor does the Duke forget the goodness of such a minor
character as the Provost. He is quick to notice the fine
nature of the Provost, earlier in the play. The Provost
has been anxious over the fate of Claudio, feeling that
Claudio was really innocent, and even urging his superior,
Angelo, to reconsider his judgment. The Duke expresses his
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opinion of the man.
This is a, gentle Frowst: seldom when
The steeled gaoler is the friend of men.

(IV,ii,88-90),

wad.
There is written in your hrow, 

Provost, honesty and constancy. If I read it not truly, 
my ancient skill beguiles me; but, in the boldness of my 
cunning, I will lay myself in hazard, (iy,iii#l§3»lSS)
The ■Frowst agrees to the schemes of the disguised Duke,
in his benevolence doing what he can to save the sentenced
Claudio. ; : : ' . . •

And, at the last, he is not forgotten. The Duke la-
eludes him in the spirit of forgiveness of evil and reward
for good: - ' .

Thanks, Provost, for thy care and secrecy; 
W  shall employ thee in a worthier place.

(Y,1,536-537)
The » « —

How pardons for all are to be expected in a «comedy,H 
and forgiveness is the solution of Whetstone*s Promos and 
Cassandra. Shakespeare* s immediate source for Measure for 
Measure. But it is the fact that pardon and mercy are inter
woven into the framework of Measure for Measure as demon
strated by this study, the fact the forgiveness is not mere

ly a device, as in Whetstone and the other •happy ending# 
plays of M s  contemporaries, which lifts the mercy of Shake
speare •s play above the level of conventionality and makes
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it an integral part of the play1 s meaning— indeed, a major 
part. - - 1 ' ■ - '■ ^

In Whetstone*a crude plot, there is only a bare mention 
of meroy, end then it occurs as a technical and selfish re
quest for the pardon of some loved one. The King*s grant of 
meroy at the close is a perfunctory step in the plot; he is 
brought in at the last moment to perform the function, and 
there is no hint at linking his character with the quality 
of meroy as Shakespeare does so thoroughly with the Duke*#. 
It is a typical “happy ending* mercy of convention.

Shakespeare has taken a portion of the outline of 
Whetstone* s plot and created from that a great play of for
giveness, in which the concluding mercy is a fruition of the 
development of the entire play. In re-working his source, 
he made the plot turn, "from first to last, on the problem 
of punishment and forgiveness."128 He removed many of the 
morbid details of the other play, humanized the characters, 
made them live; and he turned their living into a lesson of 
meroy, kindness, and compassion.

The pardons of the last act spring from a careful 
development— the detailed condemnation of Angelo, and the 
earlier declarations in behalf of mercy. Angelo, Claudio, 
Barnardine go free, and Lucie is punished lightly. And the

IBS. R. W. Chambers, ££. pit.. p. 33.



Duke expresses the principle behind his mercy when he telle 
Barnardine,

And pray thee take this mercy to provide
For better times to ooee.

The Duke has been careful to examine each individual and 
his case. His judgment comes out of knowledge. And his 
knowledge is full of compassion, sympathy, and love for 
mankind. Bis judgment stems from the failure of Angelo1s 
enforcement of strict justice. The Duke has made hie test 
of justice and Angelo1s puritan!sm, and both have failed, 
because of a lack of humanity. From the test, out of which 
the play is built, the Duke derives the confirmation of his 
natural mercifulness. The conclusion is a direct result of 
the action and thought of the play. It can not, therefore, 
be called "makeshift" in any sense.



CHAPTER IV 

GOiCLOSIOH

It hag been seen in the study of the play, that Meas
ure for Measure speaks for forgiveness, kindness, and human 
sympathy. This conclusion regarding the meaning of Measure 
for Measure contradicts the opinion of the many critics who 
find the play somber, oynioal, and "dark.*

Every word that the play utters in condemnation of 
Angelo is an implicit declaration in behalf of the doctrine 
of mercy and kindness which the play also states positively 
and explicitly. Angelo*s defense of strict justice, of the 
principle of punishment for prevention, only enhances the 
declaration of mercy when this strict justloe is rejested. 
His hollow puritaniem brings out.forcefully the need for 
heartfelt sympathy among fellow men.

Angelo is condemned because of his selfish, inactive 
virtue, his insistence on the letter of the law, his abuse 
of authority and his disregard of the divine example, his 
self-ignorance, his failure to know others or to judge 
them sympathetically— by his own weakness and theirs, his 
reliance on external appearance and form.

And in this condemnation of Angel© la the implication 

of the positive virtues which he lacks— unselfish, active.
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kind virtuousness, imagination and sympathy, in perceiving 
the spirit of law and the inner reality beneath appearance 
and the reality, in himself and others— the universal weak-, 
ness in man, compassion and understanding.and tolerance 
for this weakness— and the mercy in passing judgment which 
these virtues must lead to. . -, . . . .

While the condemnation of Angelo speaks implicitly 
and indirectly for meroy, the direct and explicit assertion 
in behalf of forgiveness and tolerance runs throughout the 
entire play: ■ ■ , , . ■

In the very, first scene, the Duke mentions the use of 
mercy to Angelo, delegating to him the power of ttmortality 
and meroy* to be employed through the "tongue and heart,* 
instructing him to 11 qualify the laws” as well as to *enforce* 
them.

When Angelo ignores this precept, imprisoning Claudio 
on a legal technicality, Isabella comes to him to plead for 
meroy. Her plea is striking in its forcefulness and elo
quence. She asks Angelo to let Claudio*e "fault* die, not 
he, assuring him that the mercy would offend *neither heav
en nor man.* She declares that “meroy* becomes “great ones* 
more than any of their mere formalities, and cites the ex
ample whioh man should follow. She exhorts Angel© to be 
merciful and discerning in his judgment, as God is.

Ese&lus, too, urges Angelo to temper his judgment with 

meroy, while the good Provost adds hie words of warning and
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entreaty.
Isabella speaks her mind on the nature of true mercy, 

which Is ‘’nothing kin to foul redemption,*’ suoh as -tk» 
“devilish mercy" offered to Claudio by Angelo. And she 
shows Angelo the way by pleading for wroy for him, despite 
his supposed execution of her brother.

the culmination of tho statement for mercy comes with 
the Duke's practical application of the principle in the 
last act. the lesson has been taught; Angelo has discover
ed himself and his natural infirmity, and his refusal to 
consider mercy has been exposed at its rotten roots. The 
happy resolution ensues, with the humane solution sending 
Claudio and Juliet, Angelo and Mariana, the Duke and Isa
bella (and the humorously unhappy Lucie and his whore) off 
to marriages. Ihe chance for happiness, for life, for hu
man progress has been granted through the power and kindness 
of mercy/which has intervened to intercept the Intended 
fatal blow of justice.

Our examination of the “dark period* theory revealed 
that the traditional biographical interpretation of the 
“periods11 through whieh 'Shakespeare passed, as dramatist 
and man, included a “dark period,” from about 1601 through 

1608, and a ”romance period,“ from about 1608 through 1613. 
This interpretation contends that Shakespeare was in a 
“dark* mood in the earlier period, writing bitter and un

happy plays, and that he was in a happy, contented mood



during tho later period, writing playa of tolerance and 
good will. I’M  a interpretation presents as partial evidence 
of the 9dark period’1 tbo three plays. Measure for Measure. 
Troilus and Gresslda. and All* a 'Sell, and calls these plays 
“bitter comedies’1; it asserts that these plays are comedies 
in name only, dealing with the sadder parts of life, having 
in them all the characteristics of tragedy except their arti
ficially happy ending— 11 the unhappy happy ending.”

The interpretation finds the “darkneee* and cynicism of 
Measure for Measure typical of those qualities of the bitter 
comedies which have been offered in evidence of Shakespeare's 
“dark period,11 and which have been presented in contrast to
the mood of reconciliation and forgiveness of the *romances,*

. . . . - - ' . -

of which The Tempest is eallM typical.
The study of Measure for Measure .iust terminated has 

led to the conclusion that that play is primarily concerned 
with reconciliation and forgiveness. Its faith in man, its 
tolerance of his weaknesses, its reluctance to see him die—  
even at his worst, ito assertion of the value of sympathy 
and benevolence toward him, its insistence on going beneath 
superficialities to realities and its discovery there of good 
— of something worth saving even in the worst— -these are the 
concepts of which Measure for Measure has been found to be 
made. They are concepts that speak of a faith and an opti
mism in life and man and reality. They are hopeful eoseepts, 

and to call their creator a oynio is to deny the very faith
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in the power of goodneoa which pervades the play and moti
vates ' its meroiftilaees.' v -  ■ -

Such a faith in and tolerance of mankind, a spirit of 
forgiveness, has been offered by the Dark Theorists as the 
supreme evidence of the optimistic mood of Shakespeare in 
the "romance period,11- and they find the mood reaching its 
heights of optimism with The Tempest.

Yet it la eraotly what the Bark Theorists see as opti
mism in The Tempest that we have discovered in this study 
to be the essence of Measure for Measure. Prospered final 
plea,-; : ■; . , - ■■■■"'■ ' .

Ae you from crimes would pardon^ he.
Let your indulgence set me free,

which expresses the spirit of his final pardons, is the
answer of Measure for Measure to Angelo, is the plea of
Isabella:

1 would to heaven I had your potency.
And you were Isabel! Should it then be thus?

Prosper©*s decision that
The rarer action is 

In virtue than in vengeance,
is at the heart of Isabella*s plea for Angelo. His condi
tion of penitence for mersy,

they being penitent.
The sole drift of my purpose doth extend 
Hot a f r o m  further,

places the same stress on a proper conscience that the Duke 

takes such care for in Measure for Measure.



Measure for Measure* a Duke no less than The Tempest* s 
Proepero yields mercy to those who, in the terms of the 
strict law, deserve punishment. Both Vinoentio and Pros

per© hope for improvement in the people they pardon; both 
reject the idea of punishment with the same apparent joy 
in dealing out mercy and life, and both grant reward to the 
good with alacrity. Both directly lead to the resolutions 
of the respective plays through supxa-natural power, and 
both preserve life and hope and faith in their ordering of 
the final denouement. Both refuse to use their power to 
enforce a determination for the future, leaving the ultimate 
fate to the power of penitence and man* s consoiense, to the 
latent goodness in him.

Prosper© and Vinoentio represent the spirit of their 
respective plays. It is a spirit of optimism and faith.

Mow, if anything at all can be concluded from the 
pervading spirit of a play regarding the prevailing mood of 
its author, the discoveries of this paper would lead to the 
conclusion that Measure for Measure was written by a Shake
speare as happy and optimistic and Interested in life as 
the Shakespeare who wrote The Tempest. If the spirit of a 
play reflects the temper of its author, the eonolueion of 
this paper must be that Shakespeare was In a mood of gentle 
and tolerant forgiveness at the time he wrote Measure for 

Measure; that the so-called "dark* mood of the poet was at 
least suspended during the writing of Measure for Measure—
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in 1603 ©z 1604— in the midst of the so-called *d&rk period"; 
S M t  Shakespeare not only could write true *oom@dy* during 
this period, hut did— the comedy of Measure for Measure. 
which is no more a merely nominal comedy made up of tragic 
element# than is The Jemoest; that the contrast between the 
«dark period® and the flzoa&noe period® on the basis of the 
contrast between dark cynicism and contented faith and tol
erance mast be suspended in the case of Measure for Measure. 
in view of the similarity between that play and the qual
ities attributed by the Dark Theorist s to the * romance 
period.*

To go further by inferring that the 11 dark period* 
theory is therefore invalid would be to go beyond the scope 
of this study. A study of All's Well and Troilus and 
OreaaIda would be necessary before any such inference could 
be made. If, them, it could be shown that the three so-call
ed *bitter comedies* were no more "dark* than the "romances,* 
the contention of the Dark Period theorists that Shake
speare was incapable of writing real comedy during his "dark 
period" would entirely dissolve. The conclusions of this 
paper can only lead to the assertion that the "dark period* 
theory has at least one aa .lor flaw— it a stress of Measure 
for Measure as evidence of the "dark period."
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